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[Dyad: the principle of twoness or "you and me". Dyadic

thinking seeks to understand the relationship and dynam-

ics between two parties acting in complex network contexts.

Dyad marketing is the basic principle according to which the

strategic marketer focuses on the customer relationship and

the benefits of mutuality.]
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Welcome to the fantastic universe of relationships and strate-

gic relationship marketing!

Our vision is to take you, our reader, on an exciting jour-

ney to the borderland of dyad marketing management based

on a relationship-oriented understanding of business life.

This ambition is far-reaching in the sense that we intend to

present and develop a marketing philosophy that is - to some

extent - new and unconditionally focused on dyad marketing

relationships. Furthermore, we aim at offering a relationship

approach to strategy which is both theoretically founded and

applicable in real life situations. Indeed not a low ambition.

Many well-established management theories, we believe,

need to be reformulated, as the network economy sweeps

through business life and influences all corners of society. In-

dividuals and groups will behave in new ways; organisations

will become reconfigured and will have to develop new co-

operative and adaptive mechanisms to stay competitive. All

that can think must link.

The importance of strategic and marketing excellence to

obtain outstanding performance remains unchanged. But a

great many aspects of strategic marketing do change as you

take on the dyadic perspective.

The Dawn of Dyad Marketing Thinking

So, the demand for a relationship-based dyad marketing

framework is growing. Structures and conditions of markets

have changed. Competition moves away from inter-firm ri-

valry to competition among value chains leading us in a di-

rection ofdyadic or even triadic marketing management. Any

Preface



10 THE RELATIONSHIP MARKETER

company must therefore pay attention to the supply chain

as a vertical system and try to create relationship benefits for

customers and suppliers, not just for the company itself

Industries, where relationships between trade parties are

a critical success factor - e.g. within services, information

technology, new media and telecommunications are gaining

momentum in the global economy at a tremendous speed. In

many situations time-to-market, capacity, trust and stability

are a competitive necessity, whereas price seems to be a much

less important issue. Partnership - and not arms' length busi-

ness practice - is on the marketing agenda.

At all levels of society, BtB as well as BtC, interactivity is

a fact. Before the age of interactivity and the indefinite ac-

cess to information, marketing decisions were governed by

the economics of things". Management faced a great many

trade-offs between reach, e.g. one-way mass communication

versus richness in terms of personal communication. Now,

high reach is no longer a barrier for interactivity, And lack of

face-to-face contact does not prevent richness in communica-

tion and purchasing processes. We move in the direction of

economics ofinformation.

Market Leadership - Old Economic
Rationales under Pressure?

Marketing is a management discipline meaning a set ofvalues

supporting certain company culture characteristics. Market-

ing is also a "technique" for decision-makers allocating re-

sources to reach "optimal" - and therefore specific - goals

under dynamic market and competitive conditions. Market-

ing deals with understanding, uncertainty, and application of

business economic rationales. The questions "why", "where",

"how", and "when" to allocate resources do not disappear in

the future. However, there is more evidence that economic

effectiveness and quality in customer relationships must be

viewed as a separate strategic issue in marketing. Who says

that market leadership per semeans dominance, gorilla think-



ing and the highest market share? What happens when econ-

omies of scale are linked more to network economics than to

accumulated experiences? In that case, agility and fast movers

might eventually break the marketing codes of former market

leaders. The thunder flies will win.

Consequently, the idea comes up that the attributes of

exchanges, i.e. reciprocity, interdependence, partnership and

transparency, vis-a-vis every single customer create more prof-

it and value for the company than "negotiating power" and

"market dominance" would. New ways to market leadership

are becoming attractive.

Future Marketing Paradigm

A new, dynamic paradigm for marketing management rooted

in relationships is gradually emerging and works its way to

boardrooms, graduate teaching and consulting. It is nourished

by an explosively increasing amount of research. It gets fur-

ther stimulation from more and more of best practice cases,

where a growing number of customers design their market-

ing strategies, organisational structures and business models

along with a relationship perspective.

Traditional strategy and marketing textbooks treat cus-

tomer-supplier relations as an add-on - an extra dimension

within the existing theoretical frames of reference. The re-

lationship perspective has been viewed as a modification of

accepted marketing theories - a new parameter among others

to count for.

What we need, though, is a new marketing paradigm

founded on relationships and hence the dyadic perspective.

Why? Well, because relationships are becoming the backbone

of any competitive business and hence also the key to market

success. Because competitors become our partners as well!

Objectives

When we began writing this book, we had a very clear objec-

PREFACE 11



12 THE RELATIONSHIP MARKETER

tive in mind. We wanted to demonstrate that a relationship

approach to marketing could and should be developed into a

discipline of its own. In our view, this would require the de-

sign of a completely new relationship marketing framework.

A framework resting on business economics and integrating

the best of the existing marketing management thinking. A

framework derived from basic and great theories of relation-

ship behaviour and business strategy. A framework providing

conceptual insights as well as inspiration and applicable tech-

niques for strategic marketing purposes.

Research in relationship behaviour and relationship mar-

keting has brought a lot of strong evidence supporting the

claim that the relationship aspect plays a central role in the

understanding ofmarkets and company behaviour in real life.

The research not only draws such conclusion from empirical

evidence. Research has also delivered theoretical models of

behaviour and marketing systems that can actually describe

and explain relationship patterns and market structures.

Our objective is to structure, integrate and synthesise

what we know about strategic relationship marketing across

research boundaries in one framework ofanalysis and strategy

formulation. Based on this framework, the reader should not

only get a complete overview of the why's, what's and how's

of strategic relationship marketing, but also a series of logic

links between traditional marketing thinking and definitions

on the one hand and relationship marketing models on the

other.

Target Audience

As a textbook writer, one must be careful in the definition

of the target audience. First of all, this book is not a hand-

book or check list like a "how-to-do-it" book. Secondly, we

consciously aim at giving our reader a mental roadmap to

dyad marketing in terms of definitions, models, archetypes,

parametric overviews and analytical templates and method-

ologies.



Both authors have long-standing professional backgrounds

within business life management and in academia. We are

convinced that practitioners do seek frameworks for concep-

tual understanding and mental landscapes for decision-mak-

ing, and that relationship marketing in particular is currently

considered to be a crucial matter in most companies.

In summary, we therefore have graduate students, schol-

ars, management consultants and marketing practitioners as

our target audience. They all demand a new dyad marketing

framework! Implicitly, some parts of the book, though, as-

sume an insight in general marketing management and main-

stream strategy models as well as basic business economic

theories. Therefore we recommend our reader to first become

acquainted with the basic principles of strategic marketing

management!

We wish you a pleasant journey to the land of customer

relationship marketing.
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1. The Relationship Aspect of
Marketing

1.1 Introduction - the Power of
Relationships

It is a common experience that the relationship between a

customer and a supplier can be very strong and sometimes

almost impossible for others to challenge.

In this opening chapter, we will introduce the basic frame-

work for the understanding of relationships between buyers

and sellers and what might eventually make relationships al-

most unbreakable. Recognizing the power of relationships as

a key aspect of strategic marketing also means that the mar-

keting concept for the future must be renewed and the mar-

keting literature rewritten.

Consider the following situation: Two competing con-

struction companies make a bid for a major, prestigious con-

tract. One of the two companies has maintained a long, close

relationship with the customer. The two competing firms' of-

fers are almost identical in price, quality, delivery and service.

Who do you think will win the game and get the account?

Now, what do you think would happen, if the proposed bud-

get presented by the supplier with the long-standing buyer

relationship is 50/0 higher - with the quality and other terms

still being identical? What if the price difference is 90/0? Or

even 240/0?

The outcome depends on many variables. It depends on

the cultural context of the relationship, the managerial poli-

cies within the buying organisation and a multitude of other

factors. Generally, however, the buyer will always be influ-

enced by the previous relationship experiences with the two

competing suppliers.
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As mentioned, there is conclusive evidence that the sup-

plier-customer relationship is an essential part of what goes

on in business life and always has been - be it rational or

not. So, the relationship approach to marketing is genuine

and important. Relationship capital counts, and marketing

in a relationship perspective requires specific attention and

explanations not necessarily in accordance with the exchange-

centric perception of marketing So, the fact we build on can

be narrowed down to this fundamental assumption:

The value ofrelationships > The value ofexchanges

The assumption makes it necessary to adjust the understand-

ing of marketing as a discipline and of marketing manage-

ment as a company philosophy. Hence, the existence of the

intrinsic value of relationships is also a strong stimulus for

researchers to establish a new paradigm of marketing strate-

gies.

In relationship marketing management, the focus is on

the overall rapport between customer and supplier, not just

on the individual episodic exchange between them. Creat-

ing, building and preserving relationships becomes the real

value driver behind competitive advantage and outstanding

performance. In that respect, relationship marketing is the art

of initiating and maintaining profitable relationships, turning

prospects into customers and customers into friends.

Taking the above example from the construction industry

to the next level, it can thus be argued that there is a distinct

correlation between the long-term profitability of a company

and its customer relationships. Relationships must then be

considered an intangible asset - an external, not fully con-

trolled resource base.

As shall be demonstrated later, outstanding customer re-

lationships, longstanding consumer loyalty and competitive

advantage in the marketplace are not just results of gener-

ally satisfying customers. It takes much more than that. It

demands extremely satisfied customers. This highest rung on
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the customer satisfaction ladder can, however, be difficult and

risky to reach.

Systematic analysis of relationships as well as the econom-

ics of such relationships can help companies increase their

marketing skills and improve their overall market perfor-

mance. In fact, the customer with the building project might

very well end up saving money by choosing the project with

the highest proposed budget. Why? It is due to the fact that

existing relationships often are combined with more effec-

tive regulating mechanisms, e.g. smooth cooperation, trust

and partnership and hence they are less costly to adminis-

ter. Therefore, a buyer must consider the cost of breaking the

relationship, before deciding which supplier to use. Conse-

quently, also marketing professionals must take the relation-

ship aspects into consideration in their marketing strategies.

1.2 What Business is Marketing Really in?

It has been suggested that relationship marketing is no more

than taking marketing back to its roots. Accordingly, it can

be claimed that the relationship approach to marketing repre-

sents a kind of "backward" paradigm shift.' Throughout the

history of modern marketing, the leading marketing manage-

ment theories have focused almost entirely on fast moving

consumer good industries. The main thrust of marketing

strategies in the past was based on the belief that the optimal

marketing approach was to know how, when and where to

position your product to make consumers buy. The dilemma

between the exchange-based and the relationship marketing

concept can be summarized as shown in fig. 1-1.

These two definitions draw on distinctly different theo-

retical sources. The classicaldefinition (left) underscores busi-

ness success through careful planning made and executed by

specialists under straight, centralized managerial control. This

is the management regime definition.

The marketing mix in terms of product, price, place and

promotion is what is going to convince the consumer and
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MARKET ING WAS:

"Marketing is the process of planni ng

and executing the conception, pricing,

prom ot ion and distribution of ideas,

goods and services to create exchange

and satisfy individual and organizational

goals.

MARKETING IS:

"Marketing means to establish, maintain

and enhance relations with customers in

a profitable way in order to accomplish

the objectives of bot h parries through the

reciprocal interchange and keeping of

promises"

Figure 1-1:What business is marketing really in? Source: American Marketing Association,
AMA (1985), Gronroos (1990; 1992)

create market dominance. The consumer's only possible re-

sponse is. .. . to buy or not to buy! Any business success for-

mula should be derived from the marketing concept: "Sat-

isfy the needs of the consumers better and/or at a lower cost

than your competitors allowing you to make an above average

profit . John Egan? has expressed this view as follows:

"Despite the obvious problems, little was changing

in marketing education. Marketing theory remained

mired in a futile search for laws, regularities and pre-

dictability. The marketing mix was (is) still the domi-

nant marketing model, although it was seen as offering

a too seductive sense of simplicity . ... The toolbox ap-

proach of science-oriented marketing was criticised as

a neglect of process in favour of structure leading to a

consequent lack of study into other key variables....

So it appeared that marketing, the leading depart-

ment of the first three-quarters of the century, was

loosing its primacy .. .. Marketers were so busy attend-

ing to the practise ofmarketing that they may not have

noticed that it was, for all practical purposes, dead. If

not dead, it was certainly in crises."3
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Excellent fast moving consumer goods companies like Procter

and Gamble, Coca Cola, Lego or Disney would never have

become so successful had their core competence not been

within exchange-based 4 P marketing. But is that all?

The relationship-based approach to marketing - the defi-

nition (to the right) in figure 1-1- does not deny the exchange

as the moment of truth. But it relies on a different assump-

tion. Marketing is about relationships: How they are estab-

lished, develop, become consolidated and terminate. How

they work, how expectations are created and promises kept.

According to this approach, there will be many moments of

truth. This definition recognises the voice of each individual

customer. The marketing process does not stop after the pur-

chase. In other words: "If the purchase is the courtesy, then

the relationship is the marriage"."

A well-known CEO ofa great company more than 70 years

ago said it this way: "Your customers are your fortune"."

Even in traditional exchange-oriented business-to-con-

sumer industries such as retail, insurance, financial services,

IT, automobiles erc., it becomes increasingly clear that the

heart of marketing lies in the relationship. Consumers have

always been searching for positive relationships with suppliers

and emotional associations to brands, because it makes buy-

ing easier. Not at any price, but within the range of tolerable

cost differences. This, however, is nothing new.

What is new to marketing as a discipline is that it must

revitalise itself by moving from "left to right" in the previous

figure and redefine itself through a more holistic, consistent

view of the customer.

1.3 The Classical Buyer-Seller Relationship

When is it reasonable to conclude that a relationship between

two parties has evolved? The nice young person giving you

a smile from the cash register in the supermarket? The lo-

cal taxi company that your secretary calls whenever a cab is

needed? The employment agency you used only once to hire
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A SUPPLIER/CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIP IS:

"A relationship is composed of the sum of exchanges and

conta cts between sup plier and customer over rime combined

with the regulat ing mechanisms that support and explain the

parties' inte nsions for the futu re based on mutual und erstan-

ding."

Figure 1-2: Definition of a relationship

an IT person with very specific skills? The accounting firm

re-elected every year at the general meeting? When does a

relationship become meaningful in this context?

One possible definition is presented in figure 1-2.

The level of understanding between the parties, the type of

regulating mechanisms, the motives and the goals for future

exchanges differ. In industrial markets, relationships are gene-

rally reciprocal or one-to-one. In consumer markets, it can to

some extent seem artificial to use the term "relationship", as

the supplier primarily communicates the 4 P one-way with

the end customers - one-to-many. But that is also changing

rapidly with information technology as enabler.

A company's portfolio of relationships is not only com-

prised of its customers, but ofall its stakeholders such as sup-

pliers, financial institutions, competitors, alliance partners etc.

The exchange balance between inducements to and contribu-

tions from each stakeholder must still be kept competitive

and dynamic in order to maintain the stakeholders' interest

in doing business with the company. The relationship fac-

tor, however, may play an important role in the stakeholder

"balances score"; and the relationship dimension may easily

influence the relative balances as a consequence of intangibles

such as trust and experience.
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1.4 Elements of the Buyer-Seller
Relationship

The simplified model in figure 1-3 illustrates the basic aspects

ofa relationship in a vertical supplier-customer structure. The

exchange is the precondition for interaction which again is

the precondition for integration.

When a company buys a commodity or a standard raw ma-

terial with a transparent price structure in a perfect market,

the procurement manager will typically act on a pure market

basis. He will focus on the exchange. He will ask several sup-

pliers for a bid and compare quality, price, delivery time etc.

He will act within the constraints of an exchange-based con-

INTEGRATION

Figure 1-3 : Elements of relationships between customer and supplier

tract framework. He may purchase through a dealer, broker

or trader and has no particular interest in further interaction

with the specific supplier. The supplier will ask for a payment

guarantee. Pure market contracts are exchange-centric. The

pure market contract leavesno or minimal room for trust and

confidence.

At the opposite end of the spectrum, consider a car manu-

facturer working with a series of strategic subcontractor part-

ners within a closely coordinated supply chain network based

on just-in-time and joint R&D. The production plan for the

upcoming week must be perfectly coordinated backwards

within the supply chain taking into account the subcontrac-

tors and their supplies. In this case, the market mechanisms
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have been removed and do not function at the exchange level

just described. The relationship is integrated into a semi-py-

ramidal, cooperative structure where the actors actively try

to eliminate the friction between them. Therefore, network

contracts are integration-centric.

In between we find thousands of different relationship

hybrids. Many types of interactions require direct two-way

communication between the supplier and the customer, often

in the shape of mutual iterations in operational or strategic

problem solving. This enhanced interaction between the par-

ties develops over time and often at different organisational

levels,either under managerial control or as bottom-up initia-

tives.

The interactive-centric relationships carry some elements

of arms length control like in the pure exchange situations.

But they are quite frequently inclined to also adopt integra-

tive qualities.

A marketer must understand the characteristics and quali-

ties of customer relationships before deciding on any strate-

gic or tactical move. The structural attributes of relationships

that are influencing the exchange, interaction and/or integra-

tion behaviour of the parties are composed of four distinctly

different elements as shown in figure 1-4.

CONTINUITY

SYMMETRY 14-----+-----.J

COM PLEXITY

Figure 1-4: Structural attributes of relationships

INFORMALITY
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Continuity means that the buyer and the seller have reached

a stage of stability and repetition in their level and pattern

of transaction. Rivalry still exists between the two parties

and win-lose situations do happen during the ongoing trade

between them. But both parties expect a mutual future, for

which reason they seek consensus.

Many types of business relationships possess a high de-

gree of embedded continuity. This is the case in most OEM

product markets (original equipment manufacturing), where

a company designs a component, a module or other features

into an end product. In this situation, continuity is a result

of product uniqueness and customer requirements. Another

example of this is in the field of outsourced accounting or

other business services.Accounting firms typically retain their

clients for decades. This is due to the fact that all accounting

firms have almost identical service packages governed by leg-

islation and professional standards. Here, continuity is in fact

rooted in non-uniqueness, which has created a "no-reason-to-

change" market. In both cases the arguments behind continu-

ity are relatively straightforward.

As shall be demonstrated later, continuity in customer re-

lationships represents substantial value in terms of retention

economics and is one of the key elements in all relationship

marketing programmes and investments.

Relationships also differ in their degree of complexity. Re-

lationships with high levels of complexity cannot only be dif-

ficult to manage, but difficult to break as well. This can lead

to a breakdown in communication, redundancy, high con-

trol costs and simply mistakes in general. Complexity can be

caused by:

- The exchange: High involvement durable goods and

services such as buying a house or a new car means

that very complex relationships between the indi-

vidual and "the market" evolve.The same will be the

case for companies seeking a sole distributor in a new

market.
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- The interaction: Social contact in the context of ex-

tensive networks of personal communication be-

tween people in organisations makes industrial rela-

tionships rather complex and difficult to change.

- The integration: Contracts and regulating mecha-

nisms in business-to-business relationships can be

complicated, incomplete and inconsistent. Veryrarely

does a contract cover all possible issues that can come

up between two parties. Therefore they must rely on

some kind of common problem-solving strategy or

understanding. This can, however, also complicate

the process.

Whereas continuity in relationships strengthens a business's

ability to remain competitive, complexity can become a

double-edged sword. Some companies follow a strategy that

has a maximum level of complication in order to create an

atmosphere ofperceived dependence. In insurance and finan-

cial services, suppliers consciously try to deliver packages -

bundles of products that are tied together in complex"all or

nothing" relationship contracts.

A counter-strategy to this would be to reduce the level of

complexity through unbundling - i.e. offering transparent,

understandable ranges of products, where the customer can

choose exactly what he or she wants.

Symmetry is the third structural characteristic of the buyer-

seller relationship. Symmetry is a question of relative distri-

bution of influence and information within the relationship.

Asymmetry in a relationship can be a powerful motive for

individuals as well as companies.

The superior party will tend to capitalise on the cost and

effort which his counterpart will have to absorb in order to

overcome the gap in knowledge or bargaining power. In some

situations however, this approach would not be optimal.

When the asymmetry is recognised by both parties, defensive

measures such as lower quality, less knowledge sharing, and

more control would be adopted be the weaker party.
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Several studies" have demonstrated that a relationship

between companies often continues despite the top manage-

ment's decision to dissolve it. This is due to the informality
factor. The real institutionalisation of a business relationship

is created between people in organisations and not by com-

mand structures. People sometimes view employees in their

counterpart organisation as colleagues and management as

the enemy.

1.5 Classifying the Pattern of Interaction
Between Buyer and Seller

Whereas the basic attributes of the traditional market rela-

tionship are external as well as within the company's control

and used as part of a marketing strategy, it is also interesting to

consider how effective a set of marketing actions will be in a

dynamic perspective as a function of the customer's purchas-
ingstrategy. This can be illustrated in the following classifica-

tion of supplier-customer relationships, see figure 1-5.

Marketing Strategies

Competitive Co-operative Command

Competitive 1 2 3
Independent Mismatch Independent

Purchasing Co-operative 4 5 6
Strategies Mismatch Interdependent Dependent

Command 7 8 9
Independent Dependent Mismatch

Figure 1-5: Generic classification of supplier-customer relationships.
Source: Based on Serensen (1997)

The relationship behaviour ofa supplier in terms ofexchange,

interaction and integration can be based on any of the three

marketing management philosophies:

- Competitive: A give and take, zero-sum attitude.

What the customer gains, we loose. The regulating
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mechanism will be based on arm's length and exten-

sive control.

- Co-operative: Here, the assumption is that the cus-

tomer will enter into a win-win relationship and will

work to the benefit of both parties. In this case, fric-

tions are minimised and interdependence between

the parties will be the end result.

- Command relationship behaviour relies on oppor-

tunism and is based on pure dominance logic. The

philosophy is that a supplier can earn above normal

profits by making the customer dependent on the of-

fering. The core of the relationship, i.e. the product,

is supposed to have unique qualities that influence

the customer to enter into a command relationship

in order to attain the product. The end result is the

dominant supplier and the dependent customer.

The generic purchasing strategies can be classified in the same

categories explaining the logic behind the behaviour of the

buyer as being either competitive, cooperative or command-

oriented.

Independent relationships are characterised by intense rival-

ry between supplier and customer. The relationship may have

a high degree of continuity and complexity. Independence

does not necessarily mean that there is a constant threat of the

relationship breaking down. But none of the parties are inter-

ested in testing the benefits of a closer cooperative structure.

Independence means that both parties consciously evaluate

alternatives and deliberately keep switching costs down.

A mismatch scenario occurs when a co-operative-oriented

supplier or purchaser is confronted with a counterpart who

has a competitive strategic approach. A co-operative style

seeks joint optimisation through the utilisation of the differ-

ent capabilities in organisations. Mismatch occurs because

the competitive reaction is not commensurate with advan-

tage of the invitation to co-operate. When suspicion is pres-

ent regarding motives, control, lack ofcommitment, focus on
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formal contractual arrangements etc. and even the potential

for a win-lose situation is what meets a peacemaker, then the

chances of reaching a positive result are minimal.

As shall be demonstrated later, interdependence assumes

mutual trust and the inclination to optimise the relationship.

This requires a co-operative marketing philosophy as well as

a co-operative purchasing attitude. Both parties give up some

of their autonomy, impose switching costs on themselves and

assume the risk of trusting the other party. But even a mutu-

ally co-operative relationship needs regulating mechanisms in

terms of control and outside pressure from competing rela-

tionships.

- In reality, only a few relationships are truly "generic"

in the sense that a marketing strategy is solely based

on e.g. a command relationship. Typically, it is a

combination of different types of relationships and

strategies. Furthermore, relationships are dynamic;

they change over time and adapt to the actions of

both parties and the mutual experiences.

In recent years, most companies have made radical changes in

the structure and perception of their relationships to become

an integral part of the implementation of new business mod-

els. There is a rapidly growing interest in relationship man-

agement as a key success factor, and huge IT investments have

been made in order to organise, integrate and interpret rela-

tionship data. Value chains have become atomised and com-

pany roles become more focused on core competencies. At the

same time, inter-company value chains have had to develop

and become more integrated, which enables each company to

remain competitive. In this combined focus-integration per-

spective, the relationship as such has become an even more

important factor and hence also relationship strategies.
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1.6 Defining Relationship Marketing

Kotler et al. have attempted to modify the traditional 4 P

framework of marketing in a relationship-oriented direction.

Kotler agrees to the notion that the marketing mix represents

the seller's view of marketing. Hence, he and others suggest

that marketers should view the 4 Ps from a customer-oriented

perspective as demonstrated by the 4 Cs in figure 1-6.

Seller's view Customer's view
of marketing of marketing

Price
I

Cost to customer

Place
I

Convenience

Product

I~
Customer needs

Promotion I Communication

Figure 1-6 : From 4 Ps to 4 Os. Source: Kotler et a/. (1999)

Everystudent is familiar with the 4 Ps.The 4 Cs, on the other

hand, are new. The 4 Cs are an expression of what the 4 Ps

mean to the customer. The P for price is a C for cost in the

customer's mind.

This contribution is valuable for some marketers, but it

does not represent a paradigm shift or a new relationship-

based marketing definition. It is an attempt to update the

marketing mix, but it stills sticks to the toolbox view of mar-

keting as positioning. Although there are many aspects of

marketing management, the relationship approach appears to

have a substantial impact on long-term business success. We

will define relationship marketing as in figure 1-7.
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RELATIONSHIP MARKETING IS:

Company behaviour with the purpose
of establishing, developing and retaining
competit ive and profitable customer
relations to the benefit of both parties

Figure 1-7: From a seller to a customer perspective?

We do not consider marketing to be a strictly parametric,

programme-oriented discipline, bur apattern oftotalorganisa-
tional behaviour. Additionally, we consider interdependence,

mutual co-operation and commitment between supplier and

customer to be absolutely crucial aspects of relationship mar-

keting.

This definition has no ethical basis. Neither does it re-

flect "good will" per se. The basic notion "for the benefit of

both parties" introduces the idea of optimising relationships

because it is the most profitable long-term strategy. No more

- No less. The bottom line is still the bottom line. The rela-

tionship as a whole is considered to be the key to competitive

advantage.

Relationship marketing principles do not exist in oppo-

sition to traditional segmentation/positioning marketing ap-

proach with regard to techniques and marketing mix decisions.

Likewise, it would be a mistake to look at the relationship di-

mension as one tactical approach among others. Relationship

marketing is a fundamental managerial approach to business.

The basic belief is that reduction of frictions in networks of

trade is a prime source of profitability.

The definition above also indicates that not all relation-

ships are profitable. Relationships that are profitable on a life-
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time basis may be loss-making in some stages during the life-

time. The recognition of potential loss-making relationships

suggests that marketing management must pay attention to

three different objectives in terms of:

- The management of the initiation of customer rela-

tionships.

- The maintenance and enhancement of existing rela-

tionships.

- The handling of relationship termination.

Marketing management introduces two new aspects to the

marketing process: Customer deselection and management of

different stages ofthe relationship. Both elements play key roles

in profitability.

1.7 Different Theoretical Directions in
Relationship Marketing

Relationship marketing is a relatively new discipline still in

search of common ground and well-accepted frameworks.

Various sciences have contributed to the systematisation of

marketing into a viable research and teaching discipline: Eco-

nomics, psychology, sociology, political science, mathematics

and many more. Relationship marketing as a discipline draws

upon these sources as well.

Today, there is no commonly accepted theoretical foun-

dation and no commonly accepted paradigm of relationship

marketing. Different research approaches come into play heres.

Their origins, the complexity of problems studied and their

research methodologies differ widely. Some of the main ap-

proaches to relationship marketing are shown below.

The four main schools in relationship marketing do not

represent an evolutionary process. They have developed inde-

pendently of each other.
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POSITIONING TRANSACTION POLITICAL NElWORK
STRATEGY COST ECONOMY INTERACT IO N
APPROACH APP ROACH APPROACH APPROACH

CONTRIBUTORS Borden, Kader Williamson Arndt, Skytte Hedaa, Gre nroos,
Gu mmesson

FOCUS T HE MARKETER BUYING AN D SYSTEMS O F COM PLEX
SELLING EXCH ANG ES SOCIAL
PARTIES PROCESSES

RELATIONSHIP A TACT ICAL A BALANCE OF A M IX O F DYADIC MUTUA LLY
VIEW TO OL TO BUILD ECONOMIC RISK/ FORC ES INT ER-

CUSTO MER RET URN D EPEND ENT
LOYALTY CALCULATIONS CLUSTERS

MARKETING SEGM ENTATIO N/ CONTRACTUAL SING LE PARTNER TOTAL VALUE
SCOPE POSIT IO NING DO MINANCE PERSPECT IVE CHAIN

INTENT NO RMATIVE: NORMAT IVE: D ESCRI PTI VE: DESCR IPTI VE:
PLAN NI NG AN D ACTI VITY ANALYTICAL SYSTEM
PLAN STRUCTURING FRAMEWORK BEHAVIO UR

Figure 1-8: Overview of main relationship marketing approaches

The positioning strategy approach, which in fact covers a

rather heterogeneous body of literature, does not consider

relationships to be the most important marketing dimen-

sion. Through the marketing mix (the 4 Ps), the intention

of marketing is to position the offering of the company or

the business unit vis-a-vis target groups identified and prior-

itised through careful market segmentation and competitor

analyses. The relationship dimension is an "extra", a tactical,

add-on resource allocation tool among many others that a

marketer can use.

The transaction cost approach is a theoretical field that can

be used within a relationship-marketing framework, but it

was not developed as such, The thrust of this so-called insti-

tutional economics school is basically that the transactional

system, i.e. the relationship, has a huge impact as a driver
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of costs and benefits. Markets, buying and selling strategies

and the contractual terms under which supply and demand

meet cannot be explained without understanding all poten-

tial obstacles, all the pros and cons and all the in-between

arrangements between two parties. That is, the complex and

challenging trade-offs between arm's length and deep part-

nership. Institutional thinking assumes a kind of Darwinist

world order in which own-interests orientation is the key to

understanding market behaviour. One of the main discus-

sions under the institutional economic paradigm is activity

structuring, i.e. the optimal composition of internal activi-

ties ("make") versus externalisation of activities ("buy"), and

which marketing management challenges are arising from

different activity structures.

The political economy paradigm discusses the comprehen-

sion and articulation of organisational behaviour and hence

relationship marketing in more depth than institutional

economics. This approach offers a holistic framework for

analysing how and why exchanges take place, how two or

more customer-supplier parties interact and relate. It outlines

different profiles or archetypes of strategic behaviour, which

can be used to create and execute single partner strategies; the

ultimate relationship marketing solution.

A famous and genuine attempt to create a new relation-

ship-oriented marketing paradigm is the IMp9 group. Their

starting-point was an amazing curiosity with regard to rela-

tionships and markets. For reasons of simplicity, all the de-

scriptive, social-oriented approaches to relationship market-

ing are labelled the network interaction approach. This was

not done with the intention of giving the marketer or the

market analyst any specific methodologies or techniques to

create substantial competitive advantages. But the network

approach has indeed made a substantial contribution to the

study of vertical supply chains. It has been able to explain

how clusters ofcompanies act and where obstacles and limita-

tions may arise and why. It does not pretend to judge what is

good or less good marketing, but it has inspired us to create
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more application-oriented models in particular on business-

to-business markets.

In the following chapters, all four approaches to strate-

gic relationship marketing will be drawn upon, not just the

one of them. It is necessary to present all of them as they all

work together to make a comprehensive set of relationship

marketing rules and principles and therefore none of them

should be excluded. Having said so, the main layers under the

theories and models in relationship marketing, which we will

introduce and discuss throughout the book, are the economic

and dyadic perspectives. A dyad is a relationship between two

parties and the relationship-oriented behaviour of the parties

seeking balanced solutions in an environmental context. We

believe that the economic forces and rationales behind human

behaviour in business can bestbe understood if relationships

are in focus and if one recognizes the idea of optimisation.



2. A Systematic Approach to
the Buyer-Seller Relationships

2.1 Marketing as Mutual Exchange

That marketing should be regarded as exchanges in dyadic

relationships, i.e. the two parties involved are regarded as a

"closed" relationship without interference from outside, is

not a recent observation." However, it still seems to be new

to many marketers that focus must be on the outcome for

both parties - simultaneously. In addition to this, one of the

most significant differences between relationship marketing

and traditional marketing is that it is necessary to identify

the needs and demands of the customer's customers in order

to satisfy the customer's demands in an on-going perspec-

tive. This does not only require a clear understanding of the

customers' demands, but also the customers' motivations to

formulate their demands in the way they have. This is com-

parable to the change of focus when selling a product because

of its features to focus on the customer's benefits from using

the product.

On top of this, exchange may take place if there is per-

ceived value by at least one of the parties. The important im-

plication of this comment is that the relationship will benefit

in total if at least one of the parties is better off Regarding

the relationship in the dyadic perspective thus provides a pic-

ture of the total outcome of the relationship, and not merely

a "one-sided" picture. Therefore the focus is not merely on

the individual party, but on both parties simultaneously and

holistically. An example of this would be that if you could

inform your airline operator of your travel needs in advance,

they would be able to plan ahead and thereby optimise the

necessary capacity and give you a lower price on the ticket.
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We have to go back to Kotler!' to find that the term "rela-

tionship marketing" was added to the definition ofmarketing

as exchange. Kotler saw relationship marketing as the way in

which suppliers try to:

" ... build up long-term, trusting, "win-win" relation-

ships with customers, distributors, dealers and suppli-

"ers.

Kotler further argued that organisations would be able to

lower the transaction costs as they build trust and develop an

interest in cooperating with one another. It is important to

note that the definition is still a "one-way" understanding of

relationships, i.e. it is the initiating organisations that build

relationships.

This is in line with the IMP-groupl2 and their focus on

relationship trust':', Another parallel is the introduction of the

"marketing network" concept introduced by Kotler to further

explain the concept of marketing."

''Amarketing network consists of the company and the

firms with which it has built a solid, dependable busi-

ness relationship and thereby has built good relation-

ships and profitable transactions will follow."

Thus, the marketing concept has gradually changed its focus

towards processes and a more long-term perspective. How-

ever, relationships are still perceived as a result of activities

managed by the initiating organisation, i.e. the "one-way"

perspective. Strategic relationship marketing challenges this

type of thinking, as it regards mutual exchange to be a basis

for building mutual beneficial relationships.

The introduction of marketing systems has, however,

altered this one-way perception considerably and this was

where the introduction of the "two-way" marketing concept

came into play.
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2.2 Marketing as Systems

Exchange is the most basic" activity in marketing, but ex-

change needs to be linked to the parties responsible for the

exchange and the variables affecting them." Therefore ex-

change is described as part of a marketing system or exchange

system:

"In essence, the exchange system may be defined as a

set of social actors, their relationships to each other,

and the endogenous and exogenous variables'? affect-

ing the behaviour of the social actors in those relation-

ships."

Examples of endogenous (internal as seen from the relation-

ship's point of view) variables could be benefits from previ-

ous exchanges, evaluations of know-how and expertise of the

other part, and expected benefits from future exchanges. The

endogenous variables highlight the principle that all transac-

tions must be regarded as part of a greater entity and that a

transaction cannot be evaluated on its own.

Examples of exogenous (external as seen from the relation-

ship's point ofview) variables are competitive situations, com-

petitive limitations and laws regulating the area of transac-

tion. The central comment related to these variables is that

the interplay between the endogenous and exogenous vari-

ables will determine the volume of the exchange.

The relationship must therefore be seen as a result of past

experiences" combined with the expectation ofpositive inter-

action in the future. Furthermore, the importance of internal

factors, as well as external factors, is stressed as they influence

the exchange and the content of the exchange.

2.3 Three Types of Exchange

The system approach also presents three different forms of

exchange," based on the notion that marketing is about
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understanding why people and organisations engage in ex-

change relationships and how exchanges are created, resolved

or avoided:

- Restricted Exchange

- Generalised Exchange

- Complex Exchange

Restricted exchange, or dyadic exchange, takes place between

two parties, A and B, and only two (this is why it's called re-

stricted). The relationship between A and B can be described

as follows: A <-> B.These parties could be end-users, retailers,

salesmen, manufacturers etc., and the "<->" symbolises that

A and B simultaneously are supplying and receiving goods,

money, information etc. The continuous existence of the

dyad is based on mutually beneficial exchanges as seen from

both parties' point ofview where both parties contribute and

benefit. In short, these are exchanges involving only two par-

ties, and the exchanges flow in both directions.

Generalised exchange takes place between, at least, three

parties, A, B, and C, or more. Generalised exchange, in prin-

ciple, covers all one-way exchanges taking place between more

than two parties, hence the label generalised. The relationship

between A, B, and C can be described as follows: A -> B -> C

-> A.The "->" symbolises that it is a one-way direct exchange.

The exchange takes place directly between the parties, and an

example could be the FMCG-sector with A as the supplier, B

as the retailer and C as the end-user. In short, these exchanges

involve more than two parties, but the exchange flow is only

one way - in terms of for example food products that flow

only one way.

Complex exchange takes place between at least three par-

ties, A, B, and C, or more. In principle, complex exchange

covers all two-way exchanges that take place between more

than two parties and is therefore complex. The relationship

between A, B, and C can be described as follows: A <-> B <->

C. The exchange is direct between A and B, or Band C - and
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indirect between A and C. A wholesaler is a good example of

complex exchanges and would be (B), as the ability to trans-

form the offer from the supplier (A) to the end customer (C)

and vice versa. To summarise, these exchanges involve more

than two parties and exchanges are flowing both ways.

The type of exchange will provide you with a description

of the number of participants, whether the exchange is direct

or indirect and whether exchanges are one-way or two-way. In

other words, it is merely a way to describe the direction and

complexity of the exchange in question.

However, one thing is to define the direction and com-

plexity of exchange, but it is crucial to consider what is be-

ing exchanged. The content of exchange can be put into two

basic categories."

2.4 Two Approaches to Exchange

The first category, Utilitarian Exchange, is more or less based

on the concept of "Economic Man" and rational behaviour,

maximisation, complete information and no external influ-

ence. The utilitarian exchange is the exchange of goods and

services and is widely described in distribution channel lit-

erature." In the distribution channel literature, the seller de-

velops relationships in order to handle exchanges with buyers

who serve two purposes; they are buyers of the products and

at the same time they are handling the distribution task for

the seller.

The second group, Symbolic Exchange, is based on the

psychological, social and other non-physical transformations

between two or more parties. This form of exchange may be

described as adding the perception of what a product or ser-

vice means to an individual, and not just focusing on what

the product or service can do. This form is based on the ex-

pectation of the exchange; one will participate in an exchange

because it feels right. This approach to exchange is only men-

tioned indirectly in the literature; perhaps it belongs to the

physiological and sociological sphere. It is, however, clearly
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used as a marketing tool, especially with regard to perception

of status, culture or fitness and is therefore extremely relevant

in this context.

Most exchanges cannot be identified as either or, but will

often be characterized by elements from both approaches.

Therefore, the two groups of exchange are combined in what

is called Mixed Exchange," Mixed exchange means that the

exchange can be characterised by utilitarian and symbolic el-

ements simultaneously. An overview is introduced in figure

2-1.

Utilitarian Symbolic Mixed

Restricted 2 parties involved in 2 parties involved in 2 parties involved in
exchanging both ways exchanging both ways exchanging both ways

due to because it feels right because they expect
mutual benefits benefits

Hard- and Software Love Marriage

Generalised More than 2 parties More than 2 parties More than 2 parties
involved in one-way involved in one-way involved in one-way
exchanges because of exchanges because it exchanges because
mutual benefits feels right they expect benefit

Assembly line

Complex More than 2 More than 2 More than 2
parties involved in parties involved in parties involved in
exchanging both ways exchanging both ways exchanging both ways
because of mutual because it feels right because they expect
benefits benefit

Auditing Sponsoring FM CG-sector

Figure 2-1: Combining types of exchange and approaches to
exchange

Furthermore, relationships must be understood in terms of

both individual(personal) and institutional (organisational) re-

lationships. This distinction may also help the reader to rec-

ognise that the individual is often the vehicle around which

organisational relationships are developed and maintained.

Some of the original studies of relationships" were actually

based on industries where standardised products were sold.

They found that relationships were primarily between indi-

viduals, not between organisations.
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Describing exchanges must include time, partly because

how exchanges take place develop over time, and partly be-

cause what is exchanged may change over time. Time was

introduced as an important dimension" influencing the re-

lationship and the exchange processes. Time seems especially

important when understanding the reasons and background

for the development of relationships. Why is it that some re-

lationships take off in one direction and other relationships

tend to go in other directions? Why don't they develop in the

same manner, at the same speed and in the same way? And

why is it that some exchanges are close and intimate while

others are distant and formal?

To answer this we have to introduce a framework to de-

scribe relationships, their content, and their environment in

order to identify potential influencing factors. The answers to

these questions lie in the Political Economy Paradigm.

2.5 The Political Economy Paradigm

This paradigm is built around two central issues,politics and

economics, both internally and externally. This structure makes

it possible to work with the concept of power, internally and

externally, as well as the concept of economic structures, also

internally and externally. Internally and externally encom-

passesdifferent things, depending on the unit ofanalysis.The

unit ofanalysis may be the relationship, the dyad or a number

of dyadic relationships.

- The internalpolitics and the internaleconomics of the

entity in question, typically based on the dyad,

- Political relationship to the environment and eco-

nomic relationship to the environment of the entity

placing the dyad in a context,

- The environment relating to factors beyond the im-

mediate context.

The political economy paradigm regards marketing as the
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execution of a series of transactions and exchange processes.

Another way of looking at it is that the paradigm uses the

concept of social systems as a way to understand interaction

within the dyad and between the dyad and its environment.

The paradigm will be presented further in the text." This

framework is useful for analysing organisations as social sys-

tems and covers a variety of areas:"

"Political economy is fairly general, as the paradigm

may be applied in theory construction in a wide range

of marketing areas. It is integrative through offering a

unifying framework by incorporating major economic

and socio-political constructs in the comparative anal-

ysis of marketing relationships."

The conceptual framework of the paradigm encompasses

internal structures and processes, connecting them with the

variables characterising the environment. These variables are

called relationship variables. This group of variables is the

connection between the social unit and the environment. The

groups of components in the political economy paradigm are

illustrated in figure 2-2. The illustration can be interpreted

as a "Pandora's Box" or an onion, where you can analyse one

layer in the relationship, only to learn that you have more lay-

ers to analyse once you are done with the first one.

Relationships are based on the rational arguments and

emotional symbolism as introduced in figure 2-1. In figure

2-2, it is taken a step further and argues that the analytical

view of economy and power is useful for identifying and de-

scribing how a relationship is influenced by these variables.

Furthermore, it must be emphasised that the relationship is

part of the environment whether in close or distant proxim-

ity. The point being that relationships cannot be understood

as isolated entities as they are part of a larger body and the

relationships both affect and are affected by this body.

The basic idea behind this conceptual framework is that

the unit of analysis (the inner box) is connected through re-
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Environment

Characteristics of

the environment

Proximity

Capacity

Differentiation

Concentration

Turbulence

Relationships to

the environment

Political

Relationships

Dependence

relationships

Inter-organisational

form

Control mechanisms

Economic

Relationships

Competitive markets

Quasi-integrated

systems

Integrated vertical

marketing systems

Internal Structure and Processes

Internal Politics

Goals of the social unit

Distribution of power Politics

Boundary-spanning positions

Mechanisms for managing

conflicts

Internal Economics

Structure of the social unit

Internal exchange processes

Incentive systems Economics

Figure 2-2: Major component groups of the political economy
paradigm. Source: Based on Skytte (1990, p. 33)

lationship variables (the middle box), which depends on the

environment (the outer box). In other words, all relationships

must be understood and analysed within a context. This con-

text may be the immediate surroundings, the middle box, or

the environment, the outer box. I.e. the relationship cannot

be understood or analysed merely in relation to itself. We

have to look at potential influencing factors in the political

and economic sense." Thus, we are combining the analysis of

the relationship with analysis of the environment as a sphere

in itself
The boundaries and external variables of the unit ofanaly-

sis will depend on how the analytical unit is chosen and de-
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fined and, of course, analysed later on. The analytical unit

could be a network (e.g. the Nissan car dealers in UK), a dis-

tribution channel (e.g. the Internet), a market sector (e.g. the

pig farmers in Holland), relationships within an organisation

(could be between the sales and logistics department) or the

classical dyad (e.g. the supplier and customer), etc.

When determining the most suitable variables to use when

describing the external environment in relation to theory de-

velopment, a compromise was reached between detailed raw

data and aggregated abstraction." The first one could be a

list of various interest groups and the second could be a clas-

sification of the external environment according to various

dimensions or forces. In the political economy framework,

these two methods are combined."

The five variables used in the paradigm to characterise the

environment are: distance, capacity, differentiation, concen-

tration, and turbulence.

The distance variable describes the distance between the

unit ofanalysis and the number oflevelsbetween the unit and

the organisation and other external factors influencing the so-

cial unit. The distance variable is divided into three levels:

-. The first level is the primary organisational environ-

ment, which contains suppliers and customers di-

rectly related to the social unit of analysis.

- The second level is the secondary organisational en-

vironment, which contains suppliers' suppliers and
,

customers customers.

- The third level is the tertiary organisational environ-

ment or the macro environment.

This environmental framework entails national economic,

political, and legislative elements and will influence the social

unit indirectly via the primary and secondary organisational

environment.

The second variable, capacity, is related to the social unit's
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potential of acquiring production factors and the question of

whether or not there is sufficient demand for the outputls).

The third variable, differentiation, is related to the homo-

geneity or heterogeneity of organisations, individuals, and

socio-political factors that influence the social unit and its

potential of acquiring resources. This will directly influence

the level of required information for decision-making.

Concentration, is the fourth variable and it is related to the

degree of resource concentration (e.g, if it is high or low), i.e.

whether resources are concentrated in a few organisations or

individuals or dispersed to many organisations or individuals.

This variable is also related to geographic concentration.

The fifth variable, turbulence, is related to the pace of

change and the dependency between the change processes in

the input and output markets of the social unit and other

environmental factors. Turbulence is often caused by changes

related to external forces or resources and is therefore diffi-

cult to identify for the social unit. Hence, it may be difficult

to obtain sufficient information for planning purposes and

decision-making.

Focusing on the concept of exchange highlights, the dyad

is the central object. The dyadic approach is an important

theoretical contribution to the understanding of relationship

marketing, as the existing literature neglects the importance

of the dyadic relationships between the supplier and the

customer. Therefore, the dyadic focus provides a theoretical

structure for describing the relationship between a supplier

and a customer.

In order to illustrate the flexibility of the political econ-

omy framework, figure 2-3 lists a number of typical units of

analysis.They have been labelled in accordance with the units

included in the unit of analysis.

The important point in figure 2-3 is that the unit ofanaly-

sis may vary depending on the need, in other words, rela-

tionships can be analysed no matter if it is a dyadic relation-

ship, a triadic relationship or a system of relationships. Thus,

figure 2-3 highlights the flexibility of the political economy
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paradigm, as all four examples may be defined as the unit of

analysis.

T he Dyad

Supplier

Cus to me r

T he Sup plier
Triad

Suppl ier's
Suppliers

Supp lier's
Competitors

Suppl ier

C ustomer

The Custom er

Triad

Supplier

Cus tomer

C usto mer 's

Competi tors

Custo mer's
Customer

T he Marketing
System

Supplier's
Suppliers

Suppl ier's
C ompetitors

Supplier

Customer

Customer's

Co m pet ito rs

Customer's
Customer

Figure 2- 3: Different units of analysis in the political economy
paradigm



3. The Economics of Customer
Relationships

In the imaginary world of complete resource mobility, the

relationship as a phenomenon is to some extent meaningless

to discuss. Relationship considerations are not particularly

important if the market is assumed to work entirely in a pure

exchange-centric way independently of the context. If a sup-

plier can replace a lost deal with a new one tomorrow at no

extra cost, then a customer relation perspective is rather in-

ferior.

It on the other hand, a buyer and a seller doing business

with each other on an ongoing basis eventually and gradually

adjust to the needs, wants and structure of the other party in

order to gain advantage, then the situation might be quite

different. If a supplier even adapts his machinery, products,

organisation, systems, staff or other capital assets in order

to meet the specific requirements of individual customers or

segments, such resources are no longer completely mobile.

Assets adapted or even tailor-made to certain relationships,

i.e. asset specificity, will presumably lose some, or maybe all

their productivity, if the relationship breaks and the resources

must find new, alternative "employment". This changes the

economic rationales dramatically!

Traditional market economy axioms are rooted in the con-

cept of a world without the kind of disturbances and irregu-

larities that relationships tend to create and which tend to

lead to relationships. So, the traditional pure exchange view

is like a false mirror as it does not reflect what is going on in

everyday business life. Relationships matter and therefore we

have to express them in market-economic terms:
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The traditional marketing concept The relationship marketing concept

Resource mobility Complete - no asset specificity Incomplete - asset specificity

Exchange friction No friction between parties Friction causing costs

Time frame dimension Periodic short term view Customer life cycle long term view

Figure 3-1: Principles of relationship marketing economics

Consider slogans like "the customer comes first" or "CUS-

tomers make pay-days possible" or "we try harder". These

catch phrases are not just cliches, but are expressions that re-

flect the vision, values and corporate identity of a company.

And they build on a customer relationship philosophy and

not on a pure exchange perspective.

The Principle of Complete Resource Mobility

Complete mobility of resources means that a company can

move its capacities and resources from one area ofapplication

or one type of customer to new purposes and other custom-

ers without any loss of return on such assets. The behaviour

of the supplier and the customer is therefore not supposed to

be influenced by resource mobility considerations such as a

customer trying to unilaterally improve the bargaining power

because of the supplier's specified assets or a supplier wish-

ing to impose control over and create switching costs for its

customers.

Additionally, it may be assumed that all companies have

access to the same bundles of resources on the factor mar-

ket, which then means that competitive advantages cannot be

gained through unique resource combinations or core com-

petencies.

The classic, well-accepted framework for marketing

thinking maintains that sustainable competitive advantages

are created by the capability of a company to exploit market

opportunities better, cheaper, faster or more focused than its

competitors, sometimes called the s-c-p axiom for structure
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(exploration), conduct (exploitation), and performance (ex-

ecution).

The principle of market leadership based on a unique

ability to build and defend long-term, mutually beneficial

customer relationships more effectively than the competition

represents the opposite view, i.e. that the resources and com-

petencies generating the leading position on the market can

neither be easily copied nor acquired on the factor market.

Relationship-based market leadership may impose a risk

of dependence to the extent that the relationship compe-

tencies rely on customisation of assets to satisfy individual

customer demands. Specified assets may be less valuable for

other customers and hence such a trade structure requires

particular protection measures via contractual mechanisms.

The exchange view does not offer an explanation of this phe-

nomenon.

Relationship economic thinking treats the economic value

of an investment in customer specific assets up against the

risks, which will inevitably follow. The classic marketing con-

cept does not address this dilemma.

The Principle of Frictionless Transactions Between

Supplier and Customer

In traditional business economics, it is assumed that the total,

real price of a good or a service equals the sum of the costs

consumed in production and distribution etc. This percep-

tion of total costs does not include the relational context of

the production and procurement process. The traditional

costing principle ignores that the mere way oforganising an

activity, i.e. producing versus buying, is in fact itself a key

driver of costs.

Implicitly, this principle of frictionless transactions as-

sumes that the only alternative to internal activity and hence

the organisational hierarchy as the regulating mechanism be-

tween supplier and user is the market exchange contract. Ac-

cording to the idea of the classical market contract, a buyer

can eliminate his or her risk, get the lowest price and obtain
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full transparency by an all-included contractual arrangement,

such as a bill of lading in sea transportation.

But the real world is far from frictionless, when it comes to

inter-firm activity. Where transactions are relationship-based,

a completely new category of costs and benefits arises. The

relationship is a hybrid kind of activity in between the perfect

world of the classic external market contract and the smooth

in-house production. The in-house production assumes mu-

tual confidence between the transacting parties who are all

members of the same organisation and under the same hier-

archical umbrella. In hierarchies like corporate organisations,

individuals are supposed to obey. Hence, the frictions are sup-

posed to be at a minimum, although realities are often some-

what different from this ideal depending on factors such as

reward mechanisms, corporate policies etc. Frictions are also

supposed to be minimal using the market contract as regulat-

ing mechanism, but for the opposite reason, namely that the

parties have agreed on a formal arrangement, by which they

anticipate every possible situation and outcome.

Most economic activity does not live up to the frictionless
idealofeither the intra-organisation exchange or the transpar-

ent market contract. The modified market mechanisms in the

form of relationships introduce the costs of friction between

two economic spheres. Managing the costs and benefits aris-

ing from those frictions between a buyer and a seller more

efficiently than competitors then becomes a crucial strategic

Issue.

The Principle of the Period as Fiscal Dimension

For well-known reasons the period (year, quarter or month)

is the key measurement interval in financial management and

therefore also the vehicle in marketing management as well.

The single time period can, however, only to some extent in-

clude the dynamics and the cause-effect mechanisms in mar-

ket processes.

The Attention-Interest-Desire-Action effect hierarchy

communications model (AIDA) is a good example. Costs
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of communication (creating attention) are paid in period x,

whereas the outcome in terms of revenues (creating action)

often materialises in period x++ (although difficult to mea-

sure with reasonable certainty).

Relationships between supplier and customer go through

different stages over its lifetime. In this way, the most and

maybe the only relevant economic approach to marketing

from a relationship perspective is the principle of lifetime

value of relationships and how it can be influenced by whom

and when.

In recent years, interest in measuring relationship value

has increased. One study concluded e.g. that every new pizza

customer on average represented an amazingly high net pres-

ent value ofUSD 5,000.

The lifetime perspective is not a revolutionary discovery.

Most business people would agree to the economic impor-

tance of relationship elasticities such as volume, price, churn

and duration. What people must find perplexing is that there

is a desperate need for reliable theories and measurement

tools in this area.

In the following sections, an overview of the core princi-

ples in the business economics of customer relationships will

be presented.

3.2 The Business Economics of Customer
Relationships - Risk and Opportunism

Research has demonstrated that the mere planning, execution

and monitoring of customer transactions per se drives 25°10
of all costs in an average company - the price of"running the

economic system".30 Furthermore, several case studies have

found a significant positive correlation between the durabil-

ity of customer relationships and profitability. One study"

e.g. concluded that a company, depending on the industry,

could potentially increase the net present value of a customer

relationship by 35-950/0 if reducing the churn rate by 5%.

Although other studies have reached the opposite conclusion
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that old customers (business to business) tend to be less than

average profitable, there is no doubt that the relationship di-

mension plays an important role as economic driver in the

customer as well at the supplier organisation.

The phrase saying that it "costs ten times less to sell more

to existing customers than to sell the same amount to new

customers" is true in most situations, revealing the acquisition

economics versus the retention economics dichotomy.

The following real-life story illustrates the importance of

customer relationship economics.

Skanska and Rockwool'"

Skanska is an international construction company with of-

fices worldwide and a strong position in Sweden. Skanska is

managed according to decentralised principles. Therefore, lo-

cal managers, including the purchasing managers, make all

day-to-day decisions.

Rockwool produces insulation materials of mineral wool

and Skanska is one ofRockwool's biggest and most important

customers.

Both Skanska and Rockwool operate on extremely com-

petitive markets characterised by low margins and constant

price pressure, where even minor deviations, delays or miscal-

culations can eliminate all profits from a given project. Some

years ago, Skanska and Rockwool entered into a cooperative

contract with each other with the explicit purpose of opti-

mising the economics of the trade between them. In other

words, Skanska and Rockwool aimed at replacing traditional

exchange-centric thinking with relationship market econom-

ICS.

The managerial motives for a switch from exchange to re-

lationship terms of trade are illustrated in figure 3-2.

Before the relationship-based contracting was established,

Skanska handled the purchase of insulation materials from

project to project, most often in bid rounds where the suppli-

ers of insulation, being a quite homogenous commodity, were

played out against each other.
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COSTS ARISING IN
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(HIDDEN COSTS)

TRANS ACTION
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PRODUCTION
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30%

+

TRANSACTION
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50%

CUS TOMER'S
REAL COSTS
(SKANSKA)

Figure 3-2: Skanska and Rockwool in the before-situation: The real
costs of mineral wool at the arrival to the site. Source: Heikkila (1996)

This behaviour led to the astonishing cost structure shown

in figure 3-2 above, which the parties to their surprise dis-

covered, when they mutually decided to open their books in

a joint analysis. The total costs arising in the supplier's, i.e.

Rockwool's sphere, amounted to no more than 50% of the

total price, Skanska actually paid . Series of hidden costs, such

as inventory costs, loading and unloading, transportation,

waste, loss, theft, delays of deliveries, broken deal costs and

administration should be added to get a true picture of the

business economic price.

The core production and administration expensesamount-

ed to less than 25% of the total costs. The driver behind the

remaining expenses was the frictions caused by the exchange-

centric terms of trade.

In the pre-relationship situation, both parties pursued a

monadic, sub-optimising objective, making use ofthe classical

market contract. The monadic motivation is the opposite of

the dyadic joint-optimising approach as introduced in Chap-

ter 1.

The outcome was opposite from the intention ofboth par-
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ties, i.e. a dramatic rise in the price of insulation materials for

the seller as well as for the buyer in terms of extremely high

transaction costs, a subtle kind of "prisoners' game" where

both opponents playa win-lose game and end up with a lose-

lose result.

The True Product Costs

Even when a supplier and a customer develop an interdepen-

dent relationship based on cooperation, the rivalry within the

relationship will not disappear altogether. Conflicts of inter-

est are embedded in any buyer-seller relationship despite the

strategic match, because each party wants the biggest slice of

the pie. Therefore, the probability of conflict arises in any

case. But it is not necessarily a zero-sum game!

The Skanska-Rockwool case shows the true costs ofa sales

or purchase exchange in business economic terms and not

from an accounting angle, which is:

totalcosts = productprice + transaction costs

In hindsight, it appears to be sound business logic for Rock-

wool to promote a relationship-economic, co-operative mar-

keting approach, as the end result happened to be a win-win

situation. Although it seems obvious and in the interest of

both parties to mutually drive down the exorbitant friction

costs stemming from idiosyncratic behaviour, where you are

very conscious not to let your opponent become too influen-

tial, buyers and sellers rarely agree to just "open the books"

with the idea ofchasing joint optimisation and deepening the

relationship. Instead, management most often prefers to stick

to a pure or slightly modified market contract, as this regulat-

ing mechanism is considered to offer a maximum safeguard

of self-interest, transparency and bargaining position.

As soon as the market contract is replaced by the hybrid

relational contract, elements of risk and insecurity arise. The

relationship contract contains a consciously chosen risk ele-

ment, where the parties agree on a certain level of manoeu-
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vrability and where confidence plays a key role as well. Risk is

the cost, whereas saved transaction costs are the benefit.

Risk is revealed via opportunism, which is the flip side

of the coin in any relationship. Opportunism means that a

party, buyer or seller, will exploit and manipulate a situation

to gain unilateral benefits at the expense of the counterpart.

Opportunism can even stretch into what can be called "legal

theft" in many bargaining processes.

The opportunity of developing "mutual benefits", which

is an integral part of our relationship marketing definition,

does not rest on idealism, but on a mere business self-interest

calculation. What are the pros and cons of relationship con-

tracts, balancing the benefits against the risks of the coun-

terpart or perhaps one's own opportunism? Additionally, no

decision-maker is completely rational or in possession of all

information regarding alternatives and consequences.

Two kinds of risk are at play in any relationship. Out-there

risk is caused by disturbances externally of the relationship,

whereas opportunism in the relationship or expected oppor-

tunism leads to in-here risk. The opportunism and insecurity

embedded in any relationship create idiosyncrasy and hence

increase the costs, because they stimulate protection mecha-

nisms. Ultimately, these protection mechanisms threaten the

competitiveness of the relationship. So, for either party there

is also the ongoing trade-off between the cost of risk and the

cost of insurance through safeguard mechanisms.

The dyadic motive as opposed to the monadic motive,

as touched upon previously, means that the buyer and the

seller make systematic attempts to optimise the relationship

by taking the interests of the other party into consideration as

a matter of self-interest. The basic concept behind the dyadic

approach is that a marketer should plan and execute such ac-

tions that minimise the customer's total costs, including the

savings following managed frictional reductions. As demon-

strated, this is not only a pricing issue. The contractual form

of the relationship and the governing principles are equally

important. Dyadic marketing concentrates on the overall
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relationship-economic cost-benefit balance within a competi-

tive perspective. The ability to understand the game and the

way cards are distributed in that game enables a player to de-

fine the best possible strategy for himself

The triadic situation" includes the threats and opportuni-

ties stemming from the present or the potential relationships

between a company's customers and its cornpetitors.t'

Risk and opportunism are guidelines for understanding

and navigating through the mechanisms that are the basic

concepts behind relationship marketing. The key economic

expression is the transaction costs arising from the relation-

ship parameters.

3.3 Customisation of Assets, Frictions and
the Life Cycle

As mentioned earlier, customised assets or asset specificity"

refer to the situation where an asset represents a lower eco-

nomic value for a company in alternative employments than

for the actual customerts). Assets, which have been adapted

to only one individual customer or application, have a posi-

tive impact on the relationship economy in that specific cus-

tomer relationship. Customisation must be dealt with as a

focal point and a crucial parameter in relationship strategies.

Customisation of assets in that respect is in contrast to the

idea of complete resource mobility in traditional business

economics.

Customisation ofAssets

Asset customisation can ultimately bring a supplier and his

or her customer closer together. Consider the manufactur-

ing company that invests in dozens of manufacturing plants,

all working as subcontractors for only one customer. This is

often the situation in relation to consumer goods, where lead-

ing firms like Coca-Cola, McDonalds and Marks & Spencer

create a one-to-one sole supplier relationship with value sub-

contractors or partners.
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The same level of symbiotic relationships can also be found

in the relationship between airlines and handling agents and

airline caterers or between newspapers and printing houses

and in many other situations.

Dedicated, customised resources contribute to rationalise,

protect and cost reduce the buyer-seller interaction; they cre-

ate profitability for both sides and impose entry barriers for

competitors and substitutes. Imagine what would happen if

McDonalds decided to buy potatoes on the spot market every

morning instead of contracting with manufacturers process-

ing the potatoes on a long term basis. Any manufacturer that

would offer an attractive price to McDonalds for a short-term

deal would hardly succeed in breaking into the existing rela-

tionships.

Asset specificity can be a powerful marketing tool, but

it also induces a high risk and an incentive to opportunism.

Large companies very often have one sole or preferred sup-

plier plus a second source. The idea is that the second source

absorbs above peak capacity situations at the prime source,

while at the same time safeguarding the customer company

against supplier opportunism or bankruptcy. If assets like

equipment, staff sites or intellectual property rights are tai-

lor-made to this specific important customer, the supplier is

potentially vulnerable if the customer has a nearby alternative

solution available.

Not all products or services that are perceived as cust-

omised within a certain range of features are individualised.

Mass customisation does not imply the same level of risk and

opportunism as previously described. Restaurants prepare the

meal according to the taste of the guest without customising

any asset. Car manufactures do the same when the customers

choose an individual mix of design, colour and accessories.

Cost of Frictions

The Skanska-Rockwool example above illustrates how buying

behaviour based on a market contract paradigm can lead to

frictions in the physical and in the administrative system and
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hence also becomes generator of considerable and unneces-

sary costs. Frictions are derived from idiosyncratic reactions.

The rational buyer assumes that optimal buying behaviour

means using the market for each exchange, because any spe-

cial preference for a supplier will be exploited by that supplier.

Competitive pressure is what presumably prevents a supplier

from excess pricing and term-twisting. Therefore, both parties

must live with the frictional costs. The costs of idiosyncrasy

are expected to be more than offset by lower prices. Markets

are expected to be perfect or at least close to perfect.

In business-to-business relationships, it has become quite

usual to distinguish between the phase ofnegotiation and the

phase of delivery. During the purchasing phase, the market

mechanisms are active. Existing relationship contracts are be-

ing stalled. Both parties act, and react, idiosyncratically; they

distrust the motives, statements and calculations of counter-

parts. When an agreement has been reached, the parties enter

into the phase of implementation. Both the seller and the

buyer have an interest in minimising the frictions in processes

like order flow, documentation, quality control, exchange of

information and corrective actions if requested by the other

party. The relationship is an in-between, hybrid, regulating

structure and in many respects more complex to manage than

the market contract or the hierarchy. Competition forces

companies to concentrate on core skills only. This has created

a demand for new management qualities, because the pat-

terns of relationships change and become much more impor-

tant. Whereas the idea of identifying and nursing a company's

core competencies has become strategic mantra, the business

economic discipline derived from that, i.e. to establish and

administer customer and supplier relationships with a mini-

mum of frictional costs, then becomes the key to competitive

advantage.

Customer Life Cycle

The product life cycle and its underlying diffusion of inno-

vation curve is the ancestor of most conventional marketing
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strategy models from the BCG36 matrix to Porterian think-

ing and crossing the chasm fascination. The composition of

a company's marketing programmes, in the form of the 4 Ps,
changes over the product life cycle because of market seg-

ments' attractiveness and competition.

All products, product categories and industries tend to

follow the bell formed development curve from birth to

death. The same pattern can be observed for customer rela-

tionships as well. In that respect, the customer life cycle or

CLC becomes the framework for the formulation of market-

ing programme prescriptions and of understanding the busi-

ness economics of relationships from a lifetime perspective.

In contrast to the period as the time interval in programme

formulation and in impact measurement, the CLC relies on

a much more dynamic, cause-effect and customer-oriented

view ofeconomics and marketing management. One possible

representation of the CLC concept is shown in figure 3-3. 37

A customer relationship goes through different stages from

its emergence to late stage struggling and final dissolution. In

between, the relationship will develop as a consequence of the

rational behaviour of both supplier and customer. At the ma-

SALES

LONGTIMEMATURITY STAGE

DEVEL~MENT STAGE

EARLY STAGE

BEFORE RELATION STAGE

TERMINATION STAGE

TRANSACTION COSTS

L..-- ,. TIME

Figure 3-3: The customer life cycle
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turity stage, the first signs of fatigue and restriction become

apparent. Of course, points of disruption and cut-off will

arise during the lifetime. Many customers e.g. simply reject

to "marry" and break out in the meeting with the relationship

chasm as a matter of policy.

In figure 3-3, we also illustrate how the transaction costs

develop over the CLC. Initially, the idiosyncrasy, then trust

and mutual adaption-driven cost reduction to final increase

when unilateral incentives may eventually become the stron-

ger ones.

The customer life cycle indicates the existence of four dif-

ferent concepts in relationship economics:

- Acquisition economics at the pre-relationship stage.

- Penetration economics at the early and the develop-

ment stage.

- Retention economics at the long-term-/maturity

stage.

- Termination economics at the end of the customer

life cycle.

The economic calculations and the marketing tasks differ

across the generic stages of the customer life cycle. At the pre-

relationship stage, a company must invest time and effort to

convince the customer to make a trial purchase, change sup-

plier, take in a second source or buy a project. The costs of

lost deals must be included as well. At the stage ofacquisition,

canvass sales, promotion, low margin orders, pilot installa-

tions and broken deal costs dominate. The headline is acqui-

sition economics.

When a relationship has been established, the supplier

mill move on to gain momentum with the customer in terms

of time frame contracts, cross selling, share of pocket etc. The

penetration-economic stages involve staff costs, solution de-

velopment, product modification, but not rarely direct finan-

cial cash contributions to the customer organisation e.g. to

buy shelf space and attention.
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At the maturity stage, which may vary from weeks to de-

cades depending on the situation, retention-economic con-

siderations may be about prices and margins, costs ofkeeping

competitors' entry barriers high, further product develop-

ment etc.

Dissoluting a relationship can be rather expensive. Claims

occur. Escrows and guarantees must be either cancelled or dis-

tributed. Some assets and employees may become idle which

may result in new, partly unanticipated expenses.

It is reasonable to believe that the margin of profitability

will increase (most apparent in business-to-consumer rela-

tionships) and that transaction costs will decline over the cus-

tomer life cycle as a function of time, experience, confidence

and possibly adaptation of assets. Some of the main factors

supporting the idea of increasing returns over the customer

life cycle can be summarised in a few headlines:

- High transaction costs at the beginning of the life

cycle ("bargaining/pre-relationship") where monadic

motives still dominate.

- Anticipation of opportunism and high costs of con-

trol as the market mechanisms still regulate the trade

between seller and buyer. Hence prices are also low-

er.

- Higher costs of service, administration and mistakes

at the earlier stages.

- Add-on revenues in terms ofcross-selling, increase in

volume and product line extension assume mutual

confidence.

The customer relationship-profitability curve reflects a simi-

lar path.

A company may get stuck if: for some reason, the customer

breaks off the relationship before or just after the CLC break-

even point. Retention economics in terms of prolongation of

the life cycle and other kinds of add-on revenue streams then
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Figure 3-4 : The customer relationship-profitability CUNe

become a key factor to understanding and improving overall

performance.

Customer life cycle and relationship-economic coherence

varies across industries. Some industries have extremely high

entrance costs to relationships in terms of customised assets.

This is the case with shipbuilding, heavy construction and in

great many subcontractor industries, e.g. components to air-

craft manufacturers etc. Often the CLC break-even point will

be passed at a relatively late stage and profitability depends

entirely on the marketing efficiency of the customer, e.g. the

number ofaircrafts ofa given type being sold over the lifetime

of the specific model. The same will be the case in industries

with high customer acquisition costs such as in banking, in-

surance or asset management, where suppliers must invest in

order to gain customer trust.

In other industries, which are also characterised by made-

to-order and asset customisation, there will be no or at least

very low expectations of continuity and life cycle. The mar-

keting strategy must therefore be exchange-oriented and de-
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liver profitability on the first order and on every order after

this. In industries such as home construction, travel or some

segments of consulting this will be the case.

Although relationship marketing focuses on acquisition as

well as development and retention strategies, the element of

retention value is often given more prominence. Indeed, it

has become one ofthe underlying assumptions of relationship

marketing that it encourages retention economic rationales first

and acquisition marketing second. This bias exists because the

relationship aspect is considered to be particularly beneficial

on mature markets, which constitutes a vast majority of mar-

keting situations. Also, the industries chosen most frequently

as examples of successful application of customer retention

strategies appear to have high front-end costs (selling costs)

embedded in their business system.

3.4 Generic Transaction Costs

Customised assets, frictions and the "law" of the customer life

cycle in the physical business system altogether are the driv-

ers of transaction costs in the economic system. Perceptions

of risk and opportunism determine how far two parties are

willing to go in order to reduce frictions and develop a rela-

tionship that is based on interdependence. Relationship mar-

keting develops competitive advantage by creating relation-

ship-economic value and by inducing transaction benefits.

Whereas the four economic concepts just described are built

into the stages of the customer life cycle, so to speak, we must

also pay attention to some basic generic types of transaction

costs - not being attached to a specific lifetime situation.

The transaction cost basket is composed of the amount

of money the buyer and the seller must pay in addition to

the cost of the core service in order to execute the deal as

illustrated in the Rockwool-Skanska case. There are three dif-

ferent types of transaction costs: Pre-exchange costs arising

during the information-gathering stage, arrangement costs

arising during negotiation and decision and post-exchange
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costs in terms of implementation and monitoring expenses.

These are the 3 Cs oftransaction costs: Contact, Contract and

Control costs. In principle, any exchange carried out by two

parties at any of the life cycle stages imply a certain amount

and mix of transaction costs.

How the underlying mechanisms in a physical system are

the drivers of transaction costs in the economic system is sum-

marised in figure 3-5.

Contact Costs Contract Costs Control Costs

Acquisition economic stage High High High

Penetration economic stage High High Medium

Retention economic stage Low Low Medium

Termination economic stage High Medium High

Figure 3-5: Transaction costs across the economic life cycle stages

The qualitative transaction cost levels indicated in fig. 3-5 are

approximations of an "average" CLS and are in accordance

with the cost curve in fig. 3-3. Of course, the reality of busi-

ness life is not that simple.



4. Customer Loyalty and
Business Economics

4.1 Defining and Describing Customer
Loyalty

The quest for loyalty has always been a cornerstone in human

activity in general and in organisational life in particular. In a

hierarchical power structure, members of an organisation ac-

cept the need of obeying leaders and following instructions.

In ancient times, participants even swore their loyalty as an

entry ceremony.· In modern organisations, loyalty is also im-

plicitly assumed and the reward-punishment system has loy-

alty as a central decisive factor. In hierarchies, market forces

are eliminated. As long as you are a member of this organisa-

tional hierarchy, you must stick to our rules.

One thing is hierarchy - another thing is markets. Cus-

tomers do not behave like organisational members. Loyalty

is something a company strives to attain, not something that

can just be requested or assumed. It must be earned. This is

the case whether you work in a business-to-business context

or you pitch for a relationship anchored brand loyalty on con-

sumer markets. In both situations, you must give at least the

same or even more than you receive - as perceived by your

customer.

Customer loyalty conceptually implies both an atti-
tude -"think and feel"- dimension and a behavioural ''do and
experience"-dimension. Neither one acts exclusively of the

other. A few of the many definitions of loyalty highlights this

assertion:

"Customer loyalty is the seller's perception of the con-
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sumer's positive attitude to the product manifested by

rebuying" .38

"The loyalty creating company is a company where the

entire organisation carries out conscious, ongoing and

effective efforts with the purpose of securing an opti-

mal development of satisfied, loyal and hence profit-

able customers". 39

We will work with the distinction between instrumental and

motivational loyalty. Instrumental loyalty is the kind of loyalty

most often found in business-to-business relationships. It is

related to the objective features and the functional dimen-

sions of the product or service vis-a-vis a usage situation. Mo-
tivationalloyalty is the predisposition emerging from a more

affective pattern of reaction, typically expected in consumer

markets. The rationale/cognitive and the affect-driven/emo-

tional reasons for loyalty are not per se contradictions and

are often mixed." In both cases, the supplier must deliver

perceived relationship value in excess of the money the cus-

tomers are paying.

There are many ways of classifying loyal versus non-loyal

customer behaviour. One such classification proposes three

ways of considering customer buying behaviour:

- Switching behaviour: where purchasing is seen as an

either/or decision - either the customer stays with

you (loyalty) or turns against you (switching).

- Promiscuous behaviour: Also an either/or situation in

the sense that either the customer is loyal to you or

flirts with many and various alternatives (promiscu-

ous).

- Polygamous behaviour: Again, the customer makes

a stream of purchases, but their loyalty is divided

among a number of products. They may be more

or less loyal to your brand or solution than to any

other.
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Consumer research tends to support the view that most cus-

tomers" are in fact multibrand buyers and that only one out

of ten consumers is 100% loyal. Consumers are constantly

searching for products and services matching their specific

needs. There is also doubt about whether loyal customers are

more profitable than promiscuous and polygamous custom-

ers are. Loyalists are often more light users, whereas multi -

brand buyers are more heavy users within a specific product

category.

4.2 The Customer Life Cycle and Various
Loyalty Dynamics

The shape ofthe customer life cycle is a clear indication ofthe

level and the sources of customer loyalty. There are several of

such variations as illustrated in figure 4-1.

Customer relationships that stabilise at the long-term stage
will typically be dyadic in their structure and mutually benefi-

cial to both parties. The dyadic balance will come from cust-

Revenue Revenue

STABILIZING IN LONG
TERM STAGE

DISRUPTED CLC

/
'---- - - - ----- -----.. Time Time

Revenue Revenue

SUCCESSIVE CLC'S PLC DRIVEN CLC'S

'---- - - ------ -----.. Time'------ - - - - - - -----.. Time

Figure 4-1: Different customer life cycles. Source: Hougaard and Bjerre
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omised assets, co-operative relationship style, communication

proximity of the parties, security, mutual commitment and

probably also strong contractual agreements.

Almost all relationships are exposed to opposing pressure:

Partly in the direction of deeper involvement, adaptation,

cooperation and repurchase and partly in the direction of

increased control, threat and dissolution to neutralise depen-

dency and dampen idiosyncrasy.

In this battlefield of contrast forces, astonishingly many

relationships do manage to stabilise and go on for a very long

time. The co-operative forces tend to defeat the competitive

destructive drivers.

Some relationships are cut o./fsuddenly and abruptly, illus-

trated by the disrupted CLC. Some customers decide to break

the relationship before the "relationship chasm" and reject the

idea of moving into long-term stability. The reasons for this

are many.

In knowledge-intense industries there is e.g. a high risk of

relationship divorce, if a supplier begins to cooperate with the

customer's competitors. Another situation is trade arrange-

ments where the supplier is encouraged or even requested to

invest in highly specialised customized assets, he will idiosyn-

cratically evaluate the pros and cons of cutting off a customer

relationship at the early stages (before investing) if there is a

widespread belief that the customer is prepared to take unilat-

eral advantage of the situation.

In relationships with several successive mini CICs, the par-

ties ride on the wave of good mutual experiences and inspira-

tion. This will often be the case in project-oriented industries,

where each project is a CLC in itself The customer either

tends to have preferences for the supplier in the next bid round

or the supplier will bring new competencies and vitality into

the relationship thus maintaining its competitiveness.

Customer loyalty should not only be viewed as a relation-

ship-economic phenomenon. In some instances, the CLC is

driven by frequent product innovations or renewals. We then

talk about product life cycle (PLC) driven CLCs. In the soft-
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ware industry, new product generations appear regularly.The

same is the case in the automotive industry. Whether driven

by technology, fashion or other factors, the competitiveness

of the core product or service is always a precondition for

loyalty.

In some industries, we can distinguish between always-

a-share-customers and lost-for-good-customers each reflecting

very different CLCs. In the retail sector, consumers make use

of most of the supermarket chains within their geographical

reach. Depending on the buying motivation and situation,

special offers or products etc., the consumer will choose to-

day's shopping centre. It is interesting also to observe that

the supermarket chains do no not primarily attempt to invest

in customer loyalty through a more focused or differentiated

chain profile. Location and category (e.g. discount) are appar-

ently the most important features. This is a typical always-a-

share market.

Lost-for-good customers are most often found in relation-

ships with a high level of loyalty driven by confidence. Ifyour

doctor prescribes the wrong medicine or less dramatically, if

your supplier of R&D consulting services becomes engaged

with one of your major competitors, the relationship will of-

ten be terminated.

4.3 The Value of Customer Loyalty

Customer loyalty as a concept creates a strange paradox. Al-

most anyone will agree that true customer loyalty is a substan-

tial intangible asset for a company - for branded products the

most valuable asset ofall- because it is the ultimate indicator

of future sales and profits. Despite that, there are virtually no

companies that have any factual-based knowledge about their

customer's loyalty and the value of such loyalty.

It is necessary to decompose the value of customer loy-

alty into a number of value categories that can be analysed

collectively and separately. We have developed the following

typology regarding loyalty economy concepts:
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- Lifetime economy - the ability of retaining the cus-

tomer for a longer period of time.

- Efficiency economy - the ability to create dyadic cost

advantages for the benefit ofboth parties throughout

the CLC.

- Value adding economy - customer participation in

the supplier's value generation.

In many cases, all the effects are active at the same time, but

they do not necessarily pull in the same direction and it re-

quires careful analysis to separate, measure and evaluate each

of the loyalty value drivers.

Lifetime Economy

A loyal Cadillac customer once was said to be worth $ 332.000

over his or her lifetime"!

In a great many industries, profitability is heavily depen-

dant on the lifespan of customer relationships, as already dis-

cussed. This is especially the case when the contact or con-

tract costs are high compared to the rate of contribution per

exchange or if investments in customised assets are substantial

or if the experience cost effects are extraordinary. In such cas-

es, the relationship contribution is negative until rather late in

the CLC. Churn becomes a crucial economic driver.

On markets where lifetime economy is a critical factor,

marketing must concentrate on giving the customers con-

tinuous motivations and arguments for them to keep coming

back to do business. This will typically consist of positive in-

ducements which confirm the value of the relationship for the

customer stimulating repeat business e.g. annual bonuses or

progressive discounts. A subtle way is to establish exit barriers

through fees or non-refundable prepayments, administrative

complications or systemic integration. Some industries have

refined their exit barrier tool box to a high and petty subtle

level!

The value oflifetime economics consists of three distinctly

different elements:
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Basic profits over a longer time span obviously increase the

net present value of the customer relationship. In industries

like IT, support and service contracts are common and in

markets where revenues depend on subscription, licenses,

spare part sales etc., increasing lifetime is an essential market-

ing task.

Add-on sales based on confidence. At the maturity stage of

the relationship, the customer often tends to trust the sup-

plier and will be positively inclined to cross-selling initiatives.

When commercial banks began selling insurance or when

Amazon.com extended the product line from books to a

much broader range of consumer goods, it was clearly a way

of capitalising on customer trust and other relationship ties.

Price premium. Loyal customers to a certain extent have

decided to neglect the market forces with the purpose of har-

vesting on the advantages of low transaction costs. Loyal cus-

tomers trusting the supplier will hence not pay attention to

price increases; they might eventually become price inelastic.

Loyal customers become the cash cow in many (consumer)

markets. It however, the greed of the supplier becomes too

apparent - much like monopoly arrogance - customers may

react extremely negatively.

Loyalty schemes have become widespread and popular

as retainer tools. What some loyalty pioneers such as Ameri-

can Airlines and Tesco have experienced, is that loyalty pro-

grammes were effective and gave additional business in the

beginning. But the incentive schemes rapidly became indus-

try standard, which customers would expect from any sup-

plier. All too quickly, early benefits were turned into unavoid-

able extra costs of doing business. Furthermore, once loyalty

schemes become an expected award, it can be costly and dam-

aging to rattle the loyalty ladder.

Efficiency Economy

Suppliers gain insight into their customers' reaction patterns

and thereby define the dos and the don'ts for each specific

customer case. This market knowledge can be useful and can
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lead to efficient economic initiatives. Often the customer

contributes actively to produce efficiency-driven profitabil-

ity. This can be in terms of communicating needs and wants

like volume forecasts, service level indications, engaging in

smoothing the administrative procedures such as automatic

reordering or correction of errors etc.

Reducing the supplier's quality costs like waste, redoing,

more precise points of delivery, insight into habits, routines

and service requirements are valuable contributions to im-

proved relationship economy in the trade among the parties.

Chasing efficiency advantages is an ongoing process that

takes place over time. Both parties will struggle to attain as

large a proportion of the efficiency benefits as possible.

Value-Adding Economy
Sometimes customers participate in, or even take responsibil-

ity for, a portion of the relationship value generation. By do-

ing so, the supplier obtains a price premium, larger volume,

lower costs, less friction and risk as well as reduced transac-

tion costs.

For some companies, it is an integrated element of a re-

lationship marketing strategy that the customer contributes

to the value-creating processes. On consumer markets, active

customer involvement can be one of the primary keys to ful-

filment of needs, as is the case with do-it-yourself-products

where the feeling of creating something yourself is part of the

overall experience and is an effective motivation. Electronic

3D interior design, where the consumer can simulate alterna-

tive uses of space, furnishing plans and test various decora-

tions in the virtual landscape, offers the same type of value-

adding economic benefits.

At the other extreme, there are situations or scenarios

where loyalty-based behaviour leads to substantial disadvan-

tages for either the customer or the supplier. Contexts where

loyalty is disadvantageous are illustrated in figure 4-2.



Disadvantages for the customer

When it is not likely that the buyer will
again purchase from the supplier.

When there is an obvious risk of
dependency, and where competitive
alternatives exist.

When the buying process is governed by
non-relationship-oriented processes.

When the purchase is low-risk and
reversible.
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Disadvantages for the supplier

When there is no reason why a seller should

ever see a buyer again.

When the seller seeks to avoid dependency
of a buyer and where alternatives exist.

When the selling process is governed by
non-relationship-oriented processes.

When industry ethics make relationship
building inappropriate.

Figure 4-2: Non-loyalty-oriented scenarios

4.4 Loyalty in a Market Segmentation
Perspective

Loyalty is not a question of either-or, black or white. There

are grey areas and complicated, small differences to consider.

Loyalty reflects the different degrees of belonging, preferences

and decision criteria among customers and target groups. As

customer loyalty is a key success factor and therefore a catalyst

for competitive superiority, the loyalty factor should in many

cases be considered the most relevant market segmentation

criteria.

Some basic notions that stress the overall relevance of loy-

alty as segmentation variable are:

1. When first identified, loyalty segments can be anal-

ysed and compared with respect to their attraction:

Size in $, volume or numbers, growth rates, acces-

sibility etc.

2. The company's relative competitive strengths and

weaknesses can be analysed vis-a-vis each segment

iden tified.

3. Marketing targets concerning positioning can be

formulated.
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4. Marketing programmes geared towards specific

loyalty segments can be formulated aiming at spe-

cific goals such as attracting, retaining, and growing

through means affecting lifetime efficiency value

econorrucs,

Segmentation based on loyalty levels has led some companies

to separate customers in the following four groups: hard-core

loyalists, soft-core loyalists, shifting loyalists and switchers."

An almost identical segmentation model came up with these

six loyalty segments: ambassador, core customer, customer,

trial customer, prospect and suspect."

The purpose of segmentation is to discover and explore

business opportunities. Segmentation without the opportu-

nity angle represents no value. Segmentation criteria should

then both reflect distinct characteristics of the market and the

opportunity perspective for the marketer.

So, a company or a marketer should definitely pay atten-

tion to loyalty segments among customers, but they should

also make an attempt to understand non-customers, i.e. cus-

tomers that are in the periphery or outside the market. Some

of these prospects or "suspects" outside the present focus of

the actual market served may comprise new, substantial and

undetected opportunities. Avis and Hertz have loyal custom-

ers based on an airport location concept, whereas Enterprise

discovered a completely new rent-a-car market arising from

car owners' needs in connection with car repairs.

Another approach takes into account the degree of loyalty

and more affective motivational elements. It categorises cus-

tomers in loyalists/apostles versus defectors/terrorists, mer-

cenaries and hostages." Some industries have succeeded in

formulating very beneficial loyalty segmentation definitions.

The fine-tuned, graduated loyalty programme practices of

airline companies seem rather sophisticated. Typically, they

run at least three"mileage card levels", bonus, silver and gold.

Each category gives the customer access to various, alternative
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THE COMM ITIED
BUYER

THE BUYER CONS IDERS
THE PRODUCT

TO BE A GOOD FRIEND

THE SATISFIED CUSTOMER
WITH SWITCHIN G COSTS

REPEAT BUYERS WITH NO SWITCHING COSTS

NON LOYALTY
THE PRICE SENSIT IVE BUYER

Figure 4-3: Market segmentation based on the loyalty pyramid.
Source: Aaker (1991)

peripheral services and prestige levelslike quick check-in, gate

services, VIP lounges, luggage handling etc.

The loyalty pyram id'" is a simple, yet convincing, behav-

ioural model to express the idea of loyalty segmentation.

The relationship economy is strongest at the higher lev-

els of the pyramid, because market mechanisms are strongly

modified and almost completely eliminated at the top. Hence,

one of the purposes of relationship marketing is to move cus-

tomers up the loyalty pyramid. So simple, and yet so difficult.

Any product-market and any existing customer portfolio will

consist of different loyalty segments or groups . Take motor-

bikes or cars where the perceived position and key benefits to

the customer ranges from transportation to belonging, pres-

tige or identity.

Thecommittedbuyer segment is hard-core loyalists with low

transaction costs - choosing the role as a monopoly customer

- due to factors such as:
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- A de facto monopoly-like situation - such as oilrig

fire fighting, specialised military equipment or phar-

maceuticals.

- Extensive customisation of assets - the customer's

and/or the supplier's. A golf club renting the golf

course land will very much act as a committed buy-

er.

- Unique brand equity. Supporters of highly profiled

sports clubs, certain life style products, buyers of

mission-critical industrial components and manage-

ment of financial assets e.g. will tend to act as ex-

treme loyalists. One must never forget that one of

the secrets of unique brands is that they offer a very

strong relationship through the belonging. They cre-

ate value for customers just by being a strong brand.

For customers in the product to bea goodfriend category, en-

try and exit barriers to relationships are still high, but not

unmanageable. Some of the motives for customers to become

soft-core loyalists are:

- Confidence, trust and positive experiences, e.g. sup-

pliers of security solutions.

- High integration in the sense that the supplier's prod-

uct or service has been designed into the customer's

value chain.

- Perceived high quality.

The satisfied customers with switching costs have no reason to

switch brands or supplier, although they are neither by moti-

vation nor by instrumentality tied to the supplier or the prod-

uct. Despite this apparent indifference, they are loyal, repeat

buyers. If the buyer perceives all competing products in the

category to be almost identical, there is no reason to switch.

If the buying process is reversible, then low risk, low involve-

ment, and repeat buying routines will save the customer the

transaction costs.
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The repeat buyer without switching costs and the pricesensi-

tive non-loyal buyer show rational behaviour if the price is the

only relevant choice criteria, because products are perceived

to be homogenous and the pure market contract is the usual

contractual arrangement. In certain niches within the capital

market and in the trading of agricultural products or electric-

ity, where exchanges are organised and handled by intermedi-

aries, customer loyalty is not an issue.

In some bizarre situations, we find relationship-economic

disadvantages; reward mechanisms are structured with the

purpose of indirectly punishing the loyal customer. Frequent

flyer programmes are structured in a way so that mileage or

bonus points are granted to the cardholder, usually the busi-

ness traveller personally. But it is the employer who gets the

invoice from the airline. So, companies are being charged a

price above the true market price. The firms are involuntarily

and without much influence forced to grant their staff an

indirect salary increase or a fringe benefit! In this case the

customer, i.e. the company, would be better off as absolute

anti-loyalist.

Loyalty segmentation in the pyramidal sense can be a

pretty difficult exercise. Certain approximating techniques

like measuring share of mind (attention value), share of vote

(attitudinal value), customer satisfaction surveys and percep-

tual maps can give a hint about loyalty, but it is otherwise very

difficult to gauge.

4.51ies and Segmentation

A somewhat different loyalty segmentation technique is to

look at the kinds and levelsof ties or bonds between seller and

buyer, which have a role to play in different contexts.

Monetary ties imply that the customer becomes financial-

ly tied to the supplier. Monetary ties can come out of trans-

action costs advantages - discounts, bonuses, provisions etc

- or from the price of core products. As an element in tacti-

cal marketing programmes, it is quite common to create exit
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barriers for customers. Insight into the consumption patterns

and ordering routines can be incorporated into procedures

and makes repurchase easy for the customer. Such ties repre-

sent a certain level of relational-economic protection.

The effectiveness of monetary ties is a balance. If the sup-

plier shares the relationship-economic profits with the cus-

tomer, monetary ties can be a viable marketing tool. If the

supplier exposes the loyalty segment to too much opportun-

ism, the strategy becomes risky. Companies paying above

normal prices for travel, just because national airlines have

"bought" the loyalty of the employees, will surely break these

hostage-like relationships at the first possible occasion.

Social ties: Research has shown that the relationship be-

tween two parties tends to remain more or less unchanged

despite managerial decisions regarding new policy directions.

The informal human networks between the buying and the

sales centre have created social organisational ties.

Such networks and informal social relationships are not

intentional, as they can lead to dependency. Social networks

most often facilitate exchanges and contribute to the genera-

tion of positive relationship economic effects, e.g. conflict-

solving mechanisms, trust building, risk monitoring and con-

trol.

Institutional ties mean that two business systems or organ-

isations engage in a marriage-like relationship. Institutional

ties cause very strong loyalty. Facility management, where a

company outsources completely functional areas in their sup-

ply chain or franchising, where franchisee and franchiser agree

on a symbiotic kind of relationship, clearly demonstrates the

strengths of institutional ties.

The institutional bonds are in some cases not just the

means, but also the purpose of the relationship, as it is the

precondition for creating relationship-economic advantages.

As a business system, the franchising idea is explicitly built

on the concept that the value chain is split up into two in-

dependent roles with separate hierarchies, linked together by

a comprehensive relationship contract, stipulating concept,
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roles and responsibilities, key success factors, decision making

process and financial guidelines.

When owners of concepts and business ideas prefer fran-

chising instead of forward vertical integration, i.e. multiples

or chain stores, it appears as if such a firm sacrifices profits

and control to get less financial exposure. The popularity of

franchising as a business system demonstrates, however, that

the mutual instrumental loyalty created by institutional ties

can in fact be a very powerful unification model. Not only

because franchise systems allow a healthy, strong motivation

in relation to opportunism combined with effective control,

but also due to the irreversibilility of the arrangement.

4.6 Loyalty Matrix Modelling as an
Approach to Segmentation

I Switchers I Fence sitters

Customers

Noncustomers

Medium High Highest

Low/medium High Low

Figure 4-4: The loyalty matrix

The loyalty matrix model categorises the market into seg-

ments based on a combination ofa buyer behavioural dimen-

sion and a buyer relationship dimension.

The loyalty matrix reflects the classical attractiveness-po-

sition trade-off, where the customer - non-customer distinc-

tion reveals the present position dimension of the company,

whereas the different behavioural patterns reflect true, generic

attractiveness of customers in the sense that companies tend

to conclude that loyalists are the most attractive customers,

ceteris paribus, as opposed to the switchers who are always

chasing a slightly better deal.

The marketer will choose the strategic priorities among

the different segments in the loyalty matrix, depending on

the specific situation. In figure 4-4 - just as an example - a
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set of hypothetical market strategic priorities is shown for a

given company X.The protection of one's own loyal custom-

ers in this case has been given the highest priority, as opposed

to targeting competitors' most loyal customer base (non-cus-

tomers).

The marketing logic behind any set of priorities can be

challenged. E.g. some companies do not pay much attention

to their own loyal customers, as this business is not under at-

tack from outside. Marketing resources are instead invested in

retention programmes, often vis-a-vis fence-sitters, in order

to increase the level of loyalty or in the acquisition of fence-

sitting customers from competitors.

In industrial markets, loyalty is assumed to stem from ra-

tional considerations and motives, the subjective and calcu-

lated balance between transaction costs on the one side and

dependencies on the other. Obtaining low transaction costs

often go hand in hand with accepting high dependence. In

other words, neutralising the market mechanisms may in-

crease the risk of opportunism. In that respect, loyalty can

be viewed as a function of the level of dependence which a

customer is willing to live with in order to obtain transaction

cost reductions - a sacrifice of autonomy for contribution!

By combining the dimension of interaction dependence

with productdependence, four archetypes of industrial markets

can be identified:

The four market cells should be treated as dynamic phe-

nomena regarding customer loyalty. Therefore, a company's

portfolio of customers can include relationships of all four

kinds at the same time. Consider a commercial bank's rela-

tionship with business customers. Some customers tend to

act extremely market-like considering the banking services to

be like a commodity, always chasing the best prices. Other

customers take the more holistic view treating their bank in a

cooperative manner.

Customer behaviour might change over the life cycle. In

the beginning, customers prefer a more arms-length relation-
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ship which in some cases may lead to deep, lifelong partner-

ships.
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Partnership markets

Brand markets

Cooperative markets

Dealer markets

Figure 4-5: A typology of business markets. Source: Hedaa (1991;
1993; and 1996)

A supplier will try to build customer loyalty by nudging their

customers in the direction of dependence. Marketing pro-

grammes will either seek to increase the level of interaction in

a cooperative direction or stimulate to unilateral dependence

through a product or brand preference.

Partnership markets are markets in which customers and

suppliers have established a high level of interaction and in

which the customer experiences a high product dependence

vis-a-vis the supplier. Typically, partnership markets are for

highly customised products with high-perceived value for

both supplier and customer.

Relationship characteristics in partnership markets are

associated with the need for close cooperation between the

parties and bilateral loyalty. Not only regarding interaction

issues, but also in terms of allocating resources to the rela-
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tionship. Hence, the level of irreversibility is rather high and

the regulating mechanisms tend to develop based on mutual

trust.

Brand markets have a relatively low degree of interaction

between suppliers and customers combined with loyalty that

is derived from a customer perception of high product de-

pendence. Brand markets are often referred to as close to mo-

nopoly markets by customers, since they have perceived no or

only a few alternative suppliers.

In dealer markets, loyalty levels are notoriously low. Dealer

markets can be described by a very low level of interaction be-

tween the parties coupled with low product dependence from

the customer's point of view. Products or services, which are

highly standardised, brought to market by equally good sup-

pliers. No complex contact is needed and market contracts

are the prevailing regulating mechanism between the parties.

The relationships between customer and supplier are purely

on an onloff basis.

Co-operative markets are characterised by a high level of

interaction between suppliers and customers and are based on

a minimum of perceived product differences. Nevertheless,

close co-operation between the parties is needed. Contrary

to partnership markets, customers do have the possibility of

finding alternative suppliers as these are present in the mar-

ket. Still, switching costs and sunken investments in the rela-

tionship give the parties incentive to solve possible problems

before considering dissolution of the relationship. Social ties

as well as a multitude of human ties within the two organisa-

tions protect the relationship.

4.7 Concept to Measure Customer Loyalty

As described earlier, retention, efficiency and value are the

three core business-economic terms to pay attention to when

analysing the impact of customer loyalty on long-term prof-

its.
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Figure 4-6: The customer loyalty cube

The specific marketing objectives and programmes to

be discussed and prioritised in any real life situation could

therefore be the increased durability of customer relationships,

increased share ofwalletand attraction ofnew customers, as il-

lustrated in the loyalty cube in figure 4-6.

The three different loyalty growth directions - attract

through share of market, enhance through share of wallet,

prolong through share of life time - do not mutually exclude

each other. Very often marketing programmes and sales force

efforts are focused on attracting new customers and existing

customers tend to be overlooked as the key to growth.

Not all customers contribute equally to the company's

profit, actually as well as potentially. The most loyal custom-

ers are not necessarily the most attractive target group for a re-

lationship economic loyalty strategy, either. Acquisition may

give a higher payoff than retention. Lifetime economics and

retention economics must also take into consideration profits

and potential.



5. The Driving Forces of
Customer Relationships

5.1 The Relationship System

A relationship between a supplier and a customer never ex-

ists in a vacuum. Firstly, the relationship is influenced by the

participants involved, here referred to asplayers. Secondly, the

basic components of the specific relationship have an impact

on the life of the relationship in terms of rules, functions,

anticipations etc. We will name these basic components the

relationship DNA. Together, the players and the DNA consti-

tute a kind of relationship cell.

Around this cell, we find other cellsor relationships, which

the players participate in - directly or indirectly - in the same

or in a different role. The relationships are tied together in

relationship systems. A vertical supply system is an example

of such a relationship system.

The idea of relationship systems can be illustrated as in

the figure below.

In the centre we find a relationship cell consisting of play-

ers and the DNA cell. Such a relationship is in itself a dynam-

ic force. So is also each of the elements of the relationship.

Around the central relationship in the figure, we illustrate

how the players are connected with other relationships. The

reality is much more complex, but the basic notion is that any

relationship is influenced by forces inside as well as outside

the relationship.

Narrowing our focus down to the analysis ofdriving forces

arising from the relationship itself means that one must iden-

tify and understand the players and their roles as well as the

DNA structure. The elements may be illustrated as follows:
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Figure 5-1: Illustration of the relat ionship system

Figure 5-2 illustrates the two main driving forces ofcustomer

relations . The relationship players, the game they play, the

rules they follow, their tactics and scope. The four categories

of players with a direct impact are the customer, the supplier,

Figure 5-2: The driving forces in customer relationships
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competitors and a broad, varied basket of facilitators, and in-

hibitors collected under the headline "catalysts". The micro-

system represents the driving forces in terms of the player-

behaviour with a direct impact on the relationship.

As already mentioned, the relationship DNA consists of

the built-in, basic structural attributes of the relationship,

which are the exchange type, the relationship form and the

embedded, underlying shape of the customer life cycle.These

internal driving forces are the basic structures which work un-

derneath and influence the outcome of the players' endeav-

ours to develop, defend or deteriorate the relationship. At the

same time, the players have the possibility of manipulating

the relationship DNA.

Like a biological system, almost any relationship in com-

petitive environments has opposite forces built into it. The
se/fprotectingforces try to legitimize, reinforce and enrich the

relationship, while the undermining forces constantly chal-

lenge, limit, wear and attack its competitiveness and well-

being. This organic perception of the relationship, where

pressure for growth and protection acts simultaneously and

in conflict with constraining and destructive mechanisms,

requires further explanation and interpretation. Meaningful

marketing initiatives rest on the specific understanding of this

pattern of conflicting interaction behaviour and how to cope

with it.

Relationships are different in nature, the determinants of

life cycle shapes differ, and the level of importance of the re-

lationship for the participants is rarely balanced between the

parties. The driving force model is a framework for analysis

and diagnosis that is applicable across boundaries of different

relationship markets. The concept behind this model is that

environmental factors and changes are transmitted to the re-

lationship via the external driving forces through the arrange-

ments made between the players. An exclusive distributor is,

for example, exposed to the threat that the principal company

will decide to internalise sales and distribution, thereby es-

tablishing an affiliate company in the territory. Such action
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is perhaps initiated as a reaction to strategic moves taken by

competitors or as an offensive strike. On the other hand,

strong distributors will sometimes be tempted to put a threat-

ening pressure on their suppliers by backwards-vertical inte-

gration - establishing their own plants or launching private

brands.

Driving forces in customer relationships are by nature dif-

ficult to identify, uncover, measure and diagnose. They change

over time and interrelate constantly. Isolating the impact of

a single element in the driving force model therefore requires

careful and patient analysis.

5.2 The Influence Position of the Supplier

Traditional marketing can be seen as a positioning and "mo-

nopoly" game in the sense that high market share and domi-

nance efficiency is considered to be an important requirement

for high profitability. Introducing mutuality and reciprocal

thinking in terms of interactive efficiency and value-driven

economic principles changes the ideas of the best long-term

position of the supplier. The dyadic motive and the balanc-

ing act between the creation of barriers to entry to protect

customer relationships on the one hand, and the idiosyncrasy

caused by a necessary asset customisation on the other, play

a very important role in the new marketing approach for any

supplier.

The economic value, and hence the relative importance of

a relationship, is often a determinant for the distribution of

power between the seller and the buyer. If a specific customer

relationship is ofhigh value to the supplier, but is only of mi-

nor importance to the customer, the influence of the supplier

tends to be limited. The mere existence of asymmetric distri-

bution ofpower in favour of the customer will as such impede

the supplier - the "don't step on the lion's tail" effect.

Small companies with a special competence sometimes get

substantial or strategically important orders from big compa-

nies, typically in the role as niche subcontractor or develop-
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ment partner. If such an order requires genuine customisa-

tion of systems, design, staff: equipment etc., the supplier is

put in a difficult marketing situation. On the one hand, the

opportunity of obtaining a strategic contract resulting in a

competence and reference lift, expansion and perhaps high

profitability. All this will imply a higher degree of future stra-

tegic freedom. On the other hand, the risk of engaging in

an uneven relationship thus gradually weakening the range

of future strategic freedom, because customer specific assets

represent a low alternative market value and because the exit

barriers for the customer are relatively low.

Interdependence ofTies and Trust between Customer

and Supplier

The ties between supplier and customer reflect the strength

of the relationship between them. When a relationship agree-

ment replaces a market contract, transaction costs go down

and the relationship moves into a positive reinforcing circle.

Ties will either be a result ofconscious, i.e. explicit, invest-

ment strategies deliberately reducing the opportunistic mo-

tives of the parties or they arise gradually over the life cycle as

a consequence of implicit, tacit adjustments. Hence, we can

distinguish between dyadic advantages caused by contractual

factors as opposed to advantages derived from incremental

processes.

In command situations, as defined earlier, the customer is

dependent on or is even a prisoner of the supplier. Such was

the case in the early days ofphotocopying, when Xerox was in

a monopoly situation and gave customers service agreement

offers that they could definitely not refuse.

In the reverse command situation, the supplier has no

other choice than to accept the opportunistic or unilateral

moves decided by the customer. In subcontractor industries,

such as defence, aircraft building, metal works and certain

niches in the building industry etc., this is very often the case.

Not only must the supplier cope with fluctuations in demand,

price pressure, delays or extensive services. The customer is
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also forced to take over the commercial risk of the seller, e.g.

R&D expenses or investment in capacity in expectation of

later sales.

But what if bonds are interdependent? Interdependence

does not necessarily lead to a completely balanced fit between

buyer and seller strategies. Nevertheless, the parties will tend

to develop patterns of behaviour enabling effective adjust-

ment leading to a balanced distribution of the dyadic value

creation, depending, however, on how the cards are distrib-

uted and the game is played.

The Threat ofVertical Integration in Dyadic Relationships

In any relationship, the influence position of the supplier will

vary depending on the risk or opportunity ofvertical integra-

tion - a joker in a great many customer-supplier relation-

ships.

Forward vertical integration means that a company, typi-

cally a manufacturer or a brand owner, establishes its own

businesses in finished goods production, wholesale, retail or

service, i.e. closer to the end-user. Vertical forward integration

represents an opportunity for the supplier and a threat against

distributors. Backward vertical integration happens when a

customer decides to set up a similar operation as its supplier.

The strategic perspective behind vertical integration has

to do with either efficiency or dominance-economic aspects,

or both. The efficiency-economic consideration assumes that

saved transaction costs via in-sourcing exceed the larger pro-

duction cost, if any. In opposition to this, the market domi-

nance argument is rooted in positioning considerations and

premium price opportunities. Some of the most apparent

driving forces that stimulate vertical integration in addition

to that are:

- Reduction of entry barriers. Lower entry barriers for

the customer or the supplier industry influence the

risk-return calculations.

- No asset customisation. If the interdependent rela-
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tionship relies on non-specific assets, the costs of ex-

trication will be affordable.

- Expected competitor moves. If a company expects

competitors to integrate vertically and if the first

mover advantages are considerable , some firms tend

to take the more offensive step over the doorstep

backwards or forwards.

- The quality of existing relationsh ips. Vertical integra-

tion can sometimes be a reaction to the opportunism

of the trad ing partner or a lack of motivation to co-

operate with regard to specifying assets to genuine

needs.

5.3 Competitors as Driving Force

Competition means to challenge, gain and defend relation-

ships. Although the art of relationship marketing is to prevent

and resist such competitive pressure, the trilateral forces are

what actually keep patterns of trade up in competition. The

directions of competition as an influential relationship factor

can be classified into four main categories as illustrated in

figure 5-3.

/\
COM PETITION

Level 4

CUSTOMIS ED

ASSETS

Level 1

BETTER CORE

SERVICES

Figure 5-3: Influence of competition on established relationships
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Figure 5-3 shows that a competitor can use different edges

or "levels" of aggression to shake existing supplier-customer

relationships. The higher the level, the more relationship-fo-

cused is the strategic move of the competitor.

• Level 1 driver: The core service

Not surprisingly, existing relationships come under pressure

if competitors offer better or less expensive core products or

services. Strategies built on core services are thus exchange-

centric and rely on the assumption that relationship attributes

and qualities are just mere supplier tricks aiming at pacifying

the customer's rational search for the most competitive solu-

tion.

The contrast to this is strategies based upon relationships.

Such marketing strategies seek to remove the customer's at-

tention from core services and their generic values, consider-

ing them to be trivial, whereas other benefits are incorporated

and expected to be determining buying criteria. In the airline

business, services like booking, check-in, luggage handling

and in-flight comfort are being promoted. In retail, it could

be personal service, product exposure, in-store promotions,

entertainment and events, interior design, dividend, club

concepts etc.

• Level 2 driver: Lower transaction costs

Low transaction costs are a protection mechanism in any cus-

tomer relationship, as the transaction costs are part of what

customers perceive to pay for a product or service. Hence,

an offensive strategy aiming at lowering transaction costs can

also be an effective tool to challenge existing relationships.

Distribution, logistics, better or faster information, ser-

vice, product line extension etc. are all key areas that may

potentially generate a transaction cost advantage and change

the overall competitive picture.

• Level 3 driver: Defeating contractual misfit

In chapter 1, relationships were classified according to the
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strategies ofbuyers and sellersin either competitive, command

or co-operative behaviour. On this basis, the relationship con-

tract will develop a nature of interdependence, mismatch or

dependence. From this we can draw a map of opportunities

for competitors to spot and overcome situations of potential

mismatch in ongoing supplier-customer relationships.

Figure 5-4 illustrates how competitors can put pressure

on customer relationships that are not functioning very well,

symbolized as mismatch. The arrows illustrate the competi-

tors' opportunities for breaking a relationship, given the

specific established marketing and purchasing strategies. An
example: The seller has a marketing approach based on the

idea ofco-operation. The buyer, however, is not in alignment.

The buyer uses competitive measures and will not allow a co-

operative atmosphere to gain foothold. The buyer plays hard

ball. Whenever the seller puts a bait on the co-operative hook ,

the buyer eats the bait, but not the hook. Such relationships

are characterized by a fundamental mismatch. A competitor

will be able to win business through a similar competition-

oriented relationship philosophy, e.g. simply by offering a

lower price and keeping an arm's length.

• Level 4 driver: Customised assets

Customers often appreciate or even require individual solu-

tions. Instead of offering "one size fits all", a competitor can

threaten well-established relationships by offering truly cus-

Marketing
Strateg ies

Purchasing
Strategies

Competitive Co-operative Command

Competitive Independent .-f- Mismatch - f--. Independent

Co-operative Mismatch - ~ Interdependent .."- Dependent

Command Independent - ~ Dependent .."- Mismatch

Figure 5-4: The direction of competitor influence in established
customer relat ions
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tomized concepts - not just as a gimmick, but as a vehicle for

increased profitability or satisfaction of need in the customer

company. Such a move creates disturbance in existing rela-

tionship portfolios.

5.4 Buyers and Their Influence

A buyer has two opposing interests concerning supplier rela-

tionships, namely autonomy versus co-operation. High auton-

omy minimizes the levelofdependence and hence the negative

impacts of idiosyncrasy. We could call this phenomenon the

monadic-competitive driving force. On the other hand, buy-

ers seek stability, interactivity and smooth exchanges, leading

to low transaction costs. This is called the dyadic-eo-operative

driving force. When the level of complexity in the exchange

increases, so does the dyadic-co-operative motivation. Buyers

demand long term solutions, not just simple exchanges. How

these contrasting concerns manifest themselves in purchas-

ing processes and regulating mechanisms depends on a vari-

ety of situational, cultural and buyer-specific elements. Most

relationships between customers and their suppliers have this

mixed atmosphere of co-operation.

Customers can sometimes gain substantial influence over

their suppliers by increasing the perception of the relative

importance of the specific relationship. Intensifying then be-

comes a crucial issue in the buyer's supplier relationship strat-

egy as illustrated below in figure 5-5.

The dotted line at the customer-side symbolises increased

importance and power in the mind of the supplier.

• Offer a larger share of the budget

In industries with extensive use of outsourcing and subcon-

tracting, companies will often invite their suppliers into clos-

er and more co-operative programmes involving R&D and

hence higher risk exposure. In return, the customer offers a

larger share of the budget, possibly a sole or preferred supplier

contract. The strategic intention of the customer is often to
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OFFER :\ L\RGER SHARE OF BUDGET

......................................................................
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.................................................
DEVELOP SUPP I.IER'S COR E CO :\IPETE:-':CE
..........................

ASK FO R EXCL USIVITY L______ _ _ ,

Figure 5-5: Customers intensifying the supplier relationship

increase cost competitiveness thus moving relatively quickly

down the experience cost curve by offering the supplier the

same opportunity. At a point in time, Boeing reduced the

number of subcontractors by 75% in the rivalry with Air-

bus and McDonnell Douglas. Unit cost calculations were the

main argument for the supplier concentration.

Often companies designate a maximum limit for the pro-

portion of a supplier's total revenue they wish to purchase.

Such ceilings can disqualify small companies as suppliers. The

customer deliberately attempts not to become too influential

and not to create a situation of unilateral dependence, image

persuasion and lack of control. Therefore, when a hierarchy-

like command relationsh ip is about to evolve, customers pre-

fer to loosen the ties to avoid facing costs of dependence im-

posed on the supplier.

• Reduce supplier's transaction costs

The transaction cost road is an obvious one to follow for a

customer as the size of suppliers' transaction costs is heavily

influenced by buyer behaviour, such as:

- Must the supplier cope with a bureaucratic, formalis-

tic buying organisation centre and unclear decision-

making processes? Or does the customer strive to

minimise waste of supplier's time and money?

- How comprehensive are the customer's contractual
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routines, r.e, certifications, documentation, legal

framework, reps and warranties as well as risk aver-

sion in operational details?

- What are the buying routines at the tactical level?

Which and how many competing suppliers are in-

vited to submit bids and how?

- Does the customer have smooth informational pro-

cedures in cases of reordering, giving notice, plan-

ning for just-in-time etc.?

- Is the quality control level sufficient to reduce sup-

plier costs?

Very often professional purchasers pay too little attention to

the transaction costs that arise in the supplying organisation.

• Develop supplier's core competence

Most companies need demanding customers who can actively

contribute to the development and refinement of their core

skills and serve as references. Some customers might take ad-

vantage of this fact and will put a pressure on the supplier's

price or loyalty or both.

In many companies, such as IKEA, creating superior and

effective suppliers has become a strategic goal rather than a

marginal side effect. In relationships where a customer needs

a co-operative and value chain-oriented network of suppliers

and where the customer's own profitability to a large extent

depends on supplier professionalism, the influence of the cus-

tomer is potentially high.

In industries with short product life cycles, frequent tech-

nological shifts and unpredictability, companies are forced to

work strategically with suppliers in the R&D phase as solu-

tion providers and sole component suppliers. If not, develop-

ment, design and procurement would be far too slow and

costly, as the windows of opportunity are not open for long.

• Ask for "exclusivity"

Customers with exclusive rights tend to be rather powerful
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and sometimes even arrogant - a situation most suppliers

therefore fight hard to avoid. There can, however, be good

reasons for exclusivity claims and the list of such reasons is

long: protection against competition, investment require-

ments, lack of alternatives and strategic impact are among

the most common ones. On the positive side, it counts that

suppliers can expect a truly committed customer.

How Can the Buyer Motivate the Supplier to Invest in

Customised Assets?

Customisation of supplier-assets to one single buyer's needs

obviously strengthens the influence of such a buyer. Both be-

cause such tacit or explicit investments reflect a co-operative

seller strategy and because the outcomes in terms of assets

with low alternative market value make the supplier vulner-

able. In some situations, customisation is even the core prod-

uct. Think of a bridge, an airport parking structure, a hotel

or a sports arena on perpetual leasehold. The supplier of such

fixed asset services cannot very easily re-deploy such assets in

a neighbouring county.

The more irreversible and financially immobile a customi-

sation of assets is and hence also the opportunistic tempta-

tion, the more comprehensive contractual assurances and ar-

rangements will be requested by the supplier. Trust will rarely

be enough of a safety precaution in such situations.

Not only is the supplier heavily influenced by asset customi-

sation - the customer is as well. The local community will

hardly threaten the bridge owner that they will switch over to

another bridge. Competition does not exist in this relation-

ship.

5.5 Catalysts as a Driving Force

The triad is at the heart of the analysis of the driving forces

behind relationships and networks. The triad shapes the dy-

namic co-optive interaction between customer, supplier and

competitors. The simultaneous threat of escalating market
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mechanisms and the necessary contractual modifications is

what constitutes the fascinating framework of competing

value chains.

Catalysts represent an independent, multifaceted driving

force. From a theoretical perspective, catalysts are the sum of

exogenous facilitation, disturbances and "noise" . From the

marketer's point ofview, catalysts that are present in the close

environment are players which actually provoke opportuni-

ties or threats to the relationship.

Catalyst forces can be classified into three broad categories

of drivers and players affecting a customer-supplier relation-

ship: Complementors, invaders and innovators.

Complementors reinforce and enhance relationships; they

provide additional value and stimulate demand.

Invaders are new or established players whose intention is

to gain a share of the market by reformulating the relation-

ship parameters.

Innovators are the uncontrolled variety of external parties

affecting the competitiveness and sustainability of existing

relationships and their underlying strategies without having

these relationships as their main purpose.

Whereas invaders is a threatening, attacking element,

and whereas complementors ride on the back of established

markets and create new demand, innovation is composed of

new business initiatives ofany kind that might affect ongoing

business relations - be it as arising incongruities or missing

links.

The Nature of Complementors

Complementarity is an integrated part of the relationship

system and an independent driving force at work. A comple-

mentor consolidates or expands ongoing customer-supplier

relations. Take hardware and software. Better, faster, and

cheaper computers stimulate the demand for and the supply

of software just because of the new opportunities they create.

Software development, on the other hand, pushes the need

for new technology, more processing power and desk capac-
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Figure 5-6: The relationship life cycle effect of complementarity

ity, The end result is a never ending positive circle of market

increase for both hardware and software.

The dotted curves indicate how complementors facilitate

and reinforce relationships. Without complementors, the com-

petitiveness of a certain commercial relationship would grow

less fast, mature at a lower level and fade away faste r.

Companies should indeed include the often hidden com-

plementors in their market understanding and business plan-

ning. Software companies should not just focus on the battl e

with competitors, but proactively try to match or be one step

ahead of what the hardware industry can produce. Big soft-

ware companies should even try to influence the strategies

of hardware manufacturers, which some of them actually do.

The same applies the other way around.

Complementors are useful in business relations. In order

to get the full marketing impact of complementarity, a com-

pany must also adjust its own strategy to create new opportu-

nities for the complementor.

In figure 5-6, the positive influence ofa complementor on

a supplier-customer relationship is depicted as fast growth ,
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continued growth and extended lifetime. In almost all mar-

keting situations, you will find complementarity - and hence

also in relationships. Whereas competition is visible and the

first thing in mind for the marketer, complementors are not

necessarily that easy to identify and explore. As a consequence,

they tend to be neglected or overlooked as a driver.

Invaders Attacking Established Value Chains

Invasion in terms of new entrants increases the intensity of

competition and sometimes put the whole industry in a state

of alert. They add capacity, they potentially stimulate overall

demand, and they most certainly create disruption.

Invaders are different of nature. Substitutes are new players

satisfying the generic customer needs in new ways through

unprecedented business models and consequently offer cus-

tomers different relationship economic values or variations.

They either define the industry differently, apply existing re-

sources in new ways, or they substitute existing business sys-

tems by the introduction of new basic elements.

A range of different factors stimulate the appearance of

relationship substitution:

- Product and relationship development in other in-

dustries not previously related to the supplier indus-

tries.

- New technology or new ways of distribution, dra-

matically reducing transaction costs while increasing

the relationship value, respectively, as the case is with

video tape compared to a fully integrated digital so-

lution.

- Changed focus among customers.

- New roles and applications.

Invasion by Reconfiguration

A successful reconfigurator may develop a unique selling

proposition by rearranging, reinventing or shortcutting sup-

ply chains and offering more cost-benefit attractive patterns
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of relationships. Some people like the notion of such recon-

figuration as Blue Ocean as opposed to conventional configu-

ration in the Read Ocean.

Factory outlets shorten the supply chain from designer-

manufacturer to customer. Suppliers of imbedded systems re-

configure the traditional value chain in the computer industry

by integrating software into hardware or bundling products.

One-stop shops with electronic components and IT have bro-

ken traditional borderlines between industries. Reconfigura-

tion is also an option if first mover advantages are obvious.

Innovations - the Driver Beyond the Immediate

Playground

We consider the innovative element to comprise such struc-

tural external changes or occurrences that can be exploited

by the relationship participants to create benefits in the trade

between them. New legislation, technology and media are ex-

amples of such changes with potential benefits.

Not all suppliers within an industry adapt to external

changes and turn them into relationship innovations. In the

early days of interactive~ only a few networks and media

communication companies decided to invest in set-top boxes

that linked digital and analogue spheres. Interactive TV rep-

resents a radical change in the perception and the functional-

ity of the television as media. Set-top boxes and the platform

technologies underneath became the enabling factor behind

a substantial relationship innovation in the TV and networks

industry, i.e. TV as a two-way device.

How can a marketer identify and generate relationship

innovative opportunities in the external environment? Fun-

damentally, there are two different working methodologies.

By using the forward approach, the analyst is systematically

searching for ways to improve well-defined relationship ben-

efits considered to be important for competitiveness, e.g.:

"How can we reduce our customers' information costs sub-

stantially?" The backward approach is when the analyst iden-

tifies major external changes, categorises and evaluates them
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into scenarios, if possible, e.g.: "How could we possibly ex-

ploit Bluetooth technology to increase the value of the re-

lationship as perceived by our customers?". In most search-

learning processes, there will be several instances where both

approaches will be utilised.

5.6 The Relationship DNA

The somewhat trivial statement that the value of relationships

> the value of exchanges implies that buyer rationality rests

upon a relationship logic that coexists with or even defeats

the pure market mechanisms. The behaviour of a buyer in

any given purchasing situation is, to a certain extent, also de-

termined by some structural elements attached to the rela-

tionship genetics. We call such elements the internal driving

forces and have identified the following three:

- The relationship form. The relationship form between

a customer and the IT supplier tends to develop in a

co-operative rather than a competitive or command

direction. The relationship is by nature long-lasting

and considered important by both parties. The na-

ture of the relationship will often tie the two organi-

sations closer together than the formal contractual

arrangement stipulates.

- The exchange form in terms of the core product and

the natural, "embedded" regulating mechanisms be-

tween supplier and customer arising from it. Com-

panies do not replace their hardware and software

very often, therefore the exchange frequency is low.

During the rare purchasing process, the transac-

tion cost level is considerable. It is not unusual that

IT system purchases take quite a long time. It is a

very complicated, strategic purchase that involves

many people and organisational units all crying out

for compatibility, integration in workflow and vice

versa, technical support security and many other fac-

tors. Furthermore, the buying company will need
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ongoing interaction with the supplier throughout

the lifetime of the system.

- The life cycleform. At the beginning ofa project, a de-

livery or an ongoing relationship, the parties might

be unaware of the intentions, style and capabilities of

the opposite part, which can lead to somewhat com-

plicated transaction patterns that place weakening

competitive pressure on the relationship. At the later

stages, the relationship may move into long-term sta-

bility and informality.

What Impact Does the Relationship Form Have on the

Relationship?

The relationship form is determined by the nature of the

product, distribution patterns, as well as technology and in-

dustry standards. The relationship form is in no way static; it

will change due to innovations and competitive pressures.

At least four different aspects must be considered in the

evaluation of the relationship form as an internal driving

force and part of the DNA:

The parties
In situations where the likelihood of vertical integration is

minimal, the potential rivalry between buyer and seller tends

to be relatively low. In the opposite case where competition

lurks, the relationship form will develop in a more instrumen-

tal control-oriented direction.

The customer needs
Strategic customer needs in industrial markets mean that the

relationship form is ofdecisive importance to either both par-

ties or just to one of the parties involved.

The car manufacturers have gained significant productiv-

ity improvements and cost savings, shortened the production

time, reached higher capacity utilisation etc. through the just-

in-time relationship form; the same goes for the subcontrac-

tor as well.
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Time horizon

The longer the time horizon determined by the relationship

form, the higher the impact on expectations, interaction,

specificity of assets and regulating mechanisms.

The communication pattern

Some relationships anticipate intense personal communica-

tion, whereas other relationships are characterised by no or

very limited personal contact. The supplier and the customer

may only have met through the product or service exchanged.

In general, interactivity increases the perceived proximity and

lowers the transaction costs. In most industries, the increas-

ing level of competitive pressure has forced firms to work in a

relationship-oriented manner.

The Exchange Form

We have defined the new marketing concept as company be-

haviour that attracts, maintains and develops relationships

that are mutually beneficial to both supplier and customer.

In this respect, it is an imperative to include the core product

characteristics in the basic market analysis.

The characteristics of the core product set the scene.

Whereas commodities like crude oil, corn or transportation

services will be exchanged under pure market contracts, per-

sonal or advisory services and other types of highly differen-

tiated products will be transacted in a distinct relationship

context.

The core product can in most cases be augmented by en-

riching the customer-product interface, developing new re-

lationship features like self-service, do-it-yourself solutions,

launching of communities, loyalty clubs etc.

The critical influence ofthe exchange form can be depicted

in a simple model, figure 5-7, which shows the dimensions,

or parameters, of the core product as a driving force.

The same core product often fulfils rather different needs;

the substance and the diversity of needs covered determine

the direction and strength of the core service as a driving force
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Figure 5-7 : The core product as DNA component

for relationships. Take air travel. On the same flight you find

both business people, alone or in groups, or tourists that are

either travelling alone or in groups as part of package holi-

days, where the flight is but one element in the total service

package.

The satisfaction of the business traveller is influenced by

regularity, in-flight service, ground service level, working fa-

cilities, space between seats etc. The tourist pays attention to

the price. The business traveller is much more relationship-

focused than the family tourist.

In many cases the channels of distribution are crucial to

the customer relationship. Compare physical stores with web

shops. A consumer expects the Internet shop to have lower

prices, be open 24 hours and be user-friendly. On the other

hand, customers do not expect to get professional personal

service, and you cannot touch and feel the products in the

web shop. It is easy to click away and you don't have to feel

embarrassed leaving the Internet shop without making a pur-

chase.

Use frequency: Light versus heavy use of a given product

or service determines what a supplier can and will do on the

relationship front . Frequent buyers tend to be more inclined

to engage in co-operative framework agreements. Use fre-

quency will often be discriminating segmentation criteria.
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The product or service utilisation differs. Utilisation can

sometimes mirror customer involvement and hence also the

importance of the relationship. If utilisation of the product

is integrated into the core of the customer organisation or

at consumer markets and is combined with high loyalty, the

impact can be substantial.

Customer Life Cycle

Among the internal driving forces of the relationship, the

customer life cycle is the most apparent. The diffusion of

relationship is the underlying force and works in parallel to

the dissolution of relationship. Idiosyncratic reactions tend

to pull in the direction of dissolution due to conflict of inter-

est and distrust. As opposed to this, the mutual advantages

of further exploration or extension of the relationship seem

obvious as well.

Some products and services possess the paradoxical attri-

bute that quality and strength erodes at the stable long-time

stage of the relationship. When companies break their rela-

tionship with advertising agencies after some years of intense

co-operation, the reason usually is that communication solu-

tions become less creative and effective, because the parties

know each other too well. Adaptation to the attitudes and

ideas of the other party might eventually kill creativity and

will inevitably lead to conformity and value erosion.



6. Supplier Relationship Levels -
Consequences and Contents

6.1 The Ladder as a Relationship Metaphor

Using a ladder to symbolise how relationships develop is not

a random choice as the most important benefit of a ladder is

the ability to climb up and down, safely and with minimal

risk. We will use the relationship ladder to illustrate two im-

portant concepts in relationship marketing. The first is that

it takes time to climb the relationship ladder. Close relation-

ships don't develop quickly. The second is that the relation-

ship will develop based on mutual exchanges, i.e. a proven

track record.

Relationship stages, or steps on the ladder, are used to

describe the gradual development and different stages of the

relationship. It is worth noting that dissolution of the rela-

tionship is included in one of the models, i.e. relationships are

not expected to continue indefinitely and may break. Further-

more, the original descriptions of the models all stress that it

is important to identify which steps of the relationship ladder

are relevant for which customers. Especially important is the

total portfolio of relationships, as it may indicate the strength

of the supplier, i.e. a majority of high-level relationships will

indicate a strong strategic position.

One of the questionable preconceptions about relation-

ship stages is that the higher the stage, the more profitable

the relationship is expected to be. As discussed in the chapter

on relationship economics, this may not always be the case.

Actually, in some industries profitability decreases due to in-

creased investments and costs in relationships that - inter-

nally in the organisation - are acknowledged to be of crucial

importance.
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An important distinction is made between the steps that

relate to traditional marketing versus relationship marketing.
The first group of steps includes potential customers and

customers that have completed one transaction; the focus in

these steps is to acquire the customer and to establish a rela-

tionship, if possible. This group is characterised by traditional

sales efforts and the initial interest in mutual exchange and

making the first exchange, if possible.

The second group ofsteps includes repeat customers where

the focus is on developing and expanding the relationship.

Focus will be on enhancing the relationship as a "carrier" of

future exchange and ongoing value creation. This group is

characterised by ongoing exchange and the gradual develop-

ment of experiences.

6.2 Five Steps of Supplier-Customer
Relationships

Treating customers as assets could indicate that suppliers re-

gard customers as something that belongs to a supplier, but

that is not the case. The fact is that it may be exactly the

opposite. The implications of this are that the supplier can-

not control the customer and that the customer cannot and

should not be managed; however, the relationship itself can

and should.

Therefore, the supplier should be able to manage the

supplier-customer alignment and the relationship with cus-

tomers. This may prove to be quite problematic, however,

as customers pursue different strategies, including some of

non-integration with suppliers." This does not exclude the

possibility of the supplier managing the relationship and the

alignment between the supplier and the customer, but it as-

signs limits to the possible depth of the relationship.

Organisational relationships between a supplier and a

customer is described in 5 levels of alignment, ranging from

"spectator" to "partner".50 The five levels are presented below.

The inclination of the supplier to develop a specialised trans-
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action structure is commented on in correlation with each

alignment level."

Spectator

There is no sales relationship with the customer. The cus-

tomer deals with the competitors, but does not see a need for

the supplier's products and services, or the supplier chooses

not to work with the customer. This level of alignment does

not motivate the supplier to develop a specialised transaction

structure.

Describing potential customers as prospects or even sus-

pects indicates that the supplier would like to establish an

exchange. At this stage, however, neither the supplier nor the

customer knows whether or not an exchange will be mutually

beneficial. In fact, many sales organisations calculate on using

a certain level of non-interested and non-relevant potential

customers.

Vendor

The supplier is on relatively equal terms as competitors are,

supplying products and services to the customer. This level of

alignment may incline the supplier to develop a specialised

transaction structure.

Mutual exchange has taken place at this stage. The sup-

plier focuses on how to fulfil the customer's needs and desires

either better or more efficiently. Furthermore, the benefits of

continued exchanges will be explored as the basis for chang-

ing the relationship from a "one among many suppliers" to

"one among few suppliers" or even to be a "preferred sup-

plier". The relationship as such will be "under development",

but it is important to acknowledge that it is primarily the

supplier that is the active participant.

Preferred Provider

One supplier has been chosen by the customer and has the

largest total share of the customer's business. The supplier

advises the customer with regard to products and services.
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This level of alignment does incline the supplier to develop a

specialised transaction structure.

This step is characterised by several or a series of transac-

tions that have taken place and are taking place. Both parties

express mutual interest and acknowledge interest in develop-

ing the relationship. Investments are made specifically to sup-

port and develop the relationship, i.e. adjustments or devel-

opments of interfaces between the two organisations in areas

such as allocation of activities and processes etc.

Business Consultant

The supplier helps the customer to manage part of the busi-

ness. The customer consults the supplier to meet the cus-

tomer's long-term business goals. This level ofalignment does

incline the supplier to develop a specialised transaction struc-

ture.

The relationship is now based on the supplier's engage-

ment in the customer's processes and activities geared towards

improving the customer's benefit from the continued ex-

change. We see examples of this in industries where the sup-

plier is responsible for the customer's buying and production

planning processes. An example could be electricity produc-

tion plants and their advice regarding when and from where

high-volume customers should get electrical energy.

Partner (Ally)

The supplier manages the customer's business in the suppli-

er's area of expertise providing bottom-line value that cannot

be provided without the supplier. The supplier is considered

an integrated part of the customer's organisation. The sup-

plier provides completely integrated systems to run the opera-

tion and the product mix is often composed of the supplier's

products and services as well as the competitor's. This level

of alignment does incline the supplier to develop a highly

specialised transaction structure.

The specialised transaction structure is idiosyncratic at

this stage. Both parties acknowledge the mutual dependency
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and will at this stage have made internal adjustments in order

to accommodate this mutual collaboration.

It is important to note that only four of the five steps ac-

tually identify a relationship between the supplier and cus-

tomer, as the first step is merely a question of relationship

initiation.

Hence, just four levels are of interest to relationship mar-

keting as they are the ones that describe the interaction and

exchange. Identifying the level of a relationship depends on

three indicators related to the five steps of alignment, that is

the nature of the relationship itself the access to different lev-

els in the customer's organisation, and the resources invested

by the supplier. This is presented in figure 6-1 below.

Keyindicators Tasks handled for Access to Resources provided
Alignment Level the customer customer

Spectator Providing neither Limited, usu- Few or none
products nor ally to gate-
services keepers

Vendor Providing Limited, usu- Product is most
products and/or ally to lower important resource-
services levels, and to value-added services

gatekeepers often provided

Preferred Provider Providing To low and Products and value-
products and/or middle levels added services
services

Business Consultant Providing con- To all or most Products, value-
sulting to help levels added services, and
customer meet consulting beyond
business goals products

Partner!Ally Managing a func- To all levels Sharing and manag-
tion of customer's ing resources from
business: often both organisations
contractual

Figure 6-1: Characteristics of the five levels of alignment. Source:
Kurzrock (1996, p. 122)

Figure 6-1 illustrates how tasks handled for the customer by

the supplier differ, depending on the various levels of align-

ment. The further down in the figure, the more tasks are

handled by the supplier. This is also reflected by the supplier's
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access to the customer's organisation; the further down, the

wider the access. The Resources provided column describes

how the exchanges vary in accordance with the alignment

level as well.

6.3 Relationships Forms - in a Key Account
Management Context

The concept Key AccountManagement has yet to be clearly

defined by theorists. However, it is quite apparent that key

account management deals with the supplier's handling of

customer relationships. The structure of key account man-

agement will be introduced later on in this chapter.

The concept keyaccount management originated in the IT-

sector as the need for treating "key" customers - this typically

refers to volume - in a differentiated manner increased. The

need arose as a consequence of increased focus on individu-

alisation of the process, designing the offer for the customer,

ensuring correct deliveries, implementing on schedule and

ensuring a satisfactory execution.

The first positions as key account manager were filled in

the late 1960s in the US, often as the visible result of in-

creased customer orientation within the selling organisations.

Consequently, staff handling customer contacts was regarded

as more important than ever and it became popular to illus-

trate the organisation with the management at the bottom of

the illustration and sales staff at the top, see figure 6-4.

Based on the suggestions above we will use the following

definition throughout the book:

Key Account Management is used to describe the sup-

plier's appointment of senior staff that on behalf of the sup-

plying firm is responsible for foreseeing and ensuring the best

possible customer relationship. This will preserve the firm's

customer portfolio criteria and protect the relationship by

developing strong, competitive advantages, efficiently and

profitably.

As stated previously, no relationship exists in isolation.
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Therefore, it is important to recognise that the supplier's in-

vestments and activities concerning each relationship must

be seen within a portfolio of relationships. Furthermore, this

also reflects the need for comparing relationships in terms

of value-creation to the parties involved in the short and the

long term."

There are three distinct types ofkey account management,

ofwhich one can be subdivided into two. Therefore, there are

four different types to discuss, as illustrated in figure 6-2:

- Contact - one point relationship

- Co-ordinator

- Passive Co-ordinator - customer-reflected relation-

ship

- Pro-active Co-ordinator - supplier-reflected rela-

tionship

- Integrator - joint development

Customer Involvement
in the relationship management

Supplier Interest in
customer adaptation

Low

Low

Contact

High

PassiveCoordination

High Pro-active Coordination Integrator

Figure 6-2: The four types as a result of customer involvement and
supplier interest

The four types have been tested in a number of different in-

dustries and may also be regarded as distinct and often se-

quential steps when a supplier has decided to invest in man-

aging relationships that has the ability to handle large and

individual customer relationships.
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6.4 Contact - One Contact Point
Relationship

This type is characterised by the task of handling the inter-

face role between the supplier and the customer and is often

referred to as "one face to the customer" (see figure 6-3). This

low level type of relationship is very common among suppli-

ers that have recently introduced relationship marketing and

key account management. There are several reasons for this:

- It is very similar to the traditional organisation of the

supplier-customer relationship. The person respon-

sible for the relationship is also responsible for the

supplier's sales to the customer

- The supplier's own need for managing the relation-

ship and related information is an important factor

- This type may coexist with a traditional sales organi-

sations (as the need for change is small in terms of

changes in responsibility and power)

- The relationship will often be highly dependent

upon personal relationships between the people in-

volved

- The need for new qualifications is limited

- Recruitment may be internal or external

- Focus of the relationship will be the supplier's sales

to the customer

This type is found in industries where exchanges are price-

focused. Price focus is often the result for one of two reasons:

either there is an oversupply of more or less identical prod-

ucts/services, or the industry does not have any past history of

developing relationships. The second reason is characteristic

for value systems in which all parties independently handle

their own tasks without any interference from others.

All dialogue between the supplier and the customer is

channelled through the key account manager as a contact

point, i.e. there is no attempt to involve other parts of the

supplier's organisation in the relationship.
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Customer insights are the responsibility ofthe key account

manager, meaning that information regarding the relation-

ship lies with one individual or, if the supplier uses some kind

of customer database system, the information will be acces-

sible to others . Typically, customer relationships are handled

in the sales department.

Evaluation of the supplier's outcome of the relationship

is based on sales or volume of, in most cases, existing stan-

dard assortment of products and services. This is reflected in

the choice of key customer, they tend to be large or at least

have great potential. As no idiosyncratic investments have

been made, typically, there are no entry or exit barriers ofany

significance. Competitors can therefore establish competing

relationships with the customer and may do so without large

investments.

Figure 6-3: Contact - one contact point relationship. Source: Sjerre
(1999b)

6.5 Passive Coordination - Customer-
reflected Relationship

Passive coordination is a modus operandi for suppliers that

have introduced relationship marketing and are experiencing

that the customers gradually change from being passive to

pro-active. If the supplier does not react to the customers tak-

ing over the initiative, it is passive coordination. The supplier
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is basically not interested in adapting either its products or

services to suit individual customers, but it must do so due to

demands from customers.

Initially, this means that the employee, who is responsible

for the customers, has less time per customer and therefore

the situation develops into a bottleneck effect. This situation

often leads to contacts emerging between the customer and

other parts of the supplier's organisation than the key account

manager. What's happening is that the customer gradually

makes arrangements directly with the relevant individuals

in the supplier's organisation, often without the key account

manager knowing about it. Gradually, key account manage-

ment becomes a question of finding out what happened and

what has been agreed upon, rather than managing what is

actually going on.

The consequence is that the customer is the initiating

party, as illustrated in figure 6-4.

This form can be found among firms with some experi-

ence in relationship marketing approach. Often firms with

experience in dealing with powerful customers or customers

that have more insight into the value system adopt this pas-

sive coordination tactic. Passive coordination can be charac-

terised by the following:

- Passive coordination is similar to the traditional sup-

plier-customer relationship, but differs from this as

it is the customer that is the pro-active party and the

supplier that is the passive, or adaptive party

- The supplier's own need for insight may to some ex-

tent be limited by the activities of the customer, and

in some cases, the customer may know more than

the supplier about the value system

- Customer orientation is a result of the relationship,

but is actually not desired by the management of the

supplier, but must be accepted due to competitor

initiatives and customer initiative

- Passive coordination can work alongside a tradition-
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al sales organisation strategy, but will gradually chal-

lenge existing systems and routines as demands from

customers result in adaptations

- The relationship will often be supported by strong

personal relationships between the key account man-

ager and the individuals in the customer's organisa-

tion, however, this may happen between several in-

dividuals in both organisations

- Recruitment for the customer-responsible positions,

i.e. account managers etc., may be internal or exter-

nal

- Focus is on sales to the customer and gradually also

on customer profitability as a result of the customer's

initiatives and negotiations within various parts of

the supplier's organisation.

The responsibility of the key account manager may gradually

increase as a result of the customer's initiatives. This may lead

to significant differences between the relationships and with

customers, leading to decreased standardisation and increased

costs of doing business.

Evaluation of success will be based on well-known indica-

tors such as turnover, volume and perhaps even an early at-

tempt to measure customer profitability. Economies of scale

will still prevail as the overall goal, as will the standardisa-

tion of processes, planning formats etc. This is a delicate bal-

ance, as few suppliers do have a financial infrastructure that

allows them to assign all costs to the individual customer.

Consequently, these suppliers are basically facing the strategic

choice: customer orientation vs. standardisation.

As the customer is the initiating party, suppliers often face

situations where the customer suggests new modes ofcollabo-

ration. Sometimes these suggestions may be based on posi-

tive experiences from the customer's collaborations with other

suppliers, i.e. a supplier may benefit from the investments

made by other suppliers having developed new relationship

formats or methods. Considerable entry and exit barriers may
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exist as the suppliers often will have made customer-specific

investments . In other words, if a competitor is to enter the

relationship with the customer, these investments must be

matched .

Figure 6-4 : Passive coordination - customer-reflected relationship.
Source: Bjerre (1999b)

6.6 Proactive Coordination - Supplier-
reflected Relationship

This model is based on decisions made by the management

of the supplier to use customer orientation to pursue its own

goals and to recognise the possibilities of developing strong

competitive advantages by developing relationships with cus-

tomers. Quite often these advantages are based on competitor

comparisons, i.e. the advantages are not necessarilyadvantages

in themselves, but become so as a result of comparisons with

the supplier's competitors. The increased number of contact

points is illustrated in figure 6-5 below.

This form of supplier-customer relationships is found

in companies with considerable experience in relationship

marketing and a few companies have actually used this form

as their first encounter with strategic relationship market-

ing. Pro-active coordination can be characterised by several

points:
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- Pro-active coordination breaks radically with the tra-

ditional supplier-customer relationship, as it is built

around the customer and relevant customer process-

es

Figure 6-5: Pro-active coordination- suppl ier-reflected relationship.
Source: Sjerre (1999b)

- The supplier acknowledges that the necessary over-

view of the individual customer requires a close dia-

logue

- Customer orientation is seen as an opportunity to

enhance relationships with selected customers while

also outperforming competitors

This form can, to some extent, coexist with a tra-

ditional sales and marketing organisation, but the

challenges relating to tasks and processes will gradu-

ally increase

The relationship between the two organisations is

supported by the personal relationships between

various individuals in the two organisations. Fur-

thermore, one could call the exchange taking place a

structured dialogue

Need for new qualification is quite high as many new

areas of exchange are included in the relationship

Recruitment ofcustomer-responsible individuals, i.e.
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account managers, will primarily be internal, as ex-

ternal recruitment will demand substantial resources

for training with regard to the supplier's organisa-

tion, processes, culture and attitudes

- The role as customer-responsible is regarded as being

significant in the tactical and strategic development

of the supplier

- Focus will be on developing and strengthening the

supplier-customer relationship, customer profitabil-

ity and the customer's profit from doing business

with the supplier. Furthermore, the aim will be to

strengthen the customer's competitive advantages at

the operational, tactical and strategic level vis-a-vis

competitors

- There will be management recognition and interest

in investing in the specific supplier-customer rela-

tionship, idiosyncratic investments.

Furthermore, pro-active coordination requires highly flexible

internal management systems and processes. It is not suffi-

cient to have the interest in strategic relationship marketing,

the ability or competency is also necessary.

The customer-responsible individual will often be part of

the sales and marketing department. In some instances, sup-

pliers have chosen to establish separate key account depart-

ments, often to highlight focus on these customers. In prac-

tice, this will reflect the combination of external customer

focus and internal competence/department division. More

often this is not a "one man band", but a team with members

from all relevant departments in the supplier's organisation.

The staffing of the team may change over time, especially

when the collaboration is characterised by projects.

Evaluation of the success of the relationship will be based

on the supplier's and the customer's benefits from the contin-

ued exchange, and the impact of the relationship on the cus-

tomer's strategic goals. The precise common success criteria

should be defined and monitored.
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The relationship will be based on considerable, mutual

investments, specifically geared towards enhancing and de-

veloping the exchanges taking place within the relationship.

Mutual does not mean shared, but it should be noted that as

both parties invest they both take a risk if the collaboration

breaks.

6.7 Integrator - Joint Development

The integrator model describes a relationship that isvery close.

Actually, it is so close that it may be difficult to distinguish

between the supplier and the customer in terms of organisa-

tion, activities, processes and individuals. The term integrator

is an attempt to describe that the collaboration has evolved

into integration at least in relation to some exchanges. Please

refer to figure 6-6 for an illustration.

It is a model that is most commonly known in industries

dominated by large, complex and longitudinal projects. The

integrator type is only identified in relation to suppliers that

have gained experience by applying relationship-marketing

principles. It is characterised by the following statements:

- The integrator model breaks radically with tradition-

al supplier-customer relationships as the customer

and customer-related processes are the basis of all

activities and processes within the supplier's organi-

sation

- The individual customer is regarded as an individual

market (and may be compared to a geographical

market in terms of size and priority)

- The supplier will base its own strategic development

on close and strong relationships to selected custom-

ers and will furthermore regard these relationships as

the precondition for outperforming competitors

- The integrator model cannot coexist with the tradi-

tional sales and marketing organisation, as the chal-

lenges in relation to competencies and processes are
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far too great. The sales process also changes consid-

erably, as the relationship comes into focus, the ex-

changes taking place within the relationship literally

take a backseat

- The relationship between the two organisations is

supported by the personal relationships between

various individuals in the two organisations. Fur-

thermore, one could call the exchange that is taking

place a structured dialogue. This will involve every

level of the two organisations from clerks to board

members

- Recruitment of customer-responsible individuals is

only based on internal candidates, as the role is often

equivalent to that of a managing director. However,

in this situation, the individual is not responsible for

the whole company, but for a significant part of it

- As indicated, the role will have significant strategic

impact for both the supplier and the customer

- Focus will be on developing and strengthening the

supplier-customer relationship, customer profitabil-

ity and the customer's profits generated by doing

business with the supplier. Furthermore, the aim will

be to strengthen the customer's competitive advan-

tages at the operational, tactical and strategic level

vis-a-vis competitors

- There will be management recognition and interest

in investing in the specific supplier-customer rela-

tionship as well as idiosyncratic investments. Invest-

ments will be planned and evaluated as any other

internal investment.

As indicated, the consequences of the integrator model are

considerable; both internally and in the way the supplier-cus-

tomer relationship is maintained. Therefore, it is important

to decide which criteria to apply when choosing customers as

potential candidates for integrator relationships. With this in

mind, three basic criteria must be met:
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- They have strategic importance

- They are large or have high potential

- They share the relationship mindset

The integrator form is found in industries where a close col-

laboration will provide opportunities for product and/or

service development. It is important to remember that these

relationships will often be exclusive, i.e. it is not possible to

have similar or identical relationships with competitors of

the customer or vice versa. The supplier and the customer

must choose. Describing an integrator manager or customer-

responsible can be compared to the responsibility ofa manag-

ing director of a subsidiary.

In terms of the organisational solution, this model often

requires a separate department or even a separate location.

Compared with the three other models, the integrator model

represents managerial challenges, primarily related to internal

learning from the individual relationships, which are often

confidential.

The integrator model is characterised by mutual invest-

ments supporting and developing the collaboration that is

quite often shared by the supplier and the customer and based

on common specifications. Both face the possibility of losing

these investments, regardless of the reason for the termina-

tion.

Evaluation of the relationship is based on audits carried

out by both parties in full view, as the supplier will know the

criteria used by the customer, and vice versa. As indicated ear-

lier, the entry and exit barriers are high and there are serious

consequences for both parties if the relationship is broken.

The four forms cover very different types of relationships.

Seen from a management perspective, it is important to de-

cide which of the relationship models to focus on. This choice

should be based on the supplier's own strategic goals and on

an evaluation of the potential customer's strategic'? goals.

We do not regard anyone of the four models to be supe-

rior, but market conditions and the specific customer's strat-
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Figure 6-6: Integrator - joint development. Source: Bjerre (1999b)

egy will be decisive factors when choosing the most effective

model. Furthermore, it is not a necessity that the supplier

changes from the contact to the integrator model , but it is a

possibility. Actually, we have seen examples of suppliers that

have left the coordination model in favour of the contact

model , as a result of changes in the customer's buying strat-

egy and behaviour.

6.8 Relationship Contents

When analysing relationships, it is rarely specified what is

exchanged within the relationship . Therefore, a central ques-

tion is what is actually exchanged in the relationship, i.e. the

relationship is primarily a vehicle for exchange and ongoing

development of the mutual relationship and business.

With regard to different types of relationships, the level of

interaction may differ, and this is also true when focusing on

what is exchanged (as further described in chapter 5).

Before discussing what is exchanged, a model to describe

exchanges taking place within the dyad will be introduced.

That is Ford's definition of "episodes" or specific exchanges
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or transactions and the relationship atmosphere, which is re-

garded as the result of a series of episodes. Therefore, a rela-

tionship must be regarded at more than one level- as we have

earlier referred to as the internal and external level:54

- Internal - the exchange between the partners

- Episodes - product or service

- Information exchange

- Social exchange - leading to relationship atmo-

sphere

- Financial exchanges

- Balance - power and dependency

- History and experiences

- Expectations

- External - factors influencing the internal exchange

- Alternative partners - i.e. industry concentration

- Industry dynamics - i.e. trends

- Role in the business system - power and dependen-

cy

- Opportunities to change activity sequence in busi-

ness system

As highlighted in the industry analysis subsection, it is impor-

tant to distinguish between the short-term episodes and the

long-term relationships. This is of importance as the line be-

tween what is internal and external may change over time, as

the relationship develops and the companies involved adapt

and institutionalise the exchange.

However, exchange may also involve external parties or

third parties, either supplying one of the organisations in the

dyad or both": As described previously, other relationships

may influence the specific dyad";

The organisations supporting the exchanges taking place

are gradually changing from one-way flows to two-way flows

to disperse flows (see figure 6-7 below) and from nipple to

multiplex relationships.

But what is actually exchanged? Which functions/depart-
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ments are involved when exchanges take place and what are

some ofthe obvious benefits that these functions/departments

may develop from these exchanges? Sales representation and

the buying function within the buying organisation is the

traditional focus of a relationship and will typically coincide

with the conditions for the exchange between the organisa-

tions, such as:

- Information regarding product/service

- Information regarding trading conditions and pay-

ment terms

The sales representative and marketing department of the

buying organisation may share insights on:

- Possible improvements of customer's product/ser-

vice

- Promotional material

- Product development

The sales representative and logistics department of the buy-

ing organisation may design and discuss:

- Improvement of inbound logistics

- Lot sizes

- Forecasting

- Frequency

The sales representative and HRM department of the buying

organisation may exchange information and details concern-

Ing:

- Training

- Recruitment

- Career development

The sales representative and finance department of the buy-
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ing organisation may exchange information and details con-

cern109:

- Payments and payments made

- Planning investments

- Evaluation of financial performance

Remember that exchange may involve more than the tradi-

tional two members of a dyad. In order to distingui sh be-

tween different types of exchange, they have been separated

into four distinct classes (see figure 6-7). The four types cover

the traditional one-to-one handling of exchanges to the "spi-

der's web", gradually developing from just one line of contact

to several lines and into a network.

In principle, the process is simple and quite easy to de-

scribe as the organisations move from single contacts to con-

tact-webs.

Uniplex
Uniplex is the trad itional relationship and the traditional way

oforganising the exchange with one representative from each.

This is comparable to the contact form of key account man-

agement described earlier in this chapter.

The greatest weakness of uniplex is its dependency on in-

dividuals in the two organisations. Therefore, efforts to avoid

potential loss of information and data will be supported by

reporting structures, datab ases, minures of meetings etc. His-

torically almost all this data would be stored individually.

Uniplex Uniplex-Multi Multi-Uniplex Multiplex

Rgure 6-7: The different combinations of uniplex and mu ltiplex
relationships.
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The flexibility and the individuality is an important

strength, meaning that the individual will often regard the

relationship as having personal relevance and will defend it

accordingly.

Uniplex to multiplex - One to team

This consists of selling relationships with several functions/

persons in the customer's organisation. This is not necessar-

ily a permanent arrangement, but can be related to projects

where desired competencies and insights are part of the or-

ganisation handling the exchange.

The coordination of the elements of the relationship and

the exchanges, which relate to other parts of the supplying

organisation other than the sales department, is a consider-

able challenge. The individual handling the relationship will

be faced not only with a number of questions and issues, but

also with choices whether these issues should be handled ex-

clusively or jointly.

One risk is that the balance between the supplier and cus-

tomer will become uneven and one-sided, i.e. that the custom-

er takes over the initiative or simply occupies the individual

representing the supplier with demands. This is comparable

to the passive coordination form ofkey account management

described earlier in this chapter.

Multiplex to uniplex - Team to one

This is the opposite situation from Uni to Multi, but basically

the problems are identical. The buyer handles relationships

with several functions/persons in the supplier's organisation

and is faced with the same challenges and choices as the seller

in the Uniplex-Multi relationship.

Coordination of the internal elements of the relationship

and the exchanges therein is only handled by one of the or-

ganisations involved; the buying organisation. This is com-

parable to the pro-active coordination form of key account

management described previously.
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Multiplex - Team to team

Multiplex relationships mean that several representatives rep-

resent each company involved. Tacit knowledge may develop

within the group and both organisations will often attempt

to share experiences internally and aim at best practice. 57 The

drawback of this is that it may be difficult to share experiences

with individuals outside the relationship.

The team-to-team approach may be institutionalised fur-

ther, for example by devoting parts of the company solely

to handling the relationship with one partner. Tacit knowl-

edge develops within the group and across the organisational

boundaries, often working within its own set of boundaries

and practices. Supporting the relationship by developing a

unique organisational structure could develop into an in-

dependent company. Thereby moving into limited merger

situations where the companies decide to share some of their

competencies and resources.

Finally, when looking for external factors of considerable

importance to a relationship, you must never assess your own

value to your customer or to your supplier. Basically, the fol-

lowing tough questions must be answered: Could the three

areas in which we provide our customers/suppliers with value/

benefit be obtained anywhere else? Or put another way: What

is the result from our relationship that cannot be copied?



7. Relationships in Different
Environments

Industry Characteristics and How They
Affect Relationships

Relationships do not exist per seand they are not necessarily

beneficial to any of the parties involved! The environment

influences whether relationships may develop as well as their

characteristics. This implies that the relationship will partly

reflect the external conditions within the industry in which

the partners of the relationship operate. 58 Thus, there is no

such thing as the "perfect" relationship, but rather relation-

ships that are formed and developed under various forms of

external and internal constraints.59

The guidelines on how to analyse an industry are includ-

ed in several textbooks on marketing. This section is based

on the "Noble Art of Industry Analysis",60 which outlines a

three-step approach as described below. However, prior to

this analysis, the question of defining industry boundaries

must be addressed.

Industry analysis, or the definition of an industry, basi-

cally builds on the customer needs that are satisfied by the

company's product or service. Another way to define the

boundaries of an industry could be geography, i.e. the North

American car industry, products, i.e. dairy products, or oper-

ational mode, i.e. the franchise industry. The boundaries are

important, as they reflect the unit of analysis. Furthermore,

the industry defined by customer needs may allow for iden-

tification of potential competitors that do not provide the

same product, but who fill the same need. For example, when

decorating a home, the manufacturers of lamps are compet-

ing with wallpaper manufacturers, paint manufactures, etc.
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In principle, an industry analysis will provide a static and

up-to-date description of the situation, which may not be suf-

ficient to evaluate the market potential. Therefore, the analy-

sis should be supplemented by considerations about future

developments and trends in the industry. If one were to look

at internet-based sales of fast moving consumer goods at this

point in time, the numbers are not impressive; however, ex-

pectations for future revenue are extremely high. Assessing

the effects of changes in the industry is difficult, partly be-

cause changes are hard to foresee and partly because effects

of changes are not always apparent. One way of handling

this would be to try to answer the following question : "What

could change the way we do business today to the extent that

we could no longer sell Out existing products/services?" To an-

swer this question, the three-step approach may be applied:

I - Customer's competitive situation which is closely

linked to the traditional analysis of industry attrac-

tiveness

I - The relationship value system - may be com-

pared to the business systems analysis, and

III - Potential competitor analysis.

Potential III
Comp etitors

'-- ,- .--
II

The Supplying The Buying The Customer's
Organisation Organisation Competitor

Existing
Competitors

L - -
I

Figure 7-1: Industry analysis - the three-step relationship approach
Source: Inspired by Hayes, Jenster and Aaby (1996, pp, 123-148)
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I - Customer's competitive situation (industryattractiveness)

This first step will ascertain the level of profitability and this

level may give an indication as to whether or not it would

be interesting to invest in a relationship with a customer in

this industry. If profitability levels are high, the inclination

to invest in relationships is high, as it is of strategic impor-

tance in order to ensure access to the business system, which

the customer is part of Furthermore, if profitability levels are

high in one part of the business system, that part may look

for opportunities to expand its role in the business system by

adding more functions and/or activities.

If profitability levels are low, it may not be attractive to

invest in relationships as it would be difficult to identify the

benefits for the selling organisation. However, in this situ-

ation, it is expected that organisations in the industry may

look to suppliers to assist in increasing industry attractiveness,

either by relationship development or by enhancing competi-

tion among suppliers."

II - Relationship valuesystem (business system analysis)

This analysis reveals the critical and unique parts of the value-

creation, as seen from the customer's point of view, in the

business system. The analysis of the business system will also

reveal the distribution ofpower between the organisations in-

volved in terms of critical components in the value-creation

process.

Relationship development will focus on the access to these

critical components and to being more reluctant towards the

non-critical component, if these can be separated.

III - Potentialcompetitor analysis

This form of analysis here identifies the strengths and weak-

nessesoforganisations in relation to the industry performance

levels, the components handled in the business system and in

relation to each other or what can be termed as a relative as-

sessment of strengths and weaknesses. Thus, the concept of

power is also part of the implications of this step.
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Relationship development in this phase will then focus on

the winning customers if the functions and activities in the

business system are expected to remain unchanged. However,

if the business system is in a transitional phase or is undergo-

ing radical change, relationship development may focus on

the organisations where changes in the business system are

expected and welcome.

One might pause to ask, have you performed an industry

analysis on customers, suppliers or even your own company?

Few companies do this, primarily because the workload is

considerable and because it may be difficult to invest in the

resources necessary.

These three steps are examined in more detail in the fol-

lowing three subsections.

7.2 The Buying Organisation's Competitive
Situation

Analysing the competitors of a customer often provides rel-

evant information related to the strategy, policies and behav-

iour of that specific company, especially in terms of manoeu-

vrability and potential. Key elements of competitor analysis

are the assessment of the following characteristics:

- Strategies pursued by competitors - basically identi-

fying cost focus and/or differentiation focus, serving

many or few segments, acting as the innovator or

follower, etc.

- Market performance - which implies a description

of the players in the industry, their size, their market

share, product and service range(s), price, customer

relationships and a description of their use of distri-

bution channels

- Operational performance - in terms of use of re-

sources, use of production capacity and factors such

as human resource management, organisational

structures, recrui tment
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- Financial performance - searching for key drivers of

economies of scale, economies of scope etc.

The central point of competitor analysis in the context of

strategic relationship marketing is to evaluate the relative

strength of the partner in the partner's industry.

The status of the competitive situation may be supple-

mented by a future scenario by generating strategic options

for the competitors and thereby be able to assess the SWOT

of the customer in focus. If the relationship develops, you

have to realise that your partner's strengths are an important

part of the relationship's potential and your partner's weak-

nesses are important parts of the relationship's challenges.

In order to accurately evaluate a customer's potential for

future development, it is also important to analyse the at-

tractiveness of the industry, which the customer is part of
As seen from a supplier's point of view, it is also a question

of choosing where supplier resources are expected to produce

the highest profitability.

The key issues to assess when evaluating industry attrac-

tiveness in a relationship are as follows:

- Profitability - the financial return on capital com-

pared with competitors to the industry, i.e. is it

worthwhile to invest at the moment?

- Growth - the opportunity to grow businesses organi-

cally by keeping up with basic demand, or is growth

acquired by mergers and acquisitions?

- Size - must be large enough to be "significant" to

"serious players", i.e. economy of relationships must

be attainable.

- Customer/risk - the more customers, the less risk (see

the following section on industry concentration)

- Is it possible to identify potentialfor changes in these

first four elements due to closer relationships to spe-

cific customers in the industry?

- Barriers to entry- specifically the analysis of the po-
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tential for investing in customised assets and thereby

creating difficulties for new players looking to en-

ter the industry due to capital requirements, special

competencies, existing relationships between players

in the industry, capacity, etc.

- Characterising the relationship climate in the indus-

try - is there a risk of opportunism in the industry?

- Capital intensity - the relative amount of capital re-

quired to support revenue streamls): the more in-

tense, the less attraction.

Industry attractiveness may turn out to vary, depending on

the industry of the observer. It is worthwhile to note that

attractiveness may vary at different levels of the business sys-

tem. For example, an industry may have many suppliers of

raw materials, but few production plants, or few manufac-

turers of computer chips, but many potential customers who

produce computers and other electronic devises using com-

puter chips.

The industry attractiveness analysis may prove to be of

great importance when assessing the supplier's interest in fu-

ture relationship developments as illustrated in figure 7-2.

7.3 Relationship Value System

Traditionally, analysis of a business system was based on the

deconstruction of the system into separate activities and iden-

tification ofthe sequence in which they are performed. Taking

it a step further, it is then possible to link the sequence-criti-

cal competencies and critical resources necessary to perform

these activities. This we label the "Outside-in Perspective" in

the relationship value systern.f

The business system is defined by the organisation in ques-

tion, its existing competitors, its suppliers and its customers.

An example of a relationship value system is the media

surveillance industry serving its customers by providing news

clippings and news summaries - acquiring news channel ac-
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cess, identifying articles and other points of interest to cus-

tomers, clipping, organising themes/clusters of news, writing

summaries, editing summaries as well as packaging and bun-

dling themes/news.

When analysing the business system, the primary compo-

nent is the individual activity performed. Initially, it is not a

question ofwho does what, but what they do. Having identi-

fied the components, they are then placed in the sequence in

which they are performed. It is important to note that it is

common that business systems display more than one linear

sequence of components, i.e. these may be loops, parallels,

doubles (identical sequence copied) or even pauses. Some of

these sequences may be performed by different organisations

in the business system or within the boundaries of a single

organisation.

It is important to stress that the value system analysis is

dynamic. Therefore, it is not sufficient to analyse the existing

business system, but it is as important to identify changes

and trends affecting the business system as well. The dynamic

part of the analysis may also provide value for the potential

relationship partner as the selling organisation may play an

important part in realising changes and new sequences of

functions and activities in a modified business system, as is

performed in detail in the potential competitor analysis.

Knowing and understanding the business systems, within

which a buying organisation plays a part, is important when

considering what aspect to focus on in relationship develop-

ment.

However, another approach to industry analysis is identi-

fying value creation in the business system, focusing on scarce

resources'" in the system, such as competencies.r' tangible and

intangible assets or asset specificity/? This analysis is based on

the combination of these resources and assets and the output

of these. This will often illustrate a whole range of output in

which the industry in focus may have a large share. This is

labelled the "Inside-out Perspective" of the business system".

Implications of the inside-out perspective are primarily
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that existing relationships may develop into others based on

valuable competencies and resources applied outside the in-

dustry's boundaries. With regard to the earlier example of the

media surveillance industry, the inside-out approach would

ask; can competencies and resources be used in relation to

other partners or other products or services? Or more specifi-

cally; can resources and competencies, such as having offices

open at night, staff working at night, knowledge of the in-

dividual customer preferences and interest areas, packaging,

journalism, writing skills erc., be used elsewhere?

The important point is to ensure the reader's knowledge

of more than just one way of defining competition for com-

petencies and resources. Furthermore, the "Inside-out" ap-

proach has the advantage over the "Outside-in" approach as

it originates from the company in question and not from an

analytical point of departure open to all competitors.

Furthermore, it is important not to stop at dyadic rela-

tionships, but also to focus increasingly on value systems that

combine a number of companies. This development runs in

parallel with Supply Chain Management and some new in

approaches could be outsourcing or third-party partners or

maybe even fourth-party partners.

7.4 Potential Competitor Analysis

Analysing the potential competitors of a customer, who will

also indirectly be in competition with the relationship value

system, may provide insights related to how the customer's

customers may be served by different value systems. It is im-

portant to note that thi~ analysis goes beyond the existing

competitors as they are part of the first step.

Potential competitors are identified by using the

findings in step II - Relationship value system to

basically identify the value delivered by the business

system no matter if it is serving many or few seg-

ments, acting as the innovator or follower, etc.
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- Once the value is identified, the search begins for

alternative ways to deliver this value. In principle,

this is a classical analysis of customer benefits that is

supplemented by an analysis of the alternative value

system's strengths and weaknesses.

- Once the alternative value systems have been identi-

fied, the search for competitive advantages, vis-a-vis

these value systems, begins by searching in all pro-

cesses and activities of the relationship value system.

These may be found in:

- Market performance - the key success drivers' size,

market share, product and/or service range(s), price

level and/or range, investments in developing and re-

taining customer relationships, or in use of distribu-

tion channels.

- Operational performance - in terms of the use of

resources, use of production capacity and factors

such as human resource management, organisational

structures, recruitment.

- Financial performance - the key drivers of econo-

mies of scale, economies of scope etc.

The central point of the potential competitor analysis in a re-

lationship business context is to evaluate the relative strength

of the customer in the customer's industry as well as the rela-

tive strength of the relationship value system compared to

value systems outside the customer's industry.

The status of the competitive situation may be supple-

mented by future scenarios in order to generate strategic op-

tions for the potential competitors and thereby be able to as-

sess the SWOT of the customer in focus. If the relationship

develops, you have to realise that your customer's strengths

are an important part of the relationship value system's po-

tential, and your customer's weaknesses are important parts

of the relationship value system's challenges.

Combining findings in the customer's competitive situa-

tion with findings in the relationship value system analysis and
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the potential competitor analysis leads to a matrix illustrating

where to focus on relationship development and where not

to. These considerations are summarised in figure 7-2.

Relationship Value System Strength

High Medium Low

d ~ Strong
o 0

:E ·5
~ ~ Medium
~e

"t 8
g.~

i i Weak
U .~

Invest in relationship Protect and improve Exploit relation- and
or growth relation and profit improve profits

Improve relationship Ensure relation Invest only to harvest
and profitability and reduce costs

Focus on profit, not Avoid investments Prepare to exit or
on the relationship or development of slow wind down

relationship

Figure 7-2: Prioritising where to develop relationships and with what
purpose

This matrix suggests where to invest in relationship develop-

ment and where not to. It also suggests the purpose of rela-

tionship development. The combination of high relationship

value system strength and the strong competitive situation

of the potential customer suggests investment in relationship

development with the focus on growth, i.e. go with industry

leaders and assist them in maintaining their position. How-

ever, a combination of low relationship value system strength

and the weak competitive situation of the potential customer

suggests that investments should be withdrawn from the re-

lationship as neither the industry nor the potential customer

appears to be attractive. As illustrated above, the spotlight is

not on industry analysis per se, but on the strategic decisions

related to relationship marketing, with special focus on the

impact of the customer's strategic situation.

7.5 Industry Consolidation

Industries often share "paradigms" for relationships in terms

of type and content. In some industries, such as telecommu-

nications, joint ventures are sometimes formed between com-

petitors. In this way, relationships among competitors can ex-

ist and develop across organisational boundaries.
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In other industries, such as the ice cream industry, com-

petition is fierce in the local as well as international markets.

Situations have occurred where ice cream manufacturers have

physically removed the freezer and its contents of its competi-

tor from several retail outlets and replaced the freezer and its

contents with its own brand. Therefore, relationships between

competitors are not possible in this industry.

Besides industry characteristics'" supporting these para-

digms, the concentration of the industry also plays an im-

portant role as to how relationships develop. The industry

concentration is located in the outer environment. Industries

can also be described in terms of market share distribution or

concentration as well as the number of companies that exist

within the industry as a whole, as illustrated in figure 7-3 .

Market sha re of
bigge st finn in

customer's indust ry

100 % Monopoly => N oalternative relationships to monopolist
Monopolistic

Oligopoly

Hybrid

Fragmented => Many potentia!
relationships

N o. of firm s

Rgure 7-3: The industry consolidation continuum in the customer's
industry

Figure 7-3 indicates whether or not a supplier has the choice

between many different alternative relationships, or if the

supplier is more or less forced to establish a relationship with

the only customer in the industry. This is merely to ensure

that we discuss the supplier's interest in developing relation-

ships with a customer in the industry concentration context,

as will also be discussed under the "monopoly" heading; do

we have a choice?
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Monopoly
This type of industry is characterised by just one organisation

dominating the market or as is often the case, the industry

may be labelled monopolistic when there is one very big or-

ganisation and several small ones.

Smaller companies will constantly challenge the market

leader, either through lower prices or through specialisation

in serving niches or segments also labelled segment nippers.

The expected relationship'" strategy in this case would be

to develop relationships with the dominant market leader.

However, market dynamics may suggest relationship develop-

ment with one or more of the challengers as well, depending

on the assessment of the market leader's SWOT and response

profile. If the market leader is strong, it is absolutely necessary

to develop a relationship if opportunities in the industry are

to be examined. On the other hand, if the market leader is

weak, relationships with the market leader should be kept at

a minimum so as not to hinder the development of strategic

relationships with the smaller organisations where the poten-

tial is high.

Suppliers to many European telecommunications indus-

tries face situations like the one outlined here. That is when

the national markets are dominated by the original and often

state-owned organisations. This is also the case with many

national airline industries in Europe.

Oligopoly
This is when only a few large organisations dominate the

customer's industry. Often these organisations serve different

consumer segments, i.e. intra-industry competition is limited

and they rarely compete head-to-head.

In relationship terms, the limited intra-industry competi-

tion implies that it may be possible to develop relationships

with all these organisations at the same time. However, the

contents and the structures of the relationships may vary

considerably depending on the potential partner's strategy.

Relationships beyond the operational level may be mutually
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exclusive, as strategic relationships may be used as a basis for

future competition.

The international airline industry is an example of an oli-

gopoly, where many organisations serve several airlines, for

example airline catering at a specific airport. But when it

comes to developing new menus or new dishes, or even more

radical elements such as developing new food processing tech-

niques, the relationship often becomes strategically oriented

and therefore results are not shared outside the dyad.

Hybrid
Hybrid industries are characterised by some medium-sized,

some small and some developing organisations. Market dy-

namics are often high and changes are frequent.

At this level, industry concentration competition is in-

tense, and it may be quite difficult to develop simultaneous

relationships to organisations within the industry, as they can

be difficult to handle. Competing organisations may demand

either exclusivity or guaranties of confidentiality. This situ-

ation will force the selling organisation to be careful when

choosing which organisation to approach first, second, third,

etc. as relationships to these "first choices" may prevent the

development of relationships to other organisations.

As is often the case, many examples of "real-life" can be

found in the middle of the relationship development con-

tinuum. This is also the case for the hybrid level of industry

concentration. Examples of such industries are advertising

and communications, retail, furniture, among others.

Fragmented industries - in principle close to "perfect competi-
tion"

Here, basically no industry concentration is observed. All or-

ganisations in the industry are small in terms of market share.

The competition is typically fierce, margins are generally low

and the search for lowered production costs is intense. Very

few organisations will attempt to pursue a differentiation

strategy in order to fulfil niche demands.
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Relationship development at this level of industry concen-

tration will typically be based on a low investment approach

and a desire to re-use solutions and processes in as many rela-

tionships as possible.

One example of a fragmented industry is the metal shops

that serve the windmill industry. Although the metal shops

may desire to develop tighter relationships with a specific pro-

ducer, the producer does not see the need for this, as the risks

of not having a relationship are considered to be minor.

The different levels of industry concentration summarised

above all describe a static situation. However, most industries

are in a constant state of flux either at a slow or fast pace.

The consequences are that the level of industry concentration

may change, or that the conclusions regarding the individual

organisation may change, i.e. that an organisation previously

considered to have a strong position has become weakened or

VIce versa.

Industries in transformation pose a more intriguing prob-

lem as this raises several questions seen from a seller's point of

view. Actually, the points stressed below are equally relevant

to buying and supplying organisations. These issues specifi-

cally concern the business system, i.e. the division of activi-

ties in the industry. Basically, an organisation may change the

business system in four different ways:

Active approach to industry transformation

- Take-over - Acquire the partner

- Change - Choose another partner

- Do-it-Ourselves - Develop the process, the resource

etc. ourselves

Passive approach to industrytransformation

- Wait - Let the battle be fought - waiting to see a

WInner

These options address key elements of the company's own

strategy and how the organisation perceives itself But they
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also emerge from your partner's point ofview, i.e. in times of

transformation, the uncertainty increases and choosing which

relationships to enter into and which to break can be very

difficult.

Take-over

This step requires that a take-over is considered as a strategic

advantage to include the activities and processes of the part-

ner. Reasons for this may include exclusivity of the output

and competencies of the partner, or it may focus on potential

benefits stemming from improved coordination, improved

exchange etc.

Change
Choosing another partner is dependent on the existence of

other potential customers, and that these potential customers

are also interested and willing to do business with you. This

is where the identification of future winners among potential

partners is necessary.

Do-it-Ourselves

This means building and developing the necessary competen-

cies and capabilities within the organisation. Evaluating this

will often be a "make or buy" decision, applying economic

tools and principles.

mtit

This is the patient method. Keep cool and let the process

of "natural selection" go undisturbed. In terms of relation-

ship marketing, there is not much strategy related to this ap-

proach.

One of the ways ofcoping with change is to try to lock-on

to the development among the company's customers, i.e. to

develop and nurture relationships with the winners among

your customers. This is how LEGO has decided to cope

with changes among their retail customers around the world.

Lego's statement with regard to the realisation of its goals is:
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"We will achieve our goals by growing with the leading cus-

"tomers .

The LEGO example raises another important question,

namely the geographical reach of the relationship. This may

be a decisive factor as costs of match and content of match

must be investigated. Some of the levels of the geographic

reach are:

- Local - typically a one-to-one company relationship

- National - often a one-to-one company relation-

ship

- Regional - often a several-to-several company rela-

tionship

- International - typically a several-to-several compa-

ny relationship

- Global - always a several-to-several company rela-

tionship

Global relationships are present among a number of multi-

national corporations (IBM, ABB, DHL, Siemens, Procter

& Gamble, etc.) which are organised into a lobby called a

Global Forum. They meet to discuss how global relationships

may be improved simultaneously from a supplier as well as a

customer viewpoint.

An interesting point in these discussions is the focus on

one relationship at a time, i.e. although they spoke of "pro-

grammes, systems and the like", nothing is standardised to

the point where the specific characteristics of the individual

partner are set aside.

7.6 Relationships in Digital Value Chains

Virtual value chains change the whole marketing environ-

ment. The value of a network is its functionality. That is the

ability to distribute, store, assemble, utilise and modify in-

formation. Networks combine richness and reach of infor-

mation'" and create an atmosphere of power in relationships
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based on information distribution. Therefore, a network

where partners do not share intelligence in the dyad is not

likely to gain competitive strength.

Both the marketer and the customer will try to capitalise

on what is called intelligence migration strategies. 70

Arbitrage:
Because intelligence can be located anywhere in a network,

there is often opportunity of moving particular types of in-

telligence to new areas where the costs of maintaining the

intelligence is lower. These are typically labour-intensive op-

erations.

Aggregation:
As intelligence decouples, companies will have the opportu-

nity to combine formerly isolated pools of dedicated infra-

structure that can be provided over a network. Consulting

firms do so through curriculum vitae databases and personal

competence profiles. Portals such as Netdoctor.com (health)

and Smartforce (e-Iearning) have the aggregation of knowl-

edge as their value proposition.

Rewiring:

In essence, this strategy involves the creation ofan information

network that all participants connect to and the establishment

of an information exchange standard that allows participants

to communicate. Virtual office solutions enabling people to

work together on the same project, sharing documents and

background information is an example.

Reassembly:
Another new kind of intermediary creates value byaggregat-

ing, reorganising and configuring disparate pieces of intel-

ligence into coherent, personalised packages for customers.

This is the case with a company called Morningstar. Morn-

ingstar collects a comprehensive amount of data from and

about investment funds. Morningstar measures funds using
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80 different benchmarks. The collected data are sold to the

investment funds as in-frames, advisor tools, ratings, co-pub-

lishing etc. Morningstar adds reassembly value and the funds

are both suppliers and customers - the dog eating his own

tail!

Digitalisation is a puzzle for companies across industry

boundaries. No one can avoid the disturbances, which can

be both opportunities as well as threats, in the transition to

virtual value chains. If relationships are like diamonds, one

could ask: Are diamonds forever or will virtual value chains

gradually erode the concept of loyalty?

7.7 Relationships Across the Industry Life
Cycle

Having discussed the industry attractiveness and concentra-

tion) the business system and possible changes due to digitali-

sation as well as competitor analysis, it is now time to turn to

the development stage of the industry.

The actual stage of the industry life cycle tends to influ-

ence the inclination to develop relationships, especially strate-

gic relationships. Therefore, there are links between the stages

of the industry life cycle and possible relationships.

But first the concept of power must be considered as pow-

er is one factor discussed in connection with relationships.

The presence of power centres may be the reason for develop-

ing a relationship even when there are not necessarily shared

interests per see Power centres can be quite diverse and can be

discussed in terms of size, resources, expertise, information,

future potential, etc.

A one-sided relationship" is when one party forces the

other to enter and maintain the relationship, despite the op-

posite party's intention. At best, the one-sided relationship is

beneficial to one party and without negative consequences

for the other.

Power as a concept has been defined earlier, but the way

power may support a one-sided relationship is as follows:
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- Size - the customer has a large share of our business,

and we cannot afford to lose this business. Often

very important in companies basing their perfor-

mance on economies of scale

- Resources - the supplier has a monopoly on certain

resources or plays a significant role for our value cre-

ation

- Expertise - we cannot do without the specific ele-

ment/item/component - an example could be Intel

microprocessors

- Information - we need to know what is going on in

our customer's business - or at the next level of the

business system

- Future potential - we cannot develop our business

without the relationship as the partner is regarded as

a first mover

- Future winner - we stick to the winners of the fu-

ture - if they survive and we have a relationship with

them, then we survive too.

Price Brand Loyalty Overall Relations
Competition Rivalry

Embryonic Low Low Low Why bother

Growth Low Low Low Developing

Shakeout High High High Strategic relevant

Mature Low/medium High Medium/high Strategic interest

Decline Low/high High Low/high Strategic cash cow

Figure 7-4: Relationships related to the industry life cycle. Source:
Modified from Hill and Jones (1992)

It may be assumed that relationships develop as the industry

does. Industry development stages are defined in the follow-

ing section.

Embryonic
Embryonic industries are characterised by low or no price
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competition as there is a customer or demand surplus in the

industry, i.e. customers and demand is plentiful. This is, of

course, related to the identification of undiscovered needs or

the fulfilment of known needs superior to present offerings.

As most players in the industry are new, and thus un-

known and without a reputation, there is low brand loyalty as

few preferences have developed among customers. References

do basically not exist and the level of information uncertainty

is rather high.

Limited competition between the organisations in the in-

dustry is reflected by the low level of rivalry that exists, i.e.

resources and production have not yet reached the level of full

capacity and the demand exceeds the supply.

At this stage in the industry life cycle, a central question is:

"Why bother with developing relationships?" Furthermore,

at this stage everybody will have a chance to survive the fol-

lowing stages ofdevelopment and it is far too early to identify

winners, their strategic behaviour and the competencies and

assets they posses. This may be a cynical approach, but what

can be done about it?

Although relationships at this stage of industry develop-

ment are rarely close, experience shows that they may have

considerable impact at later stages. This is an extremely im-

portant point, namely that relationship development also

should be seen in terms of path dependency. This path de-

pendency once again reflects that a relationship rarely exists

without any external influence either current or historic. This

form of dependency will therefore reflect all past exchanges

and the way in which the involved organisations and individ-

uals behaved along the way. Actually, there is a parallel which

can be drawn from our own lives; that this concept works the

same with personal relationships as some develop positively

and continue to do so, while other relationships deteriorate

either gradually or abruptly.

Growth

As the industry expands its supply, more and more customers
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see that their needs and desires are fulfilled. However, demand

still exceeds supply and price competition is low.

The industry is still young and the brand awareness is low,

as is the loyalty towards these brands. The primary reason is

lack of experience with the individual brand and insight into

comparisons between the brands and the organisations be-

hind them. Rivalry between members of the industry is low,

primarily because the winning strategies in the industry have

not yet revealed themselves clearly.

The industry will gradually approach equilibrium between

demand and supply. This means that the overall rivalry in the

industry will be low, except in specific areas such as special

competencies, use of patents etc. where this may be differ-

ent.

Developing relationships become more visible as they

gradually emerge between companies who share a collabora-

tive strategy and who also share a willingness to devote re-

sources to relationships. Another type of relationship may de-

velop, i.e. the one-sided relationship, as attempts to develop

relationships are carried out. Relationships are thus character-

ised by a strong belief in and expectation of future benefits.

Shakeout

As competition increases and the supply gradually exceeds the

demand, rules of the game will change. Price fluctuation will

often be the first reaction to increased competition, and the

secondary set of reactions is that the players will begin to look

outside their organisational boundaries to identify opportu-

nities of cost reductions.

The third set of reactions is often to focus on differential

opportunities, i.e. where it is possible to differentiate offer-

ings to the customers. This will lead to an increased or at least

emerging interest in customers' preferences and investigations

into where and how relationships may be established. Differ-

entiated market offerings may gradually lead to brand aware-

ness and brand loyalty.

Competition will, beyond price, also be dependent on
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who gets which business with which customers as the level

of rivalry increases. Therefore, some of the players in the in-

dustry will begin to look beyond their borders to identify op-

portunities for differentiation and value-creation.

It may become strategically relevant to develop relation-

ships when the battle really begins in the industry. Gradually,

the companies setting the pace in the industry emerging are

separated from the followers. During this process, the compa-

ny must aim at the potential partners with an optimal fit.72

As the winners will take it all, it is crucial to identify the

winners and to identify generic winning strategies and the

related Key Success Factors. The focal point ofanalysis should

be where we, together with our customer, could strengthen

the relevant key success factors. At the same time, it is impor-

tant to identify areas where a relationship basically would

make no difference and thus to stay away.

Mature

Mature industries typically display either low or medium

price competition, depending on the size of the exit barriers,

as the remaining firms have often settled in terms of main-

taining customer demands. This reflects the situation where

there is low or medium rivalry between the organisations as

they focus on optimising their supply to the customers rather

than acquiring new customers.

Reputation and experience exist between suppliers and

customers, i.e. high brand loyalty is quite common.

Mature industries tend to possess common understand-

ings or paradigms for how relationships exist and with what

content. Mature industries are often characterised by strong

strategic interest in developing and maintaining relationships.

This is also important as changes in the industry are slow and

when changes take place, for example when one supplier is

replaced by another, it often has considerable impact on the

supplier that loses the relationship. Relationships are very im-

portant at this stage of the industry life cycle, and often to be

regarded as strategic assets.
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Decline
Declining industries may display both low or high price com-

petition and rivalry. It depends on the capacity and the exit

barriers within the industry. In some situations, organisations

leave the industry due to lack of future potential and such

industries may continue to be profitable for the surviving or-

ganisations. Such industries will display high brand loyalty, at

least among the remaining customers.

Industries in decline must be regarded as strategic cash

cows and existing relationships should be protected. Howev-

er, investing in new relationships or expanding existing ones

does not seem to have strategic impact or make sense.



8. The Individualised Approach
to Relationships

8.1 Typology of Strategic Behaviour

Within the strategy literature, we find a number of typologies

that focus on how firms should react to the outer environ-

ment." There have traditionally been two different founda-

tions for these typologies: one has been based on theoretical

arguments leading to e.g. the model of Competitive Advan-

rages," and the other has been based on empirical studies

aiming at describing what has been observed.

Using typologies for analysis should always be carried out

with caution, as a typology cannot describe all characteristics

of an organisation. But the central point of a typology is that

it helps to bring order in an incredibly cluttered conceptual

landscape.

Originally, the typology of strategies pursued by firms was

based on three empirical studies. These studies covered dif-

ferent types of organisations and the goal was to develop a

general typology that would be applicable in different areas

of economic life. The typology was narrowed down to four

different archetypes of relationship behaviour. A second aim

was to present a typology describing various adaptation pat-

terns for organisations. Both purposes have been fulfilled" in

a clear-cut and forthright way by discussing several cases and

examples.

The result of the original empirical studies was a typology

with four archetypes, namely Defenders, Prospectors, Analysers,

and Reactors.

A central concept in the typology is "Fit" which is used to

describe the alignment between the strategy pursued by an or-
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ganisation, the organisational structure and its management

processes. Successful firms are well-aligned and therefore the

strategy, structure and management processes "fit" together in

an optimal way. These elements within less successful firms,

however, do not work as well together and therefore do not

"fit" as well. The degree of fit will also reflect the organisa-

tion's ability to pursue consistent strategies, meaning that low

fit implies that some parts ofan organisation aim at objectives

and goals that are not necessarily shared by other parts of the

organisation. Seen in a relationship context, this means that

it is difficult to develop close relationships to all parts of an

organisation having low fit, whereas this is possible with an

organisation with high fit. The concept of fit is partly a de-

scription of process and partly of situation:"

"... a dynamic search that seeks to align the organi-

sation with its environment and to arrange resources

internally in support of that alignment. In practical

terms, the basic alignment mechanism is strategy, and

the internal arrangements are organisation structure

and management processes. Because in a changing en-

vironment, it is very difficult to keep these major or-

ganisational components tightly integrated, perfect fit

is most often a condition to be striven for rather than

accomplished."

Within each archetype, an adaptive cycle exists. An adaptive
cycle is the organisation's ability to change in terms of prod-

uct, market domain and technology. The reason for looking

at the adaptive cycle is the dynamics it represents, i.e. the

strategic archetype does not merely characterise the organisa-

tion, but also the way the organisations react to changes in

the environment.

The basic principle of the typology is that it is possible to

identify a pattern by the way organisations move through the

adaptive circle and at the same time solving the problems and

making the necessary decisions." How this takes place differs,
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depending on the strategic archetype. The adaptive cycle is

illustrated below in figure 8-1.

Defenders

Prospectors

The
Entrepreneurial Problem

- Product/Marke t Targeting

The

Admin istrative Problem

- Future Innovation

Analysers

Reacto rs

The

Engineering Problem

- Technology

Figure 8-1: The adaptive cycle. Source: Based on Miles & Snow,
1978, p. 24 .

The entrepreneurialproblem deals with the choice ofproductls),

marketis) and dornainls) i.e. the choice of specific productts)

or servicets) and target marketls) or market segmenris) . This

is not a one-time problem, but one that continues to play

an important role in the organisation's continuous passing

through the adaptation cycle process. The adaptation cycle

process is defined as an organisational capability that influ-

ences the degree and type of change, which the organisation

can handle at any given time as related to choices of prod-

ucts, markets, and technology. In a relationship context, this

will influence the areas of focus for the relationship as well as

where the customer looks for support from its suppliers in or-

der to serve the chosen markens) with the chosen producrls).

This deals with relationship content and the question ofwhat

is exchanged.

The administrative problem here deals with the reduction

of internal insecurity and the creation of stabilising elements

that will support future development of the company. Thus,

internal processes are key areas. In the relationship context

this is where the exchange between supplier and customer

could focus on enhancing the customer's internal processes,
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improving forecasts, utilising competencies and assets etc. In

terms of required information, the administrative problem

calls for intimate knowledge and insight into the customer's

processes, activities and decision-making structures.

Theengineeringproblem deals with the creation ofa system

that supports the choice of product and market. Thus, this

area is related to the choice of technology for production and

distribution. Development of suitable control and informa-

tion systems is a key part of the engineering problem. In a

relationship context this is where the supplier may be able to

influence the infrastructure of the customer's operation.

As indicated earlier, the different strategic archetypes may

pass through the adaptive cycle in different ways, resulting

in different strategies. In the original typology," two clear-

cut opposing strategic types were identified: defenders and

prospectors. Defenders are characterised by their consistency

and by isolating themselves from the outer environment, as

opposed to prospectors, who are characterised by a continu-

ous change of procedures and structures.

However, a combination of the two opposing types was

also identified: the analysers. Analysers are described as a

compromise between defenders and prospectors. Consistency

and renewal thus characterise analysers. A fourth type was,

somewhat reluctantly, also identified:"?

« ••• the Reactor," exhibits a pattern of adjustment to

its environment that is both inconsistent and unstable;

this type lacks a set response mechanism which it can

consistently put into effect when faced with a chang-

ing environment. As a consequence, Reactors exist in a

state ofalmost perceptual instability.... Thus, the Reac-

tor is a residual strategy, arising when one of the other

three strategies is improperly pursued."

The unit of analysis is the concept of customer's organisation
as a whole. It is therefore important to go beyond the super-

fluous level of analysis if the strategic type is to be identified
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and not merely analyse one or two parts of the organisation

in question.

8.2 Defenders - It is All About Costs

Typical for organisations of this type is that they have a rela-

tively narrow product and/or market domain. Furthermore,

the decision-makers in these organisations consider the envi-

ronment to be simple and stable. This leads to a managerial

focus on only a few indicators in the environment and no

focus on indicators that do not directly impact the internal

operations or the domain in which the organisation is active.

The managers in defender organisations may be characterised

as follows."

"Managers in Defenders usually restrict their percep-

tions to a narrow range of external stimuli, which are

expected to influence the organisation (mostly related

to technological developments). Typically they allocate

a small amount ofadministration and staff to monitor-

ing other organisations, events, and trends. In addi-

tion, environmental scanning is performed only by a

few top executives of their staffs."

As defenders view their environment as relatively stable and

simple, they focus on "doing things right" once they have

identified what the right things are. Another consequence is

that managerial focus is primarily internal and with emphasis

on the engineering and administrative portion of the adaptive

cycle.

In other words, they will stick to their strategy and their

positioning as long as possible and will only change when

they acknowledge that the environment is markedly differ-

ent from their internal dominant perception. This also means

that there is no intention of involving others in the decisions

related to the entrepreneurial part of the adaptive cycle. The

main focus is on cost efficiency of internal distribution and
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production systems. For defenders, low price is a central issue

in their marketing strategy and their positioning.

The long-term strategic goal is to maintain the position of

cost leader as compared to competitors and it should be noted

that all initiatives that potentially may help sustain this goal

could be of interest to a defender.

Relationships to suppliers are, generally speaking, not

regarded as beneficial, but as boundaries that limit the de-

fender's management options to choose among potential sup-

pliers and customers, depending on where the best deals can

be made. Relationships therefore concern the administrative

and/or the engineering part of the adaptive cycle, but are not

considered to be of strategic importance. However, it should

be noted that relationships are generally regarded as limiting

the management's ability to control the organisation.

Defenders are well-known, for example in FMCG-retail-

ing, and a perfect example is the German retailer, Aldi. Aldi

relies heavily on advanced systems for scanning, control and

follow-up. The defined key measurement factors are for ex-

ample: SKU coding, turnover per hour, turnover per employ-

ee, etc. Other key factors are: DPP and Space Management

which is used and managed internally, systems that create the

basis for simple operations and the ability to use low quali-

fied staff Information is only shared with suppliers and only

if it suits Aldi. Collaboration is used to minimise Aldi's net

costs in terms of handling, transportation, storage, shelving,

interest, etc. Suppliers have to adapt to the retailer's systems

and processes. Positioning is based on low cost, secondary

locations, standard inventory, efficiency in terms of refilling

shelves, pallets that can be driven directly into parts of the

sales area, stores that are almost 100 % identical and, if pos-

sible, the retailer prefers to design the location as opposed to

accepting an existing one.

8.3 Prospectors -It's Got to Develop

Prospectors are opposed to defenders as they constantly seek
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new opportunities and attack the existing and dominant per-

spective in a business sector. Thus, prospectors look for new

positioning opportunities, focusing on the outer environ-

ment. The prospector can be described as:82

In order to locate new areas of opportunity, the Pros-

pector" must develop and maintain the capacity to

monitor a wide range of environmental conditions,

trends, and events.

The Prospector, therefore, invests heavily in indi-

viduals and groups who can scan the environment for

potential opportunities. One means of spotting and

exploiting opportunities is to develop and elaborate

surveillance capacity by decentralising and scanning

activities to appropriate sub-units within the organisa-

tion.

The prospector strategy reflects a high level of initiative with

regard to the environment. The environment is seen as chang-

ing and thus constantly providing the organisation with new

opportunities. The organisation develops new products and

undertakes new initiatives and is therefore highly focused on

the entrepreneurial part of the adaptive cycle.

The outer environment is considered to be complex and

characterised by constant change, and therefore new initia-

tives must constantly be tested. These new initiatives will

typically relate to the positioning, regarding the administra-

tive and engineering parts of the adaptive cycleas instruments

supporting the initiatives. Internal flexibility and dynamics

are key capabilities.

A prospector's long-term goal is to be the innovator of the

industry they are part of or to redefine the industry and the

way the supply chain functions. Several of the well-known

prospector organisations have done exactly this.

Relationships are regarded as beneficial as long as they can

keep up with the development pace of the prospector and

as long as the relationship does not limit the possibilities of

developing other relationships. Relationships are considered
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to be of strategic importance to a prospector when related to

the entrepreneurial part of the adaptive cycle. This does not

imply that prospectors do not have other relationships, just

that these are not strategic.

One prominent example of a prospector is SONY whose

CEO has been quoted as saying: "My most important task is

to ensure that we through our own product development are

able to make our old products obsolete before our competi-

tors do so". Other examples of prospectors would be Apple

Computers in the IT-sector, Amazon.com redefining book-

stores and other "first movers" in an industry. Apple's launch

of the iMac is a brilliant example of changing the way a prod-

uct looks, the colours it can have and, of course, the whole

idea of making the product partly transparent. Apple has also

been involved in setting up their own retail operation and the

unsuccessful result of this stresses that prospectors take risks,

often great ones.

8.4 Analysers - Rather Be Safe Than First

Analysers play it safe and they can be characterised as a com-

bination of cost- and risk-minimiser (defenders), and oppor-

tunity seekers (prospectors). Therefore, analysers are often

organisations that are one step behind in terms of innovation,

but are nevertheless often organisations that their partners can

rely on and that have clear positioning within their market.

This is possible due to the division of the organisation in

two, the base part providing the majority of income and the

development part that is used for trial and error activities.

External stimuli are transferred to the base part, after proof of

the significance in the development part of the organisation.

To do this successfully, analysers rely on other organisations

to lead the way; thus, they follow in the footsteps of prospec-

tors if these developments are applicable within the base part

of the analyser's organisation.

In an analyser's outer environment, there will be a number

of prospectors from whom analysers can detect new business

opportunities. It is important to note that the analysers often
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have a global perspective on prospectors in their markets, i.e.

an analyser may be the first to introduce a new product or

service in a market, having noted the success of a prospector

in another, typically geographic, market.

The analyser's norm for cost efficiency is that of the de-

fender. This will apply due to the innovative delay of the anal-

yser as compared to the prospector, which gives the analyser

the opportunity to analyse how the strategy should be pur-

sued as related to all three problems of the adaptive cycle.

Analysers thus typically copy and follow the prospectors, but

ensure that a positive result is not jeopardised by new initia-

tives.

The analyser focuses on all three parts of the adaptive

cycle and it is important to note that the analyser is the type

where the frequency and the speed of the adaptation is by

far the highest of the four types. Furthermore, going through

the parts of the adaptive cycle is often regarded as a process

in itself An analyser is quite conscious about continuously

monitoring changes internally and externally, in particular

focusing on the successesand failures of competitors and col-

leagues internationally.

The use ofall parts of the adaptive cycle also implies that it

is possible to develop strategic relationships that concern each

part of the adaptive cycle.

An analyser's long-term goal is often very clear in terms of

positioning and vision of how to get there. They know what

they want. The consequence of this is that analysers often en-

gage in relationships, especially if these relationships support

the overall strategic developments of the analyser.

Examples ofanalyserswould be organisations such as IBM,

Maersk Sealand, and General Motors. These firms share the

motto: "We would rather be safe than first" and encourage

thorough analysis and caution.

8.5 Reactors - Let's Move

Reactors are "followers" in the sense that they react to new
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trends from competitors by attempting to duplicate the suc-

cess of the competitor, but do not have the managerial sys-

tems or capabilities to analyse or investigate why and how

competitors do what they do.

Reactors survive in stable industries or in industries where

competition leaves room for organisations that do not exhibit

superior performance or focus.

The result is that they do not pursue any consistent strate-

gy or development path and will apply any possible technique

or tool, if they have the impression that others are doing so

successfully. This type ofbehaviour is very open to input from

others and can change existing routines.

Reactors are organisations that stick to earlier successful

business models and they will typically end up in a situation

where they are not able to choose a positioning strategy with

regard to price, quality or innovation. Thus, they do not focus

on specific products or markets.

All parts of the adaptive cycle may be considered equally

important and changes are often decided upon as a result

of desired changes in other parts of the adaptive cycle, i.e.

changes in the IT processes are a result of needs in the en-

trepreneurial area. Therefore, strategic relationships may be

developed in areas concerning all parts of the adaptive cycle.

Basically, a reactor does not operate within any decisive

timeframe and therefore a relationship to a reactor may serve

as basis for new developments, testing new products or ser-

vices, testing new ways of co-operation etc. The possibilities

are almost limitless. Generally, relationship development with

other partners is regarded as a way ofensuring vital inputs such

as information, competencies or as a catalyst for change.

Examples of reactors are typically found among the

COOP's in the dairy industry, farmers and retailers, which

is due to internal structural problems in the administrative

part of the adaptive cycle as well as the lack of internal clear

priority of goals and means. They are caught between the in-

terests of the organisation, i.e. the need for funds to invest in

product/service developments, production facilities etc., and
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the need to financially satisfy their members in terms of the

highest possible prices for production inputs, dividends etc.

The implications of the four types are illustrated in figure

8-2 focusing on what part of the adaptive cycle is most rel-

evant to the development of strategic relationships.

Differentiation Focus

Low High

High

Cost Focus

Low

Defender Analyser
Short-term focus Long and short-term focus

Administrative and engineering part Entrepreneurial, administrative and
of adaptive cycle engineering part of adaptive cycle

Reactor Prospector
No time focus Long-term focus

Entrepreneurial, administrative and Entrepreneurial part of adaptive cycle
engineering part of of adaptive cycle

Figure 8-2: Areas in which strategic relationships can be developed

The consequences of these four types can also be expressed in

terms of what kind of benefit a supplier may get from devel-

oping relationship to these customers, i.e. are the customers

interested in developing relationships, and if so, what would

be their primary focus?This is outlined in figure 8-3.

Differentiation Focus

High

Cost Focus

Low

Defender
Will pursue flexibility - avoid
investing in specific assets
Rationalisation
Focus of lowest possible specific
transaction cost

Analyser
Investing in specific assets
Coping with customer "cherry-
picking"
Partnering projects
Focus on lowest possible specific
transaction costs and specific
developments

High

The sellers Transaction Cost Leader
Strategy will be applicable

The sellers Transaction
Cost Niche Strategy and/or the
Quality Segment
Specialist Strategy will be applicable

Figure 8-3: Consequences of the four types in terms of their focus
and the seller strategies that may be successful
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Reactor
Testing new ways of working and
processes developing new forms
Educating new staff
Focus on lowest possible generic
transaction costs

The sellers Relationship
Differentiator and/or Transaction
Cost Leader Strategy may be

Low applicable

Prospector
Product development
Process development
Investing in specific assets
Partnering projects
Focus on creativity and innovative
skills

The sellers Quality Segment
Spcialist Strategy and/or Relationship
Differentiator Strategy may be
applicable

The intent of introducing the typology of strategic behav-

iour was to classify different types of behaviour and different

strategic needs and opportunities related to the individual or-

ganisation. But in order to take the individualised approach

to strategic relationship marketing a step further, a framework

for assessing the importance of a potential partner, as seen

from the potential partner's point of view, must be intro-

duced. Cron and Levy (1987) have attempted to describe the

consequences of the four types in terms of sales management

focus. The buying organisation's perspective will therefore be

adopted when discussing whether or not to engage in strate-

gic relationships.

8.6 Strategies Related to Buying

Buyers or buying organisations segment their suppliers just as

suppliers segment their customers and ultimately these seg-

ments contain one organisation. This statement seems to sur-

prise many sales and marketing organisations despite the fact

that this situation comes up quite often. The introduction to

supplier segmentation has been developed within the Supply

Chain Management (SCM) framework, which in principle is

geared towards:

cc••• the integration of business processes from end user

through original suppliers that provides products, ser-

vices and information that add value for customers.t""
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And in practice this means:

"The management of upstream and downstream rela-

tionships with suppliers and customers to deliver supe-

rior customer value at less cost to the supply chain as

a whole.P"

Of course, not all relationships are equally important or have

equal impact on business processes within the supply chain.

Therefore, most buying organisations focus on getting the

most out of their, often limited, resources. One increasingly

used approach'" is to prioritise resources and choice of focus

based on the risks associated with co-operation with a sup-

plier, as perceived by the buying organisation. The risks are

evaluated both internally and externally.

Internalrisks are those that:

- May cause potential loss of profit, due to:

· Lack of delivery

. Quality deficiencies

- Have high importance of delivery, as they are crucial

to the ongoing production

- Incur set-up costs in case of re-starting the produc-

tion - could involve costs for cleaning, waste due to

... etc.

- Have high complexity in terms of delivery and de-

gree of mutual integration between the supplier and

the customer.

Internal risks are all related to the internal consequences of

the supplier's failure or inability to fulfil contracts and/or

other obligations.

Externalrisks are related to:

- The number of suppliers

. Potential in terms of ability to fulfil needs

· Those that can and want to deliver in terms of abil-
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ity to meet the needs and demands of the customer

- The entry barriers for new suppliers, the higher the

entry barrier, the greater the risk

- Negotiation strength of the supplier(s), the relative

importance of the customer to the supplier

- Degree of commodity in the delivery, the more stan-

dardised, the lower the risk.

External risks are all related to difficulties and risks of ex-

changing an existing relationship between the customer and

a supplier.

If the internal and the external risks are divided into low

and high risks, and combined in a matrix, the result is as il-

lustrated in figure 8-4. This table illustrates the rationale, as

seen from a buyer's perspective, concerning where to focus

and where to engage in strategic relationships with external

partners.

Internal Risks

Low High

High

External
Risks

Low

Bottleneck materials and services Strategic materials and services

Ensure supply Partnering
(Automated procurement) (Co-operation and integration)

Non-critical materials and services Synergy materials and services

Hands off Encourage compteition
(Auctions) (Marketplace portal)

Figure 8-4: The customer's segmentation of suppliers. Source:
Based on Krajlik (1983)

When risks are high, internally and externally, strategic rela-

tionships may be developed due to the importance and con-

sequences in case of failure. The aim of the relationship is

to ensure the supplier's attention and interest in continued

co-operation.

When either the internal risks or the external risks are

considered high, it may also be possible to develop strategic

relationships. However, in a relationship strategy perspective,

it is important to remember what the purpose of the relation-
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ship is, seen from the buyer's point of view. High internal

risks combined with low external risks will encourage rela-

tionships that are focused on the administrative and especially

the engineering parts of the adaptive cycle. As opposed to

this, low internal risks combined with high external risks will

encourage relationships focusing on the entrepreneurial part

of the adaptive cycle.

If both groups of risks are considered to be low, it is dif-

ficult to claim that strategic relationships are a necessity. The

rnodern'" buying approach is based on the buying function's

role in realising the strategic goals of the organisation.

The term "supplier management" has also emerged within

SCM literature'" as a way to enhance product development,

smooth out order and buying processes with regard to in-

voicing and payments. The main task within supplier man-

agement is supplier development, i.e. developing a profitable

and strategic relationship to the chosen suppliers as these re-

lationships are regarded as the basis of increased productivity,

quality, flexibility, innovation, and process alignment. As an

interesting parallel to the supplier's focus on key customers

through key account management, a number of buying or-

ganisations have developed key supplier managers to ensure

focus on key suppliers. As indicated earlier, the SCM concept

does not apply equally well to all four strategic types ofbehav-

iour, especially not to the defender strategy.

This development has been phrased "Buyer Initiative" as

it is seen in a classical marketing context'" where it is quite

often the customer that chooses the supplier, and not the

other way around as is typically taught in traditional market-

mg courses.



9. The Sales Centre

9.1 A New Perspective on Sales and
Relationships

Building, developing and maintaining supplier-customer re-

lationships is no longer an individual accomplishment - but

based on a team effort. Therefore, we regard key account

management and other organisational structures that sup-

port supplier-customer relationships as being based on team

accomplishments. However, it is not merely a question of

organisational structures if the company is to match the cus-

tomer's buying centre - it is also a question ofwhat resources

and competencies are required to do so. And how should re-

sponsibilities and empowerment be organised in order to sup-

port the organisational structure in the creation of a unique

supplier-customer relationship?

Sales-wise, it is interesting to know what kind of attitudes

and behaviour you can expect from different personalities/

personality types. Once you are able - at least in most cases -

to properly identify the actual type, the members of the sales

centre will be much better equipped to handle the various

situations that may arise in a supplier-customer relationship.

In order to get the most out ofunderstanding the members

of the customer's buying centre, it is relevant to understand

one's own personality and ability to accommodate for this

and be flexible when interacting with others. The customer

- as a whole - must perceive the supplier as trustworthy and

as a potential partner for further mutual involvement in col-

laboration - rationally as well as emotionally?';

Team Selling

Handling the buying centre and the customer-specific solu-
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tion requires more resources and the involvement of more

competencies than ever before - and this development has

just begun and will be even stronger in the future.

Continued customer demands to innovation will further

enhance demands towards providing competitive edge. Cus-

tomer expectations are increased quality, real technological

advantages, more innovative products and solutions, higher

productivity and more comprehensive solutions - often at

lower prices or lower investments than previous solutions.

These customer expectations - and demands - increases

complexity; especially when building, maintaining and nur-

turing supplier-customer relationships vis-a-vis prioritised

customers . To meet these expectations, the quality and com-

petencies of the members of the salescentre have to increase -

especially if the relationships rest on the shoulders ofa few (or

even one) ind ividual(s). New success criteria arise, the depth

of the supplier-customer dialogue increases, and focus gradu-

ally turns from sales to underpinning and developing the cus-

tomer's competitive edge and competitive force.

In many instances, the supplier-customer relationship

has resulted in the supplier building "exit-barriers" for the

customer, forcing the customer to stay in the relationship,

because the costs associated with leaving the relationship are

considered to be too high, too difficult or simply not worth

the trouble of getting a new supplier-customer relationship

aligned.
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Figure 9-1: Know your customer, at an organisational as well as a
personal level
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An important trend in sales and relationship strategy is

that the importance of personal relationships is diminishing

- personal relationships may still be decisive, but many other

factors play an increasingly significant role. These could be

external factors, but also the number of individuals that are

involved in the relationships and the transactions will increase

the complexity of the decision-making process.

Widening the supplier-customer relationship opens new

business opportunities as new contacts and new types of ex-

change emerge - benefits will be commercial and personal:

- Developing and implementing concepts and solu-

tions creating increased efficiency and improved per-

formance

- More refinement and conceptual competency devel-

opment amongst team members

- Increased understanding of business system for all

parties involved

- Increased market cap for all team members

- Increased diversity in the work

- Improved market position for the organisation

- Access to ideas and know-how amongst the partici-

pants involved

- Joint competitive edge

9.2 Conceptualising Team Selling

Team selling is a way of working and is an integrated part of

the delivery system and the delivered value to the customer.

Therefore, not all customers are eligible for this approach as

the resources required are considerable. There must be an

(quantifiable) expectation of the outcome and/or potential

outcome of the specific supplier-customer relationship - at

least in the long run, but preferably also in the short run.

Team selling can be regarded as either a necessity in or-

der to match the customer's expectations of advice and strong
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conceptual solutions, or as a way to differentiate the supplier

vis-a-vis competitors. No matter what the motive is, the sales

process will become more complex and demanding.

Sales processes often take a long time - and on one side

this implies that the dependency of the individual employee

will diminish, although at the cost of increased internal co-

ordination and communication. I.e. new challenges show up

when the sales process takes more time - there is no such

thing as a free lunch.

A very important question is whether or not team selling

is relevant to all sales organisations. Based on the demands for

resources and competencies indicated earlier in this chapter,

there will be situations in which team selling is not value-

adding - on the contrary, it may be too expensive and confus-

ing. Therefore, we have listed a number of indicators that - if

fulfilled - would indicate that team selling is appropriate:

- Complex products/services

- Individualised deliveries to the customer

- Cross-category relevance to the customer

- Longitudinal sales process/buying process

- Sales process that involve several independent enti-

ties, i.e. partners, VARs, distributors, etc.

- If the customer's buying centre has several - identi-

fied - members

- If the sales/buying process involves several hierarchi-

cal levels in the customers organisation (maybe the

supplier's organisation too)

- If the sales/buying process involves several functions/

departments in the supplier's organisation.

In other words, selling commodities will probably not call for

team selling, especially not if these commodities are sold as

standard products according to standard trading terms.

However, still fewer "standard salesprocesses" occur, which

is why team selling may be relevant in both large and small

teams. Teams may be divided into various types of teams, i.e
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permanent versus temporary teams (sometimes referred to as

"ad hoc"), and generalised versus specialised teams.

But before going into depth with the team selling prin-

ciples and approaches, it may be valuable to consider how

to match the team with the customer's buying centre and to

consider which competencies are needed in the team.

Setting the Team Scene

Setting the team scene - and choosing the person responsible

for the team - is a critical and important decision for the sup-

plying organisation. It is not merely a question of matching

resources and competencies; it is also a match of personalities

that is required.

Imagine a large corporation in which a number of indi-

viduals have developed strong and close relationships to rel-

evant contacts in the customer's organisation - how would

they react if the priorities of the corporation changes and they

have to turn their focus elsewhere? Being able to commu-

nicate internally and explaining why priorities have changed

and why the individual persons will have to change focus in

order to bring more/higher value to the corporation is a key

competence for the person responsible for the team.

As responsible for the team, it is not just a question of

having the financial responsibility; it is also the responsibility

for the strategic development of the supplier-customer rela-

tionship. So, the team has to match not only the required

resources and competencies vis-a-vis the customer, but the

members also have to match the members of the customer's

buying centre at a personal level.

9.3 Team Members and Their Roles

Comprising the team will - ideally - meet a number of cri-

teria, all aimed at matching the individual customer to the

outmost extent. In general terms, this requires that the team

members - as a whole - can live up to the following:
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- Insights concerning products/services, the salesstrat-

egy for the customer, the customer and the custom-

er's organisation, and - of course - the other team

members

- Relationships - to the customer and to the other

team members

- Closeness - in a physical sense

- Available resources - i.e. not limited by other tasks

- Acknowledged and credible - either as an expert or

at least as a competent team member

- Will have a "counterpart" in the customer's organisa-

tion

- Are motivated - to participate and help

- Can communicate - have the pedagogical skills and

know sales methodologies well enough to uncover

the customer's business pains and sell/present pos-

sible solutions.

The list is hardly exhaustive, but should provide the impres-

sion, that a team is not just a team - i.e it is not just a gath-

ering of the - by the point in time - available resources and

individuals in the organisation. The members of the team

should be selected with great caution and care - in order to

balance the interests of the supplying organisation and the

aim of matching the customers to the highest degree possible.

This is, of course, not always a problem or a root to conflict.

The sales team can also be called a sales centre - as a par-

allel to the customer's buying centre, but will often be more

organised - at least formally - than the buying centre.

There will be various roles in the sales centre - in the large

sales teams, these roles may rest with individuals, while sev-

eral roles might be handled by the same individual in smaller

teams. We have identified eight roles in the sales centre, see

figure 9-2.

Strategic responsible/Owner
The team owner is responsible for the team and its activities.
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Strategic Projekt Hunter/ Salesman Specialist! Power Finance/ Athoriser/ Back-
reponsible/ manager Scout Expert player Controller Approver office

Owner

Figure 9-2: The sales centre and the roles

The team owner will often have titles as either key account

manager, sales director, sales manager or more customer-ori-

ented titles such as customer business development manager,

business unit manager, client business development manager,

or the like.

The most important element in this role is the commit-

ment and support from the top management. This will be

especially important if and when prioritisation of resources

is called for.

This role also has the responsibility for the development

of the relationship over time and must not only manage the

relationship to the customer, but must also manage all rel-

evant internal relationships - i.e. in this role, the key account

manager can no longer be successful as a "lone wolf". Being a

team leader necessarily also calls for management skills.

From the customer's point of view, this will be the person

responsible for the relationship and the collaboration, but not

necessarily the person handling all the sales tasks - most of

these will be handled by the role of the salesman/scout.

Project manager

The role as project manager is implicitly a part of almost all

sales processes, but is typically only formalised in relation to

large sales or long sales cycles. The primary responsibility of

this role is to ensure constant progress in the sales process

- implying that the individual is both capable of foreseeing

what is going to happen/should happen and to keep an eye

on ongoing activities.
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The "foreseeing" part is ensured by process description for

the sales process; a "master plan" to describe the desired path

for the sales process - including activities and their preferred

sequence.

Therefore, this role is required to be staffed with an indi-

vidual who is able to communicate clearly and consistently,

can motivate the other team members to see why constant

progress is important and how they may contribute to this.

In many organisations, the role as strategic responsible/

owner and the role as project manager is combined into one

- the key account manager.

Salesman/Scout

The role as salesman/scout may be divided into two quite

different roles. The salesman role is selling to the customer by

identifying sales opportunities and going for them, whereas

the scout is the role of identifying potential opportunities and

presenting these to members of the buying centre for further

discussion.

When the relationship to the customer is fully mature and

developed, all members of the team may act as scouts - and

it is often seen, that the technical specialists/experts are very

well suited for this task.

To detect potential opportunities requires ongoing train-

ing - partly to detect the opportunities (also outside the area

in which the individual team member is an expert) and partly

to participate in peer-to-peer conversations with members of

the buying centre to identify and suggest new solutions, i.e.

new sales opportunities.

If the members of the team are going to handle the role as

scouts, it implies that they have a wide and deep insight into

the supplier's products/services and a comparable insight into

the customer's business and processes. It also implies that the

individual is comfortable with being alone and/or a member

of the team - depending on the situation at hand.

Specialist/l?xpert
This role will provide value to the supplier-customer relation-
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ship in two ways - firstly, as the credible expert providing

knowhow and competence within his/her specific field of

expertise - and secondly, as the provider of a variety of pos-

sible solutions to a specific challenge showing the customer

that there is more than one way in which to add value to the

customer's business. The last type of value contribution may

also create a form of "mutual respect" between the expert and

the relevant member of the customer's buying centre as the

dialogue is about more than solving the challenge in just one

way; it is just as much a dialogue concerning the potential of

other solutions and opportunities.

The role is therefore very important and is widely used in

the IT sector as a number of concrete solutions may only be

delivered and implemented when and if the supplier and cus-

tomer have engaged in a number of exchanges, encompassing

questions, discussions and answers. It is, however, not merely

a question of mutual respect for knowhow and expertise, it is

also a question of mutual personal respect and confidence.

As a specialist you therefore also have to have good com-

munications skills, which implies that although the person is

highly respected as a specialist in his/her field, this will not

be sufficient if the person has to be a valuable member in the

sales centre.

Power player
The power player is important if and when an extraordinary

need for additional resources occur, or to break internal prin-

ciples, or merely to have a top management commitment and

participation if new priorities have to be made. The power

player therefore has a very important function in the sup-

plier's organisation.

That might also be the case vis-a-vis the customer's buying

centre - especially the decision maker and/or approver.

A power player will typically be part of the formal execu-

tive management of the corporation, and will have formal

authority to make things happen. As hinted before, this may

be relevant in terms of internal matters as well as matters di-

rectly concerning the supplier-customer relationship. Related
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to the customer, the power player may be called upon if ne-

gotiations are curled up and a set of "fresh eyes" are needed in

order to uncurl the situation.

From the team members' point of view, it is absolutely

vital that the power player is included in the team's decisions

and strategy from the very beginning in order to ensure that

the power player knows and understands what is expected of

him/her and of the role itself If this is not the case, the power

player may - even unwillingly - undermine the authority of

the roles as strategic responsible and/or project manager.

Therefore; use the power player with caution - then he/

she will keep the value, internally as well as externally. Last

but not least, the team calls the power player in when needed,

not when the power player feels inclined to join the team.

Finance/Controller
Financial responsibility or the role as controller may involve

several tasks. One central task is to ensure that the investment

in the specific supplier-customer relationship pays off - for

the customer as well as for the supplier. Thus, it is relevant

to implement and execute after-calculations concerning all

deliveries to the customer, ensure an ongoing registration of

costs associated with the exchanges between the supplier and

the customer, and to register and provide a customer profit &

loss statement.

This is where there should be a clear link to the discussion

about "return on customer relationships" in the supplier's or-

ganisation - and by the way, a discussion about "return on

supplier relationship" from the customer's point ofview.

Authoriser/Approver
The role as authoriser/approver may not be linked directly to

the top management, but may be an internal function, which

has the final power to decide what is within the capabilities

and competences of the corporation and what is not. This is

typically installed in an organisation in order to ensure that

although the customer's interests are important, the quest to
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serve the customer should not damage the supplying organi-

sation itself

Therefore, the sales team must include the authoriser/ap-

prover during the sales process in order to align opportunities

and capabilities.

Respecting the internal functions and their needs often

improves the overall performance of the supplying organisa-

tion, but in some instances, the internal functions are more

powerful that the sales teams, which may impede the suppli-

er-customer relationship quite considerably.

By formalising the authoriser/approver's relationship to

the sales centre, it is possible for the sales team to provide

the customer with more realistic projections and forecasts -

which, in the end, will prove to be very valuable.

Back-office/Sales support
An often overlooked group of individuals that in reality can

make or break the relationship as they are the "hands and feet"

of the organisation. Often they are not considered members

of the sales team as they serve all customers and all employees

of the supplier's organisation. However, this is exactly where

the experienced sales team knows that internal relationships

may be very valuable - especially if resources are scarce.

9.4 Team Selling or Not - the Checklist

Team selling is - as it is described above - a method to ensure

that the relevant and necessary resources are available and pri-

oritised vis-a-vis the specific customer. The team may further

be strengthened by adding a role as secretary and a role as an

internal process consultant. The first is to ensure documenta-

tion of all activities and decisions made; the latter is to ensure

that the team actually develops as a team and not just as a

group of individuals.

Furthermore, it is a question of how many persons are

involved in the exchange with the customer - from the prod-

uct/service is produced and until it is consumed/used and to
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what extent these contacts and exchanges are to be regarded

as an integrated part of the product/service.

The Relationship Between Buying and Selling

The relationship between a buyer and a seller has been of

academic interest over the past years and the academic con-

tribution to understanding the buying behaviour has point-

ed towards the exchange as the key driver - i.e. all types of

exchange from products/services, payments, negotiations,

meetings, social events, exhibitions, joint prototype testing

etc., etc.

Some compare the development of a supplier-customer

relationship to what happens in a relationship between two

people, i.e. the development may be described in terms of a

number of stages.

The first stage may be characterised as a flirt, during which

a mutual acknowledgement of the other part's existence will

arise and mutual sympathy may develop. If the sympathy is

sufficient, the first exchange may take place - often in the

shape of a test order. If the order is fulfilled timely and cor-

rectly, the third stage may develop into a more steady relation-

ship - sometimes referred to as marriage. During the fourth

stage, mutual knowledge and insights may develop into a

level at which the supplier and customer begin to trust one

another. The strength of the relationship will then be tested if

alternative suppliers or alternative customers show up in the

market - such occasions are often used to evaluate and/or re-

evaluate the current relationship. It might be worthwhile to

note that such evaluations are not objective - i.e. there is no

objective truth to the evaluation process or result.

If the result is that the relationship is not satisfactory, the

relationship may break or it will be a chance for both parts

to make up again - if the dialogue about the evaluation is

brought to the others part's attention.

Switching Costs

Quite often, it is necessary to invest in the relationship if the
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cost of exchange is to be lowered - these investments will

often be regarded as important signals to the other part in

the relationship as well as an internal way of communicating

that this is an important relationship. This will especially be

the case, if the investment is in assets that have no alternative

use - also labelled as asset specificity". These investments will

be sunk costs in the event of a termination of the specific

supplier-customer relationship.

Investing in specific assets will, of course, increase depen-

dency and it will also provide an opportunity for the customer

to use this dependency as a means to obtain either lower pric-

es, better terms of credit, higher priority if supplies are scarce

etc. However, the dependency is often mutual as the customer

will be provided with an exact match to his demand.

The risk of opportunistic behaviour will always be pres-

ent, but it is also worth noting that not all types of behaviour

that appears to be opportunistic may actually be rooted in

an opportunistic intent. If the information about why the

behaviour changes is available, it may be revealed that it is

caused by outside factors - i.e. outside factors to the supplier-

customer relationship - such as increased competition for the

customer, declining sales, etc.

Studies of how salesmen work in large organisations have

been undertaken before" and they seem to suggest that sales-

men are more focused on acquiring new customers than

maintaining and nursing existing relationships. As a result

of this study, a proposal was made to make the key account

manager the centre of a team having full customer respon-

sibility. Ensuring that the organisational structure supports

the supplier-customer relationship may also be regarded as

an investment in specific assets as studies have revealed that

there may also be a link between customer behaviour and the

personality type of the key account manager that will handle

the specific customer.

Costs may also arise from uncoordinated exchanges - es-

pecially those that occur on the basis of the customer's initia-

tive. They may well be within the range of activities accepted
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by the sales team, but if they are not registered properly, it

may not be possible for the supplier to get a trustworthy im-

pression of where and in which suppler-customer relation-

ships profits are made or lost.

Furthermore, uncoordinated acceptance of customer ini-

tiatives may cause harm to the relationship at a later stage if

these initiatives are identified and brought to a halt - because

they are not part of the agreement of how exchanges take

place and/or the process concerning these exchanges.

9.5 The Customer's Value Chain Must be
Addressed by the Sales Centre

The days of selling products and/or services to a customer

and then leaving it to the customer to get the most out of it

are over - strong supplier-customer relationships are built on

supplier insights into the customer's business, the processes,

and how and where the product and/or service may enhance

the customer's business in terms of increased competitive

edge, lower costs, faster responses, etc.

To get this kind of insight, the members of the sales team

have to know and understand the customer's value chain or

value network - i.e. where is value created for the customer's

customer, how are costs distributed, where are resources and

competencies embedded - inside or outside the customer's

organisation, etc.

This will be a unique opportunity to identify inputs and

outputs of the various functions and departments in the cus-

tomer's organisation and to understand the key success factors

related to these activities and processes.

Some of the key questions in the sales team will be:

- In which parts - functions/departments/activities/

processes - of the customer's organisation can we

(the supplier) enhance the customer's business?

- Which inputs/outputs stem from which function/

department?
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Raw material Components Design Production Finished Distribut ion Retail sales
goods

Figure 9-3: The customer's value chain/network

- How is value created vis-a-vis other functions/de-

partments in the value chain/network?

- What is the customer's output (to their customers) -

and is their market position sufficiently strong?

- How is value created for the customer's customers?

- Where and how may Out (the supplier's) product/

service make a difference?

- Do we agree on this in the sales team?

- Does the customer agree?

- How can the sales team optimise the customer's use/

utilisation of the deliveries, resources and competen-

cies that the sales team represents?

- Who in the team are to handle what members of the

customer's buying centre?

Social Competence in the Sales Centre

If a team is to be successful, it has to be able to collaborate in-

ternally - coupled with good customer and industry insights.

However, teams also mean that the members become interde-

pendent - i.e. individual autonomy and the individual sales-

man's "ownership" in relation to a customer is history.

The role as team owner therefore also implies teaching the

team members to collaborate and nurture attitudes towards

sharing of information and acknowledging that all members
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of the team contribute and are important to the common

task, i.e. ensuring the ongoing development of the specific

supplier-customer relationship. As mentioned before, a group

of individuals working together towards a common goal is

not automatically the same as a team.

At the strategic level, the lone rider salesman is out ofbusi-

ness. The demands made on businesses are that everything

has to be faster, better, higher, etc. - just like the increased

demands in sports must be fulfilled if you want to win. The

ability to work together with others and to like this common

performance and reaching common goals is the key to success

for the sales centre. Therefore, teambuilding and team spirit

will be underlined in the following as this is not common in

most sales organisations where individual performance and

success often prevail.

A well-managed key account management team will often

be characterised by:

- Common goals and success criteria

- Mutual engagement and trust

- It grows and develops as it meets challenges

- It can handle conflicts even in high-pressure situa-

tions

- It is balanced

- Every member knows his/her role in the team.

Team spirit and teamwork are key words as the goal is to reach

common goals. Reaching this/these common goal(s) must be

a result of the participation of all team members - otherwise

some members may not be needed!

In practice, members of a sales centre are often selected

according to "what is possible" and not necessarily "what

is desirable". This may work out fine, especially if the team

management constantly keeps this in mind and monitors the

need for supplementary resources.

"Teamwork is the ability to work together towards a com-
.. "mon utsion
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Closeness to the Customer is Also a Competence

Professional expertise may not solely be the only required

competence in the sales centre. Accessibility, language skills,

geographical closeness, willingness to assist etc. may be deci-

sive competencies - adding value to the team itself and/or to

the customer as a whole or the individuals in the customer's

organisation. A few examples may illustrate this:

- In some relationships, it is necessary for the supplier

to educate individuals in the customer's organisation

- however, this education must be neutral, otherwise

it will end up harming the relationship rather than

enhancing it

- Accessibility is not just a question of being able to

reach members of the sales centre, but it can also be

that a "hotline" has been developed to ensure that no

matter how large the issue at hand is, there will al-

ways be a "back door" to the sales centre responsible

in the supplier's organisation

- In some franchise organisations, the insights into

how a franchisee unit will develop - possessed by the

franchiser - will ensure that the franchisee makes the

right decisions as the business develops in the long

term.

9.6 Key Account Management is Not
Traditional Management

Being the leader of a sales centre is a management task quite

unlike any other management task as it involves internally

and externally based individuals, i.e. in the supplier's and the

customer's organisation. To handle this complex task, a num-

ber of disciplines must be mastered:

- Ability to be the People Manager, with strong focus

on motivation based on his/her own personality and

personal competencies, rather than being the expert
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on products, services, processes, or procedures. Fur-

thermore, this will often take place in a multi-cultur-

al and multi-professional context

- Ability to think strategically - in terms of one's own

organisation and in terms of the customer's organi-

sation. This requires the ability to think short-term

and long-term - simultaneously! - in order to ensure

continuous progress and achievements

- Coordination, organisation and planning of the

team's efforts and resource allocation related to the

focus on progress and achievement of results

- Training and coaching of colleagues and own man-

agement - potentially also in the customer's organi-

sation

- Ability to communicate own goals and team vision

and, furthermore, ability to handle conflicts - inter-

nally amongst team members and conflicts related to

the supplier-customer relationship and exchange.

At the same time, it has to be a person who can match the

individual members of the customer's buying centre and/or

organisation. This implies that the key account manager can

- and wants to - engage in a dialogue with the customer's top

management concerning strategic issues and probably also

industry-specific challenges.

Engaging in this kind of dialogue requires credibility -

credibility concerning insights into own products, own ser-

vices and other matters concerning one's own company, but

also credibility in terms of competitor insights, collaboration

schemes and their consequences, etc. In other words, the dia-

logue changes from having focus on own superiority to how

the customer's business may develop and flourish.

Therefore, the classicalkey account manager, who masters

the company's own products and services, is no longer suf-

ficient.
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9.7 Different Types of Teams

As indicated in the introduction to this chapter, a team is not

just a team - as we have identified a number ofdifferent types

of teams.

Teams may be divided in accordance with the following

two dimensions:

- Permanent vs. dynamic

- Wide (general) vs. deep (specialized)

Analysing the different types of teams may be helpful when

deciding which type is the most appropriate type in the

current situation - and also to plan for the team's potential

evolvement and change over time if the supplier-customer re-

lationship develops as expected.

Permanent Dynamic

Wide

Deep

General, permanent team General, actual team

Key Accounts Identifying relevant competencies

Highly specialized, permanent team Actual, highly specialized team

Continuous projects for Key Accounts Project-oriented

Figure 9-4: The four team types

The different types of teams have various focuses and will

therefore be relevant for various lengths of time - it should be

noted that the different types may have significantly different

criteria for measuring success.

Thegeneral permanent team

Static and general teams are often seen in relation to long-

lasting relationships between suppliers and their key accounts.

Particularly these long relationships - sometimes referred to

as partnerships - may benefit tremendously from stable staff-

ing and strong relationships to all relevant functions in the

supplier's organisation.
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Typically, this sales centre may mirror the buying organi-

sation - and there may even be a match per role vis-a-vis the

customer's buying centre. In many of these types of relation-

ships, it is not just professional relationships that develop,

more personal relationships also emerge.

Teams like this have a tendency to develop their own sub-

culture - an informal "this is how we do things here", mak-

ing it easy to work together and to communicate with the

customer. Furthermore, the culture will often be so strong

that it is quite easy to bring new individuals into the team as

they will absorb the culture rather than risking upsetting the

relationship, because they will be seen as a "disturbance".

This team type will also be found in companies that es-

tablish customer specific departments/offices, with the only

purpose of serving that specific customer. Arla Foods is one

among many suppliers in the FMCG-industry that has es-

tablished customer-centric/customer-specific departments to

ensure the best possible collaboration with their major key ac-

counts such as ALDI, COOB etc. Some of these teams have

existed for more than a decade and have become a significant

contribution to the supplier-customer relationship. The rela-

tionship thus contains more than merely professional collabo-

ration. One of the advantages of this has also been to plan for

future initiatives, beyond the current planning period, as the

daily operations become routine.

Furthermore, it may also be seen as a signal to the customer

- regarding their importance - that the supplier is interested

in and willing to invest in a permanent and exclusive" setup.

A major threat or risk for the collaboration is that the team

loses its dynamic capabilities and things become too much of

a routine and therefore loses the ability to react or adapt when

the relationship is attacked from the outside. The permanent

teams may also be costly and they may lack the flexibility

allowing the company to utilise its human resources where

they may provide the highest impact, due to the focus on

consistency in the already established relationships. Finally,

there have been some concerns that the emergence of other
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than merely professional relationships between the individu-

als could be harmful, but recent observations indicate that

these concerns are diminishing on behalf of the search for

relationship components that cannot be copied.

The actual permanent team

This is the permanent team allowing for changes of individu-

als and also adding or removing competencies. Often relevant

when the supplier-customer relationship undergoes changes,

e.g. changes from one type of collaboration to another. In

some instances, the parties will have agreed that a number of

collaboration models have to be tested before choosing the

permanent one.

This could e.g. be the case for companies involved in

mergers and acquisitions or entering new strategic alliances.

Here, new opportunities will constantly arise and it will often

be a great opportunity to search for new members of the team

in order to see if new collaboration areas can be established.

Flexibility is the name of the game and one of the ad-

vantages of this team type is the avoidance of fixed and/or

permanent structures, roles and processes. Thus, the resource

allocation to the team is constantly monitored and changed

when resources are better used elsewhere. Despite this, the

customer will rest assured that the relationship has high prior-

ity - there would not be a team if this was not the case.

The team can be compared to a "harmonica" as it con-

stantly either expands to encompass more or is compressed

to ensure focus.

A drawback of the flexibility and change is that the op-

portunity for establishing more personal relationships is dif-

ficult.

Advantages for this team type are primarily efficiency and

focused resource allocation, ensuring fast response and adapt-

ability to changes - whether these are external or internal.

Disadvantages can be the lack of long-term perspectives

and the lack of a common subculture. Finally, the manage-
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rial challenge is the need for introducing new resources and

individuals on an ongoing basis, thereby constantly "stress-

ing" the relationship as new routines and patterns have to be

established.

The highly specialized, permanent team
This team is typically used when collaboration is limited and

specialised/focused within one or two areas. However, the

depth and commitment in the collaboration may be quite

substantial. Often it implies that the customer gains access to

core resources and competencies in the supplying organisa-

tion, i.e. the unique knowhow and insights possessed. This

type of collaboration will only be relevant when the supplier

stands to gain important experience and/or insights as a result

of the collaboration - otherwise it is too narrow. Therefore, it

is often seen when the customer is regarded as a "lead-user" or

a first mover in the customer's industry.

If research and development is in focus for the compa-

ny, the highly specialized, permanent team may be seen as a

supplement to the general, permanent team - but two teams

with very different areas of focus and success. You could say

that this type of team is an attempt to add some dynamic

capabilities to the general, permanent team.

Disadvantages related to this team type is the use of re-

sources and the lack of flexibility for these, i.e. they may be

seen as "locked" to one customer despite their alternative

use.

The actual highly specialized team
The major advantage for this team type is the dynamic capa-

bilities and the ability to constantly change combinations of

resources and competencies. Examples of teams of this type

may even require the use ofexternal resources - decided joint-

ly by the supplier and customer.

Collaboration of this kind will often be similar to research

and development projects as both parties are prepared to fol-

low the path, basically regardless ofwhere it takes them. Espe-
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cially in industries where "time-to-market" is important, this

type of team is valuable as the speed, at which the focus of the

collaboration can change, is very high. These teams are often

seen as having a higher focus on the professional relationship

than on the personal relationship to their counterparts.

Advantages related to this team type are flexibility and the

opportunity to optimise the use of resources and competen-

cies in accordance with the interests of the company. Fast

responses may also be beneficial if and when the company

is involved in frequent product launches. The high focus on

professional relationships makes this an easy team to man-

age.



10. Relationship Marketing
Strategy

10.1 Different Theoretical Directions in
Relationship Marketing Revisited

In Chapter 1, figure 1-8, we presented and discussed some

of the main theoretical contributions to relationship market-

ing: marketing management, the transaction cost theory, the

political-economy paradigm and the network interaction ap-

proach. Although illustrative and comprehensive, the differ-

ent views on relationship marketing do not offer sufficient

guidance when it comes to the relationship marketing strat-

egy creation.

The popular marketing management approach, which

is the overwhelming contributor to the business school lit-

erature in marketing, does not pay much attention to rela-

tionships as an essential phenomenon and key dimension in

strategy - neither as a part of the marketing process nor as

a result of such a process. Marketing management presents

itself as a pure analytical, expertise discipline concentrating

on the optimisation of resource allocation among different,

well-defined customer segments followed by programme for-

mulations vis-a-vis each segment.

In contrast to this, the transaction cost approach gives us

a deep holistic understanding of the seller-buyer relationship

mechanisms (see Chapters 3 and 4) and what governs them

when it comes to the rational economic exchange calcula-

tions! Although very useful and applicable as a guidance to

gain insight in the distribution of power, risks, benefits and

regulating mechanisms in exchanges between two opposing
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parties, this theory does not orient itself to marketing and

hence needs to be connected to other theories.

The two descriptive approaches - political-economy and

network-interaction - contribute to the understanding of

conflict, co-operation and coalition, both in terms of systems

and interactive processes (see Chapter 5, figure 5-3) in 1:1 re-

lationships. They also emphasise patterns of behaviour rather

than conscious strategic direction and strategic content.

So, our search for robust relationship marketing concepts

and formulas coherently rooted in theoretical relationship

marketing approaches as the ones mentioned above does not

provide enough good answers to the question: "What theo-

retical anchor should a marketer then rely on in his or her cre-

ation of and reflection on relationship marketing opportuni-

ties - whether offensive moves or defensive consolidation?"

10.2 Approaches to Strategy and
Relationships

The discussion ofrelationship marketing strategy has a natural

and strong interface to strategy as a research discipline. Like

strategy, relationship marketing frameworks are essential - if

not derivatives of, then at least strongly inspired by sciences

such as economics, political science and sociology in various

combinations. So, if the relationship marketing schools do

not allow us to develop a clear picture of relationship strat-

egy as a construct, can we then find good answers regarding

relationship marketing strategy in the strategy literature? Can

we possibly extrapolate? Or is strategy as research discipline

as diverse, contradicting, "implicit" and hence confusing con-

cerning relationships as are the relationship marketing schools

themselves?

We will summarize the most influential strategy schools"

with the purpose of building relationship strategies in con-

ceptual alignment with basic assumptions and philosophies

of these theories.

The strategy schools indeed differ. Some are mutually ex-
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View of relationships

View of relat ionship
marketing strategy

View of the firm

Figure 10-1: The strategic triangle and relationships

View of strategy

elusive. The schools do not represent an evolutionary line in

time and sophist ication either. And for sure, strategy, market-

ing and the interplay with the relationship dimension are by

far easy to synthesise.

One reason for the diverse perception of strategy and of

relationship marketing strategy as a managerial roadmap can

be illustrated as shown in figure 10-1.

The strategy schools are rooted in widely different views

of what a company is and what strategy is and why. There is

a huge mental distance between the perception of the com-

pany as rational single-minded, strategy-managed entity and

the company as a completely constrained, reactive biological

organism. Some of the theories are prescriptive and assume

strategy to be a superior directive instrument controlled by

a master-analytical brainpower, whereas other theories and

schools are descriptive and concentrating on observation and

interpretation, where patterns, structures and beliefs are de-

terminative and not a strategic mastermind at the top of the

organisation .

What about relationship marketing strategy in this con-

text, then? Despite the differences in ideas and perceptions of

the company and of strategy, all the strategy schools do seek

to explain the interfaces, interactions and exchanges between

the company and the world surrounding it - customers are

given high priority. Just think of the widespread and popular
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SWOT as mirror, profile and detector of the company in the

world surrounding it! Some schools narrow the scope. Some

deal more with the internal life of organisations. But none of

the theories of strategy considers the company to exist in a

vacuum or in a completely static environment. Strategy un-

related to the interwoven, complex and dynamic interaction

between the "inside" and the "outside" makes no sense.

It is a striking paradox that the relationship views of the

many strategic schools - and hence also their contributions

to the learning and thinking of relationship marketing - have

to be extracted from them. Relationships are not framed into

the strategy theories explicitly as objects, although important

underneath and integrated in each of the strategy stories - be

it as preambles, driving forces, success factors, variables, influ-

ents, exchange systems, networks - or results.

We have extracted a schematic, simplified representation

of some of the strategy schools and their underlying built-

in relationship logics and meanings. Not all features are in-

cluded in the overview, but some main conclusions become

apparent:

Four strategy schools are included: Positioning, cultural

pattern, entrepreneurship and configuration. The more or

less opposing propositions, assumptions and views of the dif-

ferent strategy schools are described in figure 10-2 as single,

comparable statements and one-liners.

We have then deducted what each strategy school would

eventually have to say about customers, the relationship view

and relationship marketing strategy. These findings are deriv-

atives, implications and interpretations of the schools and not

explicit conclusions drawn by the scholars of each direction.

Figure 10-2 illustrates some of the variety and even pro-

found differences in the strategy literature between the pro-

ponents of the schools. Exactly the same kind of divergent

perceptions and ideas are "transferred" to the study of cus-

tomer relations and to the guiding principles for marketing

strategy in a relationship context.

Some rather sharp lines dividing the strategy regimes as
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Strategy as:

Positioning Cultural pattern Entrepreneurship Configuration

Authors Porter Barney Muah Chan and Mauborgne

View of Strategy before struc- Structure before Vision before Strategy as disrupt
the company ture strategy all organic change

View of strategy Normative. Descriptive. Descriptive. Normative.
Content calculation Collective process Individual process Paradigm alignment

Message Only a few generic Core competencies Envisioning leader Transitions through
strategies available and applicable in various creator of perspective quantum leaps followed
desirable markets by integration

Perspective Outside-in Inside-out Outside-in Integrated outside-in
Opportunity/threats Strength/weaknesses Opportunity/threats and inside-out

Strategy skill Analytical Behavioural decentral- Intuitive individualistic Episodic
centralized ized responsive

Customer view Obtain dominance. Create mutual benefits. View customer as op- Synchronise with con-
Simple exchange view Complex exchange portunity source. figuration.

view Diffusion of innova- Life cycle integrative
tion view view

Relationships as Mobility Unique Concept attributes. Categorical character-
Barriers. Resources. Innovation economics istics.
Relationship economics Organisational eco- Archetype

nomics economics

Relationship marketing Generic relationship Incremental, interactive Emergent or disruptive Categorically aligned
strategy as strategy behaviour value chain innovation archetype configuration

Figure 10-2: Strategy schools and relationship marketing strategies

presented here leap to the eye, e.g. "Strategy and hence rela-

tionship marketing strategy is an analytically based discipline

which can lead to organisational direction and specific recom-

mendations - like the classic marketing by the way", versus:

"Strategy is not a top down rational masterminded calcula-

tion, but a complex decentralised accumulation of learning,

interaction and resource accumulation which ultimately al-

lows the company to act and adapt. The inside of organisa-

tions is what counts". Hence also, some rather different per-

ceptions of relationships arise: Relations as mobility barriers

as opposed to relations as unique resources and/or relations

as concept attributes versus relations as categorical character-

istics of a specific company configuration and structure (cf.
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Chapter 8.2 - the Miles and Snow typology). So, what rela-

tionship marketing strategy really is....depends!

In figure 10-2, we have presumed to attach a genuine

business economic rationale to each of the strategy schools.

The term relationship economics corresponds to the ratio-

nales presented earlier in Chapter 3. Organisational econom-

ics mean considerations concerning resource value creation in

a total and complex sense - which include customer relations.

The entrepreneurial approach relies on innovation econom-

ics - will it fly? Under this regime we treat relations partly

as a part of the business idea itself (Dell direct as opposed to

Digital indirect) and also external relations as a part of the

entrepreneurial organisation (entrepreneurs have ambitions

of reaching far beyond the resource base they control). Ar-

chetype economics is, as we see it, spun into the individual

approach to customer relationships, which company configu-

rations lead to. Prospectors and defenders (Chapter 8) have

definitely different practises and focus areas in their customer

interfaces.

These business economic distinctions and labels are fakes

in the sense that not all the strategy schools they are aligned to

are rooted in economics and "rational man thinking". Some

are descriptive, system-oriented, some based on social sci-

ences, Darwinism etc. Despite this scientific alchemy, we find

is useful to highlight the business economic aspect of each

school serving us as the intellectual bridge to a relationship

marketing discussion.

So, four different propositions of relationship marketing

strategy are now on the table:

Positioning
The prescriptive generic strategy proposition (Porter) for cre-

ating sustainable competitive advantage in a new dress where

the strategy formula jumps out of a relationship perspective

and a relationship-economic calculation with focus on oppor-

tunities and threats rather than strengths and weaknesses.
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Culturalpattern

According to which relationship marketing strategy can be

observed, described and interpreted as an element of the or-

ganisation's pool of unique resources and hence - possibly

- a core competence. This core competence is expressed as

the company's interactive relationship behaviour and hence

its portfolio of customer relationships being strategic assets.

Interactive behaviour leading to resource strength and superi-

ority assumes a mutual beneficial attitude towards customers

relying on a complex, partly unmanageable exchange view.

Focus on SW and not OT.

Entrepreneurship

Disruptive entrepreneurial innovations very often consist

of a destructing or remodelling of value chains and/or new

offerings with a remarkable reformulated customer-concept

relationship (IKEA, Timex, SecondLife). Here relationship

marketing strategy is embedded in the vision and the oppor-

tunity-driven features of a genuine business idea. We call it

emergent or disruptive value chain innovation.

Configuration

Configuration means organic change - often revolutionary

- to comply with environmental transformation (Intel from

memory chip units to microprocessors) in inflicting mo-

ments. In order to compete - i.e. fulfil its role in the business

eco system, companies must keep up with the archetype con-

figuration it has "chosen" - be it proactive or reactive, offen-

sive or defensive. Relationships follow the characteristics of

the archetype category. In most periods, relationships play an

integrative role ensuring that the archetype of the company is

kept vital. Relationship marketing strategy should allow the

company to both ensure configuration-environment synchro-

nisations and the grasping of changes, when a remapping is

necessary.

Only the positioning school is technique and methodolo-

gy-oriented. It offers a basket of analytical tools and sequenc-
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es to the marketer. Not to say that the positioning school is

neither more "right" than the others or represents the high-

est level of sophistication in an evolutionary sense. The other

schools simply do not give specific answers to concrete busi-

ness questions such as: "How do I as a manager, specialist or

consultant attack my relationship marketing strategy?

Let us take a closer look at each ofthe relationship market-

ing schools.

10.3 Relationship Marketing Strategy as
Positioning

The positioning school assumes that the market place is a

battle field. The powerful ones decide and the winner takes it

all. Sustainable competitive advantage is a dominance game.

Only a few positions in each industry are attractive. They are

named generic strategies. Decision-making is centralised. Or-

ganisations obey and execute. Strategic thinking is an expert

discipline.

According to the positioning school - why is it that some

companies succeed in creating a high and outstanding level of

customer loyalty through a relationship-based generic strate-

gy - and gain above average profits through dominance, while

others do not?

In economic terms, the idea of the extra customer relation-

shipprofitability is a reflection of different streams of direct

and indirect contributions generated at the transactional level

of the relationship. This generates higher prices, larger vol-

umes, lower costs of servicing the customer, lower defection

rates, reduced sales- and marketing expenses, increased buy-

ing frequency etc. What the company must sometimes do,

in order to maximise relationship economy, i.e. the relation-

ship-generated plus-revenue streams, is to undertake invest-

ments in customisation of assets. Companies are sometimes

reluctant to do so due to possible asset redeployment losses

and hence dependence and vulnerability in terms of loss of

bargaining power.
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When customers tend to rebuy and behave as loyalists over

a longer period of time and when this behaviour contributes

to the financial success of the supplier, it can to some extent

be explained by a similar relationship-economic logic at the

customer side. Depending on the category of product or ser-

vice and the fit within the regulating mechanisms, a customer

gets more value for "loyalty money" in the sense that the per-

ceived marginal transaction costs going through an extended

purchasing process exceed the expected benefit that such a

process could possibly generate.

Therefore, the main suggestion is that it may payofffor the

customer to demonstrate loyalty from an economic, technical

or psychological standpoint. This, however, may sometimes

be modified by the overall strategic approach pursued by the

organisation in question. Relationship-oriented buying adds

more net value to the buyer than control and autonomy in

combination with somewhat higher transaction costs could

alternatively lead to.

If above average profitability assumes high loyalty, and if

such strong loyalty requires extraordinary customer satisfac-

tion, then the crucial strategic question in conjunction with

customer relationships according to the positioning school is

not "how do we obtain and retain satisfied customers?", but

instead "how do we develop extremely satisfied customers?"

Successful strategic development founded on a customer re-

lationship strategy means creating extraordinary benefits not

just sufficient ones. Why? Because outstanding performance

separating the company from the crowd depends on the "last

step on the ladder" bridging the gap between satisfied and

extremely satisfied customers", as illustrated in figure 10-3,

creating a mobility barrier.

It should be noted that"satisfaction" must be dealt with in

a relative sense, i.e. relative to expectations and competitors.

In addition to this, some companies may find that marginal

investments in customer services and loyalty programmes are

less attractive than investments in the core product.
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100%
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(retention)
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Zone of affection

Zone of indifference
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"Terrorist" *"""'=== :::::::Jl ---.L_ _ ---.J
Extremely
dissatisfied

Satisfaction measure

Completely
satisfied

Figure 10-3 : A satisfied customer is loyal. Source: Heskett, Jones,
Loveman, Sasser and Schlesinger (1994)

There are important modifications to the above rationale

that customer satisfaction sustains loyalty:

According to Storbacka.'" Customer loyalty is not always

based on a positive attitude as such, and long-term relation-

ships do not necessarily require positive commitment from

the customers. The distinction is important because it chal-

lenges the idea that customer satisfaction (attitudinal dimen-

sion) leads to long-lasting relationships (behavioural dimen-

sion).

So, the simple notion that customer satisfaction leads to

customer retention, which in turn leads to profitability, might

be too simplistic and possibly misleading to many businesses.

Intuitively, while the goal of increased customer satisfaction

might prove productive, it might as well increase expectations

and almost by definition lead to increased dissatisfaction

rates. When you decrease your expectation, you increase your

chance of happiness.

The idea of creating extraordinary customer satisfaction

as the prime loyalty source should always be calculated along

with the marginal contribution it can provide and the costs

of an increased expectation level. Our rationale must there-
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fore be perceived in relation to competitors and in relation to

alternatives.

Combining ''positioning where" - niche versus total mar-

ket - with ''positioning how"- cost or quality - now enables

us to orchestrate a new typology for understanding relation-

ship marketing strategies in accordance with the position-

ing school. Not surprisingly, we have named this typology

Generic relationship marketing strategies (see figure 10-4).

The label - generic - underlines the fact that the strategies are

genuine and bound together in a system of mutual business

economic logic and that sustainable competitive advantage

depends on different and distinct sources.

Transaction cost leadership means that a company acquires

sustainable and decisive relationship economic advantages

within the total market. Such transaction cost advantages

over competitors lead to higher profitability. A very loyal

and extremely satisfied customer portfolio will, among other

advantages, result in considerably lower sales and marketing

costs.

GENERIC RELATIONSHIP MARKETING STRATEGIES

TOTA L MA RK ET

RELAT IONSHI P- RELATIONSH IP
ECON OM IC I'E--- - - - - ---+- - - ----- -?oj QUA LITY

ADVA NTA GE ADVANTA GE

PART OF MA RKET

Figure 10-4: Four generic relationsh ip marketing strategies
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Although it is the relative transaction cost position of the

company that generates the above average financial perfor-

mance and hence the sustainable advantage, the other side of

the transaction cost leadership coin is about the advantages

that the customers receive. The low perceived transaction

cost level in terms of extraordinary security, standardisation,

reutilisation, optimised regulating mechanisms and so forth,

becomes the heart of the relationship incentive for the cus-

tomer, whereas the loyalty from the customer is the reward

that the transaction cost leader receives.

Differential-based relationship advantages can be a suc-

cessful strategy for companies aiming at market leadership.

A relationship differentiator addresses the market as a whole,

either with a highly standardised concept through attributes

like convenience, simplicity, productivity, comfort etc., or

with mass customisation, such as e.g. the eyeglass industry.

Relationship differentiators harvest extra profits on a quality-

generated loyalty that can be translated into higher prices,

lower marketing and service expenses or extension and pro-

longation of the customer life cycles.

Differentiation advantages in the relationship sense can

either stem from structural strategic moves at critical points

in the industry life cycle, such as discount stores in the ma-

ture retail market, or by early adaptation to emerging market

needs.

In addition to the generic relationship strategies targeting

the total market, substantial competitive advantages by con-

quering one ofthe attractive positions can instead be obtained

by focusing on specific relationship segments which possess a

preference for certain relationship attributes. By quality seg-
mentspecialisation, a company decides to specify its assets and

competencies to well-defined segments or individual custom-

ers, leaving the rest of the market out of scope. The more

distinct the more attractive and accessible special relationship

segments are, the higher the likelihood of success within a

quality segment. Specialisation does imply that a company

specifies its products to suit certain target groups or even in-
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dividual customers with the purpose of fulfilling relationship

needs better than competitors or substitutes. The suppliers

attract customers who are not completely satisfied with the

relationship offerings from cost leaders or differentiators and

increase their switching costs through a relationship quality

offering.

A transaction cost nicheplayer is focused on selected cus-

tomer segments that demand very specific relationship-eco-

nomic advantages. It could be access, self-service, transpar-

ency, reversibility, special kinds of deliveries etc.

Each of the four generic relationship strategies highlights

distinct pathways to increased loyalty and hence outstanding

performance. Relationship economy and relationship quality

represent two such distinctly different directions where clear

positioning and unique competencies support each other.

The principles behind the positioning school and relation-

ship economy are very similar. According to the positioning

school, strategy is content-centric and relationship strategies

rely on specific customer-supplier loyalty logic.

10.4 Customer Relationships as a Strategic
Resource

If customer relationships, e.g. measured as market share, are

not positions or an outcome ofpositioning in terms ofa smart

business strategy often first moving, what are they then? The

cultural school of strategy rejects the outside-in way of creat-

ing strategy and the idea suggesting the existence ofa few pre-

defined, winning positions. This school views positions (prod-

ucts, brands, businesses, portfolios etc.) to be just a snapshot

ofwhat a bundle of dynamic capabilities have created - right

now. Capabilities and competencies is what create winners,

whereas concrete positions change over time - sometimes

rapidly. So, strategy is perspective and value-driven patterns

of organisational behaviour. Strategy is a collective process.

Perspective overrules direction. Resources and competencies

are by nature internal, more or lessvaluable and not just avail-
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able on the factor market. They are complex, invisible and

process drivers in a sensitive cultural context.

Competencies that will enable a company to develop,

maintain and renew customer relationship strengths across

markets, long-term and superior to competitors, will make

such a company prosper. Capabilities that really make a dif-

ference must be relevant, valuable, rare, inimitable and not

substitutable. In short: unique.

A cultural-based approach to relationship marketing strat-

egy means to acquire a deep understanding of:

- The nature of customer relationships as strategic as-

sets

- The specific capabilities required to obtain the cus-

tomer relationships' superiority

- Insight in the process of acquiring, concentrating,

accumulating, complementing, conserving and re-

covering competencies of crucial importance for re-

lationship strengthening.

Do not misinterpret the cultural school. Although there is

no attempt to design "how-to models", toolboxes, analytical

concepts etc., it does not disregard market forces, competi-

tion, the need to pitch for market shares and market leader-

ship. But it would perceive relationship marketing strategy

and the advantages of such strategy as an outcome of long-

term behavioural norms and not of a particular position. The

resource-based view on relationships recognises the existence

of an inseparable link between "image" and culture with cul-

ture as the driver.

10.5 Entrepreneurial Strategy and
Customer Relationships

The entrepreneurial school is neither focused on position-

dominance as such nor on core competence development

and dynamic capabilities. Strategic thinking, according to the
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entrepreneurial school, is vision - "seeing" before it becomes

obvious. Intuition as the forerunner of analysis.

The entrepreneurial approach to strategy focuses on the

ongoing search for new opportunities, which are not apparent

to established players in the market.

The customer relationship aspect plays an important role

for the entrepreneurial company in its conceptualisation of

the vision to a business idea and also at the early stages of the

life of the new enterprise:

- Customer relationships as conceptualisation of the

vision to a business idea

· The business idea is a customer relationship in-

novation

· The business idea is a value chain innovation

- The role of the customer relation at the early stages

of the new enterprise

· Customers are a learning lab

· Customer relationships contribute as proof of

concept, references and chasm-crossers

· Customer relationships as take-offofan epidemic

effect in the diffusion of innovation

· Relations and networks as hierarchy stretching

The vast majority ofnew businesses can be labelled market in-

novations as opposed to technology innovations. Among the

market innovations, value propositions based on innovative

customer relationship thinking are far from rare. When IKEA

offers its customers a series of experiences during their visits

in the stores and the satisfaction of having built their own

furniture at home, it is a deliberate relationship innovation

of the core value proposition. In the entrepreneurial sense,

customer relationships can be treated as a source of business

opportunity and customer relationship strategy as a question

of innovative product definition.

Value chains tend to become reinforcing and much in-

novation strengthens and complements effective value chain
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structures, prolonging their lives and protecting capital in-

vestments and other assets adapted to a certain system or

paradigm. The stronger and the longer a value chain protects

and supports itself through innovation and adoption, the

greater the latent entrepreneurial opportunities will be. So, if

we consider supplier-customer relationships to be a sub-chain

of the overall value chain, then entrepreneurial thinking and

reformulation of this relation can be disrupted and ultimately

lead to destruction. The entrepreneurial message with respect

to relationship marketing strategy is to look for successful,

mature "relationship chains" that can be shaken. Sir Richard

Branson has named them "Up against fat cats".

Customer relations are crucial to the entrepreneurial com-

pany and, in most cases, a key to survival at the early stages.

Customers are learning labs, where the entrepreneur can ob-

serve, analyse, change and experiment. Listen. Ask questions.

Simulate alternatives. Without close and committed custom-

er relationships in the pre-launch phases, many entrepreneurs

will fail. Not only are customers a test lab, they are also risk-

reducing stakeholders for the entrepreneurial initiative.

Also, customer references of the right kind can act as an

invaluable leverage, when the young company meets the mar-

ket. Hence, early, prestige references can open the doors to

the market: "If NASA can use it, well...."

Customer relationships in an entrepreneurial perspec-

tive is not just a question of meeting the market pre-launch

to learn the most and reduce later customer acceptance the

most. It is also a question of initiating relations to and ac-

quiring a customer base with innovator characteristics. I.e.

customers which can cause the epidemic effect in time, space

and segments that make the diffusion of innovation happen.

From this perspective, relationship marketing strategy in the

entrepreneurial mode becomes a prerequisite for diffusion of

innovation.

Innovative entrepreneurs have ambitions far exceeding the

resources they control. They face a structural resource gap be-

tween goals and means. One way of overcoming the gap is to
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extend or stretch the entrepreneurial organisation by building

strong networks with prospective customers and other poten-

tial stakeholders. Hence, successful entrepreneurial thinking

is not only vision-centric, but also relationship-centric!

10.6 The Integrative Configuration View on
Marketing Strategy and Relationships

According to the configuration school, a company experi-

ences a few periods of dramatic change, shake-ups or bumps,

requiring total adaption to new environmental conditions -

and long periods of stability with introvert focus. So, the risk

of episodic, radical change and the necessity of consistent,

continued supportive integration processes are two conflict-

ing forces to be taken care of by the strategists at the same

time. Relationship marketing strategy is basically a question

of alignment between the company as an organism and the

environment governed and constrained by the stereotype.

Companies stick to paradigms and processes are archetype-

specific. Archetypes dictate the roles and nature of relation-

ships.

In order to succeed, companies must synchronise with

the environment. Companies must allow relationships to

emerge, but should also hold the view of relationships as de-

liberate constructions. The dilemma between the spontane-

ity of emergent relationship behaviour and the determined

category behaviour reflects the trade-off between the need for

archetype reinforcement and paradigm challenge.

As a mirror of the view of the company as a responsive-

integrative organism, customer relations in the configura-

tion perspective pass through the stages of emergence, de-

velopment, stability, adaption, struggle and revolution. The

customer relationship life cycle perspective is driven by the

company's need to destroy and integrate relationships as para-

digms lose their explanatory power. Customer relationships

are both a resource ensuring synchronisation and a position

in the sense that a certain archetype behaviour finds and oc-
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cupies its niche. Hence, the configuration school combines

the outside-in with the inside-our perspective.

The configuration school does not assume that only a few

positions are attractive in terms of generic strategies. Neither

does it prescribe a few performance-superior relationship be-

haviour patterns. What it does is to underline the organi-

sational and hence the customer relationship ceo-cycle as a

perpetual force that could and should be converted into rela-

tionship programmes. This idea is illustrated in figure 10-5.

Figure 10-5 distinguishe s between the periods of integra-

tion and control (rational, constrained, struggling relation-

ships) and eras of episodic confusion leading to crisis, confu-

sion and revitalisation through creativity and "skunk". Figure

10-5 illustrates that customer relationship strategy changes

during the cycle from a maintaining via an adopting to an

experimenting behaviour.

Relq, .

)

/O/]Sh
ip qa

°Pr10/]

Relationship Archtype risis

confusion

Constrained relation ship Struggling relation ships

Relationship conservat ion

Ration al relationship

. -.....
Emergent relationship

Figure 10-5: Customer relat ions as a modified eco-cycle. Source:
Hougaard & Bjerre

Our finding is that none of the strategy schools are anchored

in relationship thinking. It is, nevertheless, possible to apply

their internal rationales and basic principles to a relationship-

based view, which we have done. It is interesting to see how

much the strategic schools differ in their approaches . Hence ,

it is equally difficult to present firm conclusions on relation-

ship strategy.
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I

Preface

a Evans and Wurster (2000).

Chapter 1

1 Gronroos (1990; 1992), Morgan and Hunt (1994), Gum-

messon (1996).

2 Egan (2001).

3 See note 2.

4 Levitt (1960).

5 Berge Olsen - the founder of the Danish retail chain

IRMA.
6 Hedaa (1991).

7 One important aspect of the relationship marketing defi-

nition requires attention. The seeming philanthropy of

the altruistic sentiments implied by relationship market-

ing (mutuality, equality... ) might seem to contradict the

fact that that profit motive is still being a principal busi-

ness driver. The difference between relationship market-

ing and traditional marketing is that relationship market-

ing to some extent replaces the idea of manipulation with

the idea of co-operation, subject though to differences in

regulating mechanisms. Terminating relationships that are

not profitable is an underlying assumption behind the

above definition.

8 Payne (1988) e.g. identifies four different research schools

within relationship marketing: (1) The Scandinavian

School identified by the Swedish School of Economics

and Business Administration, (2) The Anglo Australian

School, (3) the Northern American School and (4) the
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IMP Group (Industrial Marketing and Purchasing Group)

based in Sweden.

9 The IMP-school refers to the "Industrial Marketing and

Purchasing Group" or "International Marketing and Pur-

chasing Group" - depending on the audience (Ford, 1995,

p. 2). See also note 11.

Chapter 2

10 Alderson (1957).

11 Kotler, (1988, p. 8) and as referred to in figure 1-6.

12 Industrial Marketing & Purchasing Group

13 Hakansson and Snehota (1995) and as referred to in figure

1-10.

14 Kotler (1988, p. 9).

15 See figure 1-3 in chapter 1.

16 Bagozzi, (1974, p. 78).

17 In chapter 5, the driving forces of relationships are exam-

ined in further detail.

18 This is also referred to as "path dependency". The implica-

tion of this is that the future of a relationship will, at least

to some extent, be dependent on exchanges in the past,

the way conflicts have been resolved etc.

19 Bagozzi (1975, p. 32).

20 Bagozzi (1975, p. 36).

21 We use the term distribution literature to refer to physical

distribution ofgoods and services, as defined by Stern and

EI-Ansary (1992).

22 Bagozzi (1975).

23 Gronroos (1990).

24 Dwyer, Schurr and Oh (1987) listed four important rea-

sons for focusing on exchange processes in marketing in

their article: "Developing Buyer-Seller Relationships" (p.

11):

a) "First, exchange serves as a focal event between two or

more parties.

b) Second, exchange provides an important frame of ref-

erence for identifying the social network of individuals



and institutions that participate in its formation and

execution.

c) Third, it affords the opportunity to examine the do-

main of objects or physic entities that get transferred.

d) Finally, and most important, as a critical event in the

marketplace it allows the careful study of antecedent

and processes for buyer-seller exchange.

25 As described by Arndt (1983), as he has refined the work

carried out by Stern and Reve (1980) and later supple-

mented by Skytte (1990).

26 Arndt (1983, p. 44).

27 See also chapter 5 for description of driving forces of rela-

tions.

28 Achrol et ale (1983); Arndt (1983).

29 Pfeffer et al. (1978).

Chapter 3
30 Williamson (1975; 1985).

31 Reichheld (1996).

32 Heikkila (1996).

33 See also figure 2-3 in chapter 2.

34 As described in detail in subsection 2.2.

35 Williamson (1975).

36 Boston Consulting Group - BCG.

37 Described as different types in figure 4-1 in chapter 4.

Chapter 4
38 Kun0e (1994).

39 Svanholmer (1996).

40 See also subsection 2.3 on different exchange types.

41 Barnard and Ehrenberg (1997).

42 Gummeson (1996).

43 Kotler (1992).

44 Svanholmer (1996).

45 Reichheld (1993; 1996).

46 Alternative approaches to this is presented in chapter 6,

subsection 6.1
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47 Heskett, Jones, Loveman, Sasser and Schlesinger (1994).

48 Payne et ale Reltionship Marketing

Chapter 6
49 See subsection on "Strategic Behaviour".

50 Kurzrock (1996, p. 121).

51 See also the discussion regarding Aaker (1996) and the

loyalty pyramid.

52 See chapter on "Relationship Economics".

53 See chapter 8 on "The Individualised Approach to Rela-

tionships" .

54 See section on Political Economy Paradigm.

55 See chapter 2.

56 Gummesson (1996).

57 Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995).

Chapter 7
58 See also chapter 5 on the "Driving forces of Customer Re-

lationships".

59 Internal and external refers to the concept of the political

economy paradigm, i.e. internal and external is related to

the dyadic relationship between the organisations in fo-

cus.

60 Hayes, Jenster and Aaby (1996). This section has been

taken much further in "Industry Analysis" in Jenster and

Hussey (2001).

61 See subsection on risks related to relationships.

62 See also chapter 2 introducing the Political Economy Par-

adigm.

63 Nelson and Winter (1982).

64 Penrose (1959).

65 Williamson (1975), and the customisation of assets.

66 See also chapter 10 for further details.

67 See also chapter on driving forces of relationship develop-

ment.

68 See also the contribution by Reichheld in figure 9-1.

69 See also chapter 1.



70 Sawheney and Parikh (2001).

71 Reichheld and Schefter (2000).

72 See chapter 10 on relationship balance system.

Chapter 8
73 See chapter 2 on the political economy paradigm for refer-

ence.

74 Porter (1980).

75 Tollin (1990).

76 Miles and Snow (1978, p. 11).

77 The three step approach introduced in chapter 7 will be

beneficial here.

78 Miles and Snow (1978).

79 Miles et al. (1988, p. 529).

80 Italics added by us.

81 Miles and Snow (1978, pp. 37-38) and Thompson

(1973).

82 Miles and Snow (1978, p. 56).

83 Italics added by us.

84 1994, The definition of The International Center for

Competitive Excellence.

85 1998, Martin Christopher's definition.

86 Krajlik (1983).

87 Kjeldsen (1997).

88 Shapiro (1985), Krajlik (1983) and Tanskanen (1994).

89 Kjeldsen (1997).

Chapter 9
90 As elaborated on in chapter 8.

91 According to Oliver Williamsson

92 Laurids Heedaa.

93 Exclusive refers to the fact that the focus is solely on the

one customer, and that insights gained from this collabo-

ration are not shared with anybody else.

Chapter 10

94 Mintzberg et alt.
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95 Earl Sasser: "The gulf between satisfied and completely sat-

isfied customers can swallow a business".

96 Storbacka (1994).
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